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pages

4,5 and 8.
Falls,

Is

telephone office.

The literature club will meet with
Mrs. A. K. Cushman
utxt
Tuesday
evening ai 7 30

George

I

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE!
HEAVY WINTER CLOTHING.
They are going fast, and to get the advantage of these goods,
prices offered, customers should call at once.
k KINGS FOll CHILDREN from 2 to 7 years—Sc. per
Huts and

church,

Mrs. Scott

are

at

the

to close.

pair

BYKN.

PIAN05.

The people of EH-- worth ami surrounding towns are cordially invited to visit the waremoinH of Staphs, Smith A- Moody, Manning
M *ck, Franklin street.
They le v.- a very earefullv selected stock
of as fine pianos and organs as v.ere ever shown in Hancock eonnty.

cornmandery next

ME.

-V KING.

WINDOW SHADES instock and to order.

health.

JOB

WORK of every kind.

At tiie Cushman store on Franklin street.

w.

from members of bis

A. ft. Treat and
Mrs. Treat, of East
Orange, N J are at the American bouse.
Mrs. Treat wsa quite ill before coming
here, but is rapidiy regaining her usual

ment*.

r*.

gift

society,
it was a bag containing lifty-two presents
—one for escb week of the ensuing year.
Mrs. P. H. Bailey, accompanied by Mrs.
Otis W. Kent, arrived In Ellsworth last
week. They arc with Mrs. Bailey’s son,
F. W. Rollins, at iiia home on Bridge bill.

out the undertaking department of A. \V. Cushman
Also the Upholstering and Picture-framing depart-

A S..n.

Agnes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Htimesaey, eg*d fourit tii years, died Friday, of consumption. B» aides her parents
she leaves two sisters. A brother, Joseph,
O.nl Hii. ut

jowDa\x.

se*-v

three months

c*a were

held

Sunday

Funeral

ago.
at

the

Catholic

church.
li.e week of

commemorated.
th« present
of « new
century, ud t*» be commemorated by bu\l**g •*oni« article
fact for
km a K>uv«ntr t»f the
What
friend.
a
relative or

mark the time of the
century a pmt-y

s

on

might
prefer

troll.

as

might

a

Oiamoiid King
or

Some
or

Brooch,

pretty piece of
plcreof

other

some

J^weiry

A

SILVER WARE

WAVE CREST WARE,
a toilet wet, manicure set or one
of n great many article* that have
value and would m-rvw a* a memnuo of toe day to l*e handed
down to future gencrntloua.

same as on

Main street,

*'The Beautiful la

perhapH

|

more
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Holiday presen

a

Music Store,
a

.lew-sharp.

Hue of

Organs

Jim*. Bxnjoa, Accordions, Autoharps. Har
Edison Phono
monk***, Columbia anti
graph* ami Records, Music Holla, Music
We have goo*'»
Mauds. Sheet Music, etc.
Come and see
loo numerous to mention.
them. The lest assortment of

Sewing Machines
to be foui d in Maine, Including the Crlppen
machine, wntch I have manufactured for
warrant it ten years. Come and
see them
Kerueinber the place—next door
to Post office

myself and

SEASONABLE FLOWERS
and PLANTS at the

J.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
LETTUCE

ami

X.

CRIPPEN.

on

hand.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

Six Latest Books
in Circulating Library.
J. A. THOMPSON.
....T*~-

GEORGIA HOLT,

nothing
on

WILL MAKE

PIANIST^.

earth

HENS LAY

Accompanist and Teacher ol Plano and Har.
mony.

like

oreen

cut

bone.

L-

HODGKINS

by

I

from

building

the

O.

O.

what

wa~

remains of the

wiiiiam

college,

Bowdoln

tiyue, 01
wife and son

uewiu;

and

his

are

All

invited.

James A.
worth

Davis, of Boston, an Ellsboy, is having high masonic honors

elected It n-»irW

u-

ei'innisnder-in chief of

consistory of the
Ro>hI Secret, thirty-second

set 'h

Prince* of the

of olll***

next

pub- |
Monday
a

Relief corps < Ulcers will be installed at the same time. A full attend-

ilber organization,
with ladies and gentlemen of tbeir families, is deelred.
Acadia chapter. Royal Arch Masons,
elected officers l«-t evening as follows:
C. R. Foster, H. P ; O. H. Bradbury, K.;
J. II. Brimmer, scribe; J. E. Parson*,
treasurer; T. E. liHle, secretary; J. A.
Bowden, C. of II.; J. F. Royal, P. 8.; H.
N. Joy, R. A. C.
ance

of members

«

Miss
Elizabeth Doyle and
Dennis
of
McManus, both
Ellsworth, were
married at 8t. Joseph’s Catholic church
Monday at noon, by Rev. J. D. O’Brien.
The bride was attended by her niece,

Doy

e.

The

best

man

was

John McCloud.
The new century was ushered in in
Ellsworth by the ringing of the church
it was the suggestion of Mayor
bells,
Greely. It was proposed just before 12

o’clock, to toil one of the bells for the
dying century hut the hell ringer was

il&unusnnnua.

large congregation welcomed him.

pair

a

Another order

ceived for

of

*00
u

e

The Trenton

cipal

^

Over

West

Ellsworth lodge, A. O. U. W., last
Thursday evening elected officers hh follows; B T. Bowie, P. M. W.; E. E. Row*.
M. W.; Willis Foster, F.; E. A. Lermond,
O.; J. F. Knowlton, recorder; E. F Ron
inson, financier; Frank S. Lord, receiver;
John A. Lord, guide; J. H. Leland, I. W.;
William G. Brooks,O. W.; Frank E. Ura>
trustee for three years; B. T. Sowle, repr*
seutaiive to grand lodge; F. S. Lord, alternate. At the same meeting, Freemai

The

to

I urned

Hostelry

Yesterday

Him

lodge, K of P., elect rd « fFice>*
Wf'.n»-d>iy ev*l»>llg hh f I'ly*-; A
M( NhM»,
chHiuf u»»r
comma; dt r;
II
Joseph T. ttilvty, vice-chancellor; J. A
Lo d, t re at*-; H L. Lord, master of wo» k ;
E C. O-goori, keeper of rn orris Hi.d scmI?
and mHbter of
master

of

«

finance;

x- n.

diaries H

Leiand

George

Bmclair.

quer;

Inner guard; George 'Thompson, outer
i*re«
guard; G. L. Wiswtll, trustee f« r
>eura; J. A. Lord, representative to granr
lodge; Charles li. Leiand, a Uernsi i.
E

Lord,

W.

superintendent
Falls, Vt., came

Ellsworth

an

of

scboois

boy,

Friday
parent*, Capt. S
home

lo

sperm

L Lore:
wife. When Mr. Lord leaves E Ist«
worl h Friday he will go dirtclly
Wes.fi d, Mans. There, on Hsturday, In
Miss Myrtle R.
it ill
meet
King, of
The meeting win b*
Wellsvnie, N. Y.
at the home of a mutual friend, who
a

week with his

and

happens lo he a minister. Mr. and Mrs.
begin housekeeping at Bellow*

Lord vviil
Falls.

The Christmas entertainment

of

the

Congregational Sunday school, which
was repeated last
Thursday evening b>
request, was well attended. About, |14
entertainment, the
proceeds exceeding expectations of the
was

sanguine.
fully reported

The entertainment

wa-

American

last

in

The

only change in the programme was the addition of a carol by
the Congregational choir, and a violin
solo by Miss Harriet Rollins, with accomweek.

The

paniment by

Mies Helen Davis.

To-morrow evening the masquerade bah
of Senator Hale hose company will take
place at Hancock hall. One of the fea-

occasion will be the farmers’

This baud has been rehearsing for
several weeks, and “they do play to beat
all n&tur”. The band will give some se-

baud.

musical selections at the opeuing of
fun. There has been a good
sale of seats for the bail, and there is
every indication now that it will be one
of the most successful ever given by this
Moiingban «
company of tire fighters.
lect
the

evening’s

dancing
Ellsworth Enterprise, In

orchestra wilt furnish
Last week the

music for

place of its regular issue, sent out a souvenir edition of thirty-six pages, hand-

printed

Bluehlll, Maine,

paper.

The

on

first

highly calendered
eight pages were

Town

has

June 5 iai*t the mill

On

manu-

Bay-

at

burned.

whs

rebuilt at once, and fi ted

was

The
the

with

mill

new

considered

was

mills of

equipped

best

of

one

its size and

It bad contracts
from the Beaeoas! Packing
Co., of Maine, the Atlantic Halibut Co.,
of Gloucester, Mrhh.,
and Union shoo
factory, of Ellsworth.
The loss from the tire, the interruption
of contracts and other losses, embarrassed
character in the State.
for box shooks

the company, and it was
i*s obligations. F. rthe

unab

to meet

e

»il

assignment

an

as

Pardoned.

meeting of the G >veruor and
council, Monday afternoon, at the State

appointed. It is possible that
nore deputy
will be appointed in
county.

one

the

Drowned «t Sorrento.

Sorrento, Dec. 24—Eugene Jellison
and Ktchard Grant, of Sorrento, were
gunning near Euglli’s island Saturday,
he

as

shoi

at

a

bird, and when Jellison sprang to bis aid
tioat

.(alliftnn
haiKi

overturned.

whs

dun?

to the

boat

with

other.

his grssp

J 1878.
The glad

him!

Both

was

of

the

pardon

was conveyed
Monday night.

emotions

different

they

at

were

completely

broke down

last

free.

and

cried

when

Stain
like

a

child, but Cromwell, though evidently
and
strongly affected, appeared calm

joyous.
The pardon

was

not.

surprise

a

to those

closely the history of
the case, and weighed the new evidence
presented at the recent hearing.
who have followed

Bangor.

Blauvelt at

The great Blauvelt concert at Bangor,
at which the famous singer gave her services for the
came

off last

benefit of the auditorium,
Saturday evening. It wras

unqualified

success.

Two thousand people greeted

Blauvelt,

Madame

glory.
Chapman

who covered herself with

Conductor-in-Chief
her

R:

W.

accompaniments.

Pullen’s

orchestra, Wasgatt’s string quartette and
a chorus of nearly 200 voices took part in
the concert, and all gave their services.
Madame Blauvelt was presented with a
silver sa ver, the
presentation speech
being made by C H. Wardleigh.
Nearly fl,000 was realized, ail of which
goes toward
auditorium.

liquidating

the debt

on

the

i3Ubcrtisnncntg.
ESTABLISHED

Grant Hank.

1365,

was

sixteen years of age.

CHURCH

for

convicted

Cromwell

showed

told that

one

attending uis
heard Jell 'HOu’a
weir soul” instance awhj
Jelcalls for assistance and reacued him
whs
resu-otati d
with diffi ulty.
liso
Grant’s body was recovered.
Graut

news

to Stain and

to

George Kane, who

and

John Wilson Barron, cashier
of the Dexter savings bank, on Feb. 22,
murder of

support Grant wit n t tie
Becoming exhausted, he loosened
led

it «*

*

indicted

were

played

__________

irant lost his balance

! House, a full and free pardon
was
1
granted Oliver Cromwell and Dtvid L.
Stain, who at t he February term of the
supreme judicial court, in 1888, at Bangor,

an

•een

'Cs-

AP2THECARY.

NOTES.

•

UNION SERVICE.

6, 7 30 p. in.—Union serUnitarian church. Sermon by
Methodist
P.
J.
Simonton, of
cbu>cli. Music by cnoir of Congregat iuiittl church.
Sunday * veiling services

Sunday,
at

vice
Rev.

other

hi

Jan.

Protestant

will

ci-urchea

be

omitted.
UNION

CONO’L, ELI*S\VORTH

Rev. G. //

FALLS.

llefflon, pastor.

Friday, 7 30 p. in., covenant ai d premeeting. Suhject: “Confessing
Christ.”
Sunday, Jan. 6—Morning service at
10 30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
paratory

Communion

it 11.45.

service

at 4 p.

Ellsworth. Me.

m,

COMING KVENTS.

No eveniug service.
UNITARIAN.

realized from the

most

James A. Hill.

yet

now

Bellow*

at

Goutdsboro,
deputy at Old

not

nr

qua

It

toe

bunt

was

improved machinery.

|

SHRlilFF WHITCOMB

Keys of tlie County

service and silent prayer.

•1

W. E

were

Slain MU<t Cromwell

—

I Jo'

Hide.

ie

At the

county commissioners on X
F. O. Swett, of the Bangor Commercial \
Year’s day turned over the keys of h#
staff, ws* in EIlAworth last Friday night ;
county j<*H to Sheriff Howard F\ WhitSwett has a great many friends In Eliscomb. There were two prisoners in the
He made some of them in Bow
Worth.
jsil when Shtriff Whitcomb took p.
doin c dl ge where he was a classmate of
slon.
beg
Harry Emery and Percy Bartlett
The county commissioners authorized a
pardon, Prof. Emery and Dr. Bartlett—a number of minor
e
repairs on the jan
few y*ars ago; he made more of than*
which areatready being made. The bou <
three years ago, when he coached Ells
will be thoroughly renovated.
Sht* If
worth high school football team to thre*
Whitcomb will move there soon.
glorious vie ories.
Keuhen b. Kt-mick, of Ellsworth Falla,
The watch meeting at the Methodls
has been appointed jailer, and will asaiai
church New Year’s eve was well attended
Sheriff Whitcomb at the jail house.
The services were interesting. Rev. A. H.
Sheiiff Whitcomb's list of deputies is
Coar, of the Unitarian church, spoke 01- as follows:
“Chrislian Unity and Brotherly Love”
Aurora, II. T. Si Is by.
E. W. Lord, of Bellows Falls, followed
Biuehill, A. C. Osgood.
with a short address. The pastor. Rev. J
Buckt-port, Waiter Snowman.
P. Sim.niton, spoke from the sulj-ct:
Csatine, Allard Staples.
“Consider Y'our Ways.” A feature ot tin
Deer Die, S. B. Thurlow.
music was a solo by Miss Addie 'linker.
Eden, John Suminsby.
The meeting closed with coimeciation
i'remont, E. L. Higgins.

Inst

stockholders

facture of box shooks

February.

in

shipped

prinskillings,
Pm lips, of
T

built

to be

as-

incor-

was

of Boston, and Dr. G. A.
Ellsworth. A Hiearn mill for

to

The

H. c°»(*n whs inumren.

Co.

Lumber

porated about three years

hoard,
two-passenger
its creditors it made
of satin wood, for the Sp
I Mfnfpri
are
consulate at Gibraltar. Both order
be

been

wnich

<

buck

a

has

milt

the

pending appraism

arranged t»* nave mads
Thursday. The company eat Montes ths
stock on hand to be shout. 1 350 000 feet in
s.
box board'*, and 200,000 f« el
It ia probable t mi some arrangements
will be made to operate the run in the interest of the creditors, and to ifiauufao«*
ture the stock on hand, In order to reallzs
the greatest value therefrom

ponies, forty-four ioutits
has just been re-

behind

high.

ets heva

mh

lisve

signees

bni'rt*

old

The

000.

at once, and

property

*<1

con

|29

about

are

shutdown

e

u-

Monday In FttVOC
of Ms iVeditoia
The Trent on Lumber Cu. 01 Monday
made an asHignment for bo »>*•»•« tit of its
creditors,,to Claries C. Bun .1 John A*
Peters, jr, and A W. King. * he liabilTney consist
yet been determined.
of the mill property at Trenton, which
cost about $9,000, and the stock on band.
The assignees took posses-non of ths

follows:

j

«0.

Assignment

Made

ities

with

F., last

as

MJuliK..

not

suff

almost

The main part of the building
by fire, but the small office

be-

one.

somely

Present address,

special service,

a

elected officers

Belfast end BluebUIClasses now forming
Begin nets or advanced popUu taben.
nt

FUR SALK BT

ISAAC

in

L**j«»k lodge,

tures of the

Mow Novels.
$I.SO Books
at $1.26.

All the

PARSLEY

always

Free

Friday evenings.

and

lic installation

usual.

anything from

the

evening.

A large assort
as ran be shown any where.
from it preyed
in* nt <>f Violins and ( a-cleather t<> a wooden ease. Gull ra, Mando

Ellsworth.
Useful

place

Wednesday

Miss Lizzie

A. W. GHEELY,
No.

The lte*t
la at

where jou

Day.

Faat

as

at

X

.1. A. CUNNINGHAM.

Piano to a

The subscriber has * good display of the art!
•lea enumerated above aud Invite* Inspection.

Prices the

Fruit, Cigars. Tobaeeo

toe.

meetings

degree Mh*oiii».
Wm. II. H. Uice post will have

aOOOOPPOOOPOOOPOOOCMDPIOOCO

fine China, a )“wel-c*ae, a lionbo> d *h, a fern dl*h, a puff box
with udrr r. a unokcr set (for
gentlemen) In

or

*

I

day;

he

the

earth.

Fresh every

will

Baptist church Tuesday and Thursday
evenings and *.t the Methodist church

y
6

Oysters

coming

CLOCK
do

I»>»>o o o o t»>»;

rpeeiM-il.

just

Next to the "real thing"
these kisses are the le>'t

•

to

Int

New

appropriate

watch

|

Kisses

To rememkr that
It* lb* 1* ginning

more

I

Priscilla

To l»e remembered mid

be

1'iirre

Ckooo v

AN EVENT

would
than a

prayer will be observed in
the Methodist sud Free Baptist churches.

American—only I’OUNTY Paper.

The Ellsworth

Mr. and

George, were guests of Judge L. A.
eral wcekH. returned In her liniiiD at Went
Emery and wife Saturday and Sunday.
Newton, Maes., last week.
Saturday they enjoyed an ice-boating
Mrs. Julia A. Grant, who wbb stricken party at Nicolin. Sunday President Hyde
with paralysis last wc.k, died Monday at occupied the pulpit of the Congregational
t he home of
her daughter, Mrs. Horace church, and though hut short notice was
given of the fact that be would preach, a
Webber, aged seventy-four years.

Year’s

bought

1 have

Robinson, who baa been
visiting her son, J. D. Robinson, for sev-

county commissioners
held their annual meeting on New Year’s
day. John P. Klrirfdge, of E'lawortb, w ft**
sleeted chairman for the ensuing year.
H* v A. H. Goar received a novel New-

BrtRch Stores -Waterville, Bath, Farmington, Madison and Ellsworth.
Ludwig, Foster A Co.,
| 'date Agents for the celebrated Knabe, I vers A Pond.
Haines & Co.. Brewster, Kimball A Co., and other leading makes.
I Orders for Piano Tuning may 1st left at tire store.

ITaV I > B

ushered

president

The lit*- cock

HOODY,

HEADQUARTERS, AUGUSTA,

{Relating.

1

has

E. J.

Mrs.

______-

&

throughout,

illustrated

■*

it, and In which were booh
ginning at 12 o’clock. This service was able instruments, escaped. The
in the 1 fflee, however, w
general in the Catholic churches all over r*y water
the world. H* v. J. 1). O’Brien celebrated siderable. There was only about
he
uilding. The loss
high mass and made a few remarks appro- of hay in t
mated at $700;
insured. Dr.
C*
priate to the memorable occasion. After
mass there whs benediction.
| thinks it will he cheaper to ten-

Monday evening.

5TAPI.ES, SMITH

i

Frnisy
build a new one, than to attempt
L. W.
York where he
evening
it.
pair
N.
Harvard
C.
G
on a Sound tugboat.
Jordan. V.
Jordan,
G.;
;
>
F, L. M**<on,H<crctary ; J A. Cunningham, -4 Ellsworth Is well known all over
William Bowden had two fingers nearly
United Hlutes as the birthplace of tin
severed from his left band in the mill treaaurer; J. P. Eldridge, H. E. Hill,
*>«•
James E Parsons, trustees; John H. buckboard—that unique vehicle th-t
where he vnhs working last week.
become so popular everywhere, but mort
Lelatid, Hgent. Officers will be installed
Mrs. George W. Whiting went to Portat summer resorts. Its fanm I
and candidates initiated Friday evening. especially
H
land yesterday. She will remain several
now reaching foreign land.
This u
K. T
held
commandery,
Bianqucfort
weeks to receive special medical treatthe “original buckboard man", Henry E.
its last meeting of the year and of the
ment.
Davis, of this city, received ari order fron
century last Friday evening. One of the Mine.
Tbeschooner “Henrietta A. Whitney”;
Diaz-Albertiul, of Paris, Prance,
candidates fur degrees was C. K. Burrilf,
for a four-passenger buckboard, to n*
has been hauled up in Boston for the
and complimentary to him, and in comtrimmed In whipcord, filled and po -he*
winter. Capt. Woodward arrived home
memoration of the event, Col. C. C. Burlu natural wood, with hard rubber tires.
Friday.
rill tendered the commandery a banquet,
The vehicle Is for the purchaser’s elevenLygonla lodge K. and A. M. will elect which was served after the work. The j
hottrd
officers this evening; Esoteric to-morrow affair was throughout a most enjoyable year-old son, who will drive the
W.

Caps, MtifNers, “Comfort" Mittens and Gloves—Furnishing Goods.
evening; Bianquefnrt

OWEN

profusely

a

I

■

I Live still left sonic broken "izrs of

I

century
Then the bells rang in concert

out.

Met hodist

gone to New
has secured employment

Dunn

been

ixpected borne to-morrow
At the latholic church the new century

El *s worth

at the central

had

TKKNit/.N

historical skci*

iis

The building on Bcbool street oc* »;»?*•«*
J. Lord and James H. Scott, I by Dr. George It. Caldwell as a voterli arj
«
both of Ellsworth, were married Monday. hospital, was badly damaged by t
The wedding took place a* the home of midnight Hmurday. The fire orig
the bride’s cousin, Mrs. Fred S. Smith, in the iiaytoft.
Dr. Caldwell's boreIn Gardiner, Kev. A. A. Lewis, of the only animal in the building, was ti
4 «

was

For other local
Miss Alice

quick-step. As the clock struck
Congregational, Methodist and
Baptist church hells began ringing
alternately, one minute each until the
a

new

brief

a

»«
pHst and present mo
if-'
conditions and the advantages i
for future d< velopment. The remai
of «he paper was devoted to “writ*
of Ellsworth's business men, the
^
The pap.
being admtrsbly done.

12, the

the

to

Ellsworth,

few minutes.
4
Miss L zzie

PoKTl.AKD
Ea-tern Argus.
IITDK Pahk, \ T:
t arroll 8 Page- Poultry food.

1

played

run

BnciarokT:

Rplinhle Homp ami

)f,wr

devoted

teenth century, and

number of

M % t lrttk—Greenhouse.
M Gallert—l»ry goods.
C' F I>avis—Market
WUfln A Mi-ote— A pothecnrles.
O A Parciter— Apothecary.
Owen By rn—Clothing.

ME.

lively spirit of the nineinstead of a dirge, he

imbued with the

U. Coar, pastor.
7.30, teachers
eveniug, at
Friday
meeting at home of Mrs. S. D. VV ggin
Suhject: “Proverbs.”
Saturday eveniug at 7.30, balf-bour son|
service in the vestry.
Sunday, Jan. 6--Morning service al
Rev. A.

FREE

Sunday, Jan. 6— Preaching service
m.
Sunday school at 3 p. m.
Tuesday, 7 30 p. m., Y. P. S. C. E.

al

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening at 7 00, prayer meeting
Sunday, Jau. 6—Morning service a
Sermon by the pastor.
10 30.
Sunday

Junior league at 3 p.

OUT-OF-TOWN SERVICES.

m.

hose

Saturday, Jan. 12—Meeting of county
Bucksport.
Friday, Jan. 25, at Hancock hail—Con-

cert

and

ball of

Columbian

hook

and

ji manual.
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North Ellsworth—Rev. G. H. Hef
fion will preachat a special service Sun
day at 7 00 p. in. No service in afternoon
Trenton—Preaching by Rev. J. P
Simonton, of the Methodist church, a
p.

hall—

Hale

grange with Verona grange,

5 SEATTLE

2.00 p.

2 30

Hancock

Senator

BAPTIST.

George II. Salley, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting

1145.

at

o(

company.

Rev.

school at

ball

ladder company.

Sunday school at 11.45.

10 30.

Thursday, Jan. ii,
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SCHOOL

BONDS
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present an offering of a city that has near. C*
ly doubled in population In ten years. It ?
a SCHOOL HOUSE BOND, which is a!
ways popular, anu the interest yield la
very satisfactory.

is

TTLER, FOGG & CO.,

morse-oi.iv(|r building,
IVtair>©.

Bangor,
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Tone.—A forward look. —FI.i.. ai,

THE CHANGE OF LIFE

.'lift.

MKVVA OF MI’MC ANS.
of nature which makes the whole world
signs, and with a carte blanche order from
iHfiitnl.
Sir Thomas Lfpton, continued at work
kin ’, and we conclude that afte* all there j
Musical C olony Mt Hlnrhtll Is Growing over them, with the re.sutt of a discovery
1* some good in the world and in human
j Firm Nerves l»y Using Smith*!
Notable A<1tlltlrm*.
of several changes which would. Iu his
ki< d.
(Jreen Mountain
A writer in one Of >bt B dttotl paper* judgmen
materially increase the speed of
Set) pone in the year before us we take
the new yacht
Renovator.
note of the good deed- done, and better c* t* hi tent ion to the m usual colony at
1
Khiehlll, and paint* * glowing future for
e ill, have a laige part in the doing of
Liptou was at once consulted, and a
second net of de ign* were completed
Clear Vision, Too.
By
them; if it is only “You in your small | this Hancock county town. He says:
That little old New England village, Bluchill, this tiaie considerable progress had been
corner and 1 in mine”, a ray of light (or
Pirm nerve* and clear vision are products of
j
Janet would call it “sunshine”) would j I* nan awakening from a long am! peaceful made on the first » oat, *nd the Hendet j perfect blood circulation. Strength of arm, of
*»p»
fnr rr*»nf
**«.thing of vry deficit'* xjfl’u Wciti lulu ii> tumiuue he »u»k, the ( eye, and of nerve are necessary to-day as
brighten many a study nook in Hano~vk
j county. M ke this a Happy New Year for ( importance as m-rurred there that would cau*e idea being that the boat when completed ; never before. The present day worker like
Mn~
of
»*•<•
*0f»
cr fOO li h Mttnt* to
the archer of old must have strength with,
w
u o eitner be used as a trial ho i-e or
j others and “as ye Lurie, it shall be mens- j *h« pu*
lend
| ured to you again”, and if happiness lteeome more rapid. Hut recent happenings
sold to other parties
The seen d set of out alloy. 5mith*s Green Hountain Renoto word the revival of much inlet cat In the future
vator is the happiest union of strength-giving
j does not come in full
design* were given to Denny, and it is elements known, and as a
measure, at least the of lire town.
;
Body Builder nothwill
tu
which
his
that
the
heart
yaid
yacht
Blue HI II has for the last fifteen y» ar9 been a
“prace on earth” will come to your
ing equals it. It is made of pure herbs and
is
II"
the
name
of
‘Shamrock
receive
for
popular resort dutlug the summer seasons
plants, and is redolent of the ftajrant woods,
Dear Aunt Madge:
musicians anti pe«.pie assort ited with lltt in. Of being built.
green hills and bracing air of the Green
In my l«*t week’s letter 1 wa* a little “mixed” late thl* tendency has become mure marked. I
The e changes gave rise to the report Mountainal
o*i the book# mentioned, amt could not g«*i the
Many musician* prominent in ihelr puriteular j that the Prince of Wales was building a j
“I have be*'n troubled with nervousdyspepsia
author* right. “Black Rock,” a story of Dm* lin * m d who*** names are familiar throughout
yacht for the m le purpose of cute mg the | for years, which made me a physical wreck in
(
whom
the
Con*
Is
of
Selkirk*,
b> Ra ph onnor,
ike whole Unit'd State* have found th Ir way
more ways ihtn one—weak, nervous, and unable
w as
said
t
trial
he
It
royal yach
races,
j
I was induced to try Smith's 1
to eat or sleep.
gregntionalittt say si hi#: (I give, only extract* j l*i this sequestered m ok, win requ etand repose
being intended to tr> out Sir Thomas Green Mountain Renovator. A f w bottles n»m- *
five: tl»e notice)
Appeared to them on ever* side and w here the
and thanks to your Renovator ■&
cured
me,
boat.
It
is
that
not impossible
ave been
Lipton's
“few ilgur>*ln (b** literary world
outside world would not likely Intrude
can now eat a square meal, sleep well, and feet
wort admired during tne past year than Ha.pt'
the new Watson boat may eventually be
Two. Glut nsriB.
V
Era* r. Kneisel the web known violinist of th«
strong and hearty."
Connor, who»-e *»i«*rh #oi itiu Selkirk#, eniimdici
No. 14S Pearl Street, Albany, N. Y. fl
is
little
vtied by the prince, but tbe.o
Knel-el qu.irhtte ami the Boston symphony,
in (he hook#
Iliac* Hock” and “The sky I'1
t W
of r=
l.d”. lave found u u c u*h
of
»hU:». S doubt that it will l»e used for the pu po e
who fir*i vl-it *1 Bind.ill In the sumnu r
» tV» h
Is ihni Ka<ph « omtor shares with Inn
ha* just purchased a |ikt« of pro|K*rty eiu
Banking.
of testing the spevd of the new * bhamMm aren th
« it of willing genuine re U loti
lira* tug upwa d <>f forty acre- at Parker** Point,
orb'* which have about them the hr. exlock".
of the world of nature slid a elt>»e grip on Inn j on the- outskirts of the vjdage, and tt 1* hi*
It will be remembered that when the
Like John Wat-on, lt» v. C W
mao nature.
Intention to make ht* future summer home here.
i,«»rdo*» (lor ihi- is R*l| li t o»mirb r. hI name)
report of royal ownership of this ec nd
Is a mtnl-ier.
He * now pa#tor of IM Stephen’#: Mr Knel«cl, at the time of Ids ort Inal eobtlug
Sir Thomas was
church In W|nn«|»eg, Canada. He cutno of -ter- to lliutldll, rented the handsome Cottage **I,h yacht was announced,
Hkl In
<ti»g Scottish sun * and wa* l>orn In
and was apMascottc”, overlooking the bay, ami, with bis interviewed on the subject,
—

i.
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Is the most important period in a »»
man's existence.
Owing to modern
methods of living, not one woman in
a thousand approaches this perfectly
natural change without experiencing
a train of very annoying and sometimes painful symptoms.
T^ose dr •*'dfol >'<>t flashes, sending
the blood surging to the heart until it
•'•ms ready to hurst, and the faint
feeling that follows, sometimes with
chills, us if the heart were going to
stop for good, are symptoms of a danThose hot
gi-rous, nervous trouble.
flashes are just so many calls from
are cryThe
nerves
nature for help.

u.

cs
Its
mouth of January J
from Jauus, an "id
.an god
l m «>pt»othat had two faces poi
ilie mu.i L *.>, wed
fcue tint cl tons.
w
>, i«.-r
named, for ‘t also pnmis r
1 *»
p* the I*
”niug of the : n 1
look forward, we also look l ackwaid.
ui U.v k
l\ u> ...I- at tltms in ou.
both ways, raul realized nui, as we
can sett from the reference! winch we
have before as, and at 110 lime in Lfe is
it more tilting and appropriate to follow Paul s example in this respect than
Let us.
at the beginning of the year.
{ben, ca.ei ully and prayerfully take a
backward and a forward look, with tie
hope and piayer that the future may
be a constant improvement upon the

The
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|
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past.
1. A backward look.
“Forgetting
those ihings which are behind." Paul
r*
alls the past and concludes that the
bv st thing to do is to forget it.
He
was probably influenced to this dec!- ;
sion by reason of the fact that too
much contemplation of the past would
be Injurious to future advancement.
The man who lives in the past makes !
iheinari ol a t anadiau forest, where he »c
no progress.
The man who keeps his
•luired hi* pa*''onate fondness for the wood# family, occupied it until fail
amt the open air.”
face toward the radiance of the setting
A notable gathering ol
musical people at
If you think the sister* will not I e Interested
Bluchill r* suited from Mr. Knt-iscl'a action.
sun docs not receive the Inspiration
ihi*
now to uit
iu
leave
it
but
U
was
out,
The other numbers of the quartette-Kar
please
that Corn' s to the one who beholds the
and I pas# It on.
Eoo.
Oudrh-ek, the Bohemian violinist; Alwln
beauty and glory of the rising sun.
"chroedt-r, the 'eelliit; nd Louis »v«oen*kl. the
I
am
of
glad
your literary notes. Ego
Past attainments are well forgotten,
viola player, together wlih Lenta -Mill*, of New
The question of “what we shall re*d” is a
lest they till us with pride and self satfor the quartette—spent the sumbro*d and derp one
There is a fashion in York, pianist
isfaction and deprive us of the ambimer mouth.- there in prepatatton for the winter
books as in other thing*. An author
Mrs. Jennie Noble.
tion to go forward to still greater deeds
season following.
Wilhelm liericke, director of
makes a success of a book by introducing
of sacrifice and of love. Past sius and
tl»e Boston symphony
orchestra, an*i II. E.
should
The
assistance.
cry
for
out
some new and possibly startling theory or
failures are to be forgotten.
Many ing
be heeded in time. Lydia E. PinkIt may be “hypnotism,” it Mr Km-lscl fur a short time. The violinist'*
dwarf their present usefulness by Idly
ham’s Vegetable Compound was pre- experience
dwelling upon the failures and mis- pared to meet the needs of woman s may be a “dialect” story, and straightway two pupils— Mis* Bessie Bell Collier, of Coha-set, Mas*-, and Miss Helen Farrell, of
takes of the past. They are goue. and
system at this trying period of her life.
Lawrence—came to BiuehiM It.tt In order to
No voice can call them
It builds up the weakened nervous style.
gone forever.
their study Ing.
We used to think that a “popular” hook continue
back again, no cement of human device
system, and enables a woman to pass
Mr Kind-el's purchase is shunted along the
that grand change triumphantly.
was a good hook, but we are not so sure of
Let them
put them together again.
road leading fio u Parker’s Point to Brooklln
I was a very sick woman, caused it in these days Some
therefore be buried with the past, lest
argue that if a
and Sedgwick. The land adjoin* the home of
Change of Life. I suffered with hot ! book is true to life it is a good book, while
they impair future usefulness, and let by
Wulf Fries, the venerable old 'cellist, who, with
I was
flushes, and fainting spells.
others might class it among the “doubt- Professor lllb, Instructor of music at WelMaley
our only anxiety be for that we do not
afraid to go on the street, my head
repeat them.
and back troubled me so. I was en- ful”. The rtcord of a bad life as portrayed college, was the founder of the Biuehill musical
#<-*«• evil
«n
2. A forward look. “Reaching forth
colony
tirely cured by Lydia E. Pinkham’s in some book* leave*
A rare treat Is afforded the people of Biuehill
In “making many books” it is safe to
unto those things which are before, I
Vegetable Compound.”— Mrs. Jennie
Noble, 5010 Keyser St., Germantown, say not all are suitable reading for all when Wulf Fries plays at the services at the
press toward the mark for the prize of
church.
The
Congregational
gray-haired
Pa.
classes of readers. Authors intend to
the high calling of God in Christ JeGerman, whose magic bowing has charmed
sus.”
This figure of the runner is an
write such stories as will sell; when the
thousands of people, occupies a seat every Sun.
Mutual Bfiitht Column
inspiring one. He looks forward. He
general public demands clean literature it day morning in the old fashioned choir loft at
has the goal and the prize before him.
will get it. There are thousands of good the rear of the church, a>
d, despite his fourEDITED BY “AUNT MAIHJK”.
But he not only looks forward, but he
books—restful, Inst-active, enjoyable—we score years, he brings lortii from his sonorous
need and want a variety.
instrument tones of surpilslug beauty ami firmpresses forward with all his powers
Its Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful.” j
and energies that he may reach the
M. B. friends, your views on books and ness.
I
1
A good story relative te Wulf Fries’ custom
The purpose* of this column are succinctly your recommendations or crit cisnm on
goal and obtain the prize. So should
of playing In tlie church I* told by the member*
stated in the title a no motto—it I* tor the muthose you have read will be acceptable to
every Christian and every Christian
ami
ami
l>e
of
the congregation. Muring the summer of
aim* to
tual benefit,
hopeful our column.
helpful
Endeavorer. We should look forward.
for the common good. It Is tor the com
Ifd**, a young man from New York city, who
If Being
“The eye must precede the foot.
Dear Janet, thanks for your Christmas
mon use—a puolic servant, a purveyor of Inassumed to Ik? ou fait on matters of musical
our hearts are not already in heaven,
remembrance. Now that the holiday seaformation ami suggestion, a medium for tin* in
erudition, attended th« Congregational service
In Hit* capacity it solicit*
our souls cannot be traveling thither.”
son is waning 1 hope the helpcis will all
u-n-tmnge of idea*
in company with a
lituebtii friend
In the
communication*, and it* success depends large
A
But we must also press forward.
remember
our column and
middle of the opening hymn the knowing young
ly on the support given it In this respect. Com
I Gothamite turned to his companion, saying
forward look is suggestive of a for- liiu ideation* must l»e t-laited, hut the name of
Aunt Madge.
by i*ern»is*lon.
“Goodness! Listen to that miserable violin
ward movement.
We cannot stand writer will not be print* d except to
Communications will lie subject
approval or
bark there in the gallery. I wonder what Maine
still, for that is stagnation; we dare rejection by tr-e editor of the column, but none
PKOBATK COUNT.
Will oe rejected without good reason. Address
farmer it Is that’s fiddling?"
not turn aside, for that is danger and
all co m in u ideation * to
“Oh, that’s only Wulf Fries playing the
I roceedlngs of the Court ut the DeThe American,
delay, and we cannot go back, for that
’cello,” was the response. “But then, don’t
We must
is treason and destruction.
Ellsworth, Me.
cember Term, Held at llucksport.
blame
him. He’s doing the best he can."
Mutual Benefit Column.
then go forward—forward to Christ,
Will admitted to probate: Sarah N.
It wa* a nottaeab'e fact that throughout the
who is both our goal and our prize.
Canned, Philadelphia, Penn.
remainder of the would.he critic’s stay In Blue*
DIRGE FOR THE YEAR,
Let us make a fresh start at the beginWills presented for probate: Laura D.
hill, his well of musical lore was seldom drawn
the year is dead,
orphan
Hours,
new
and
of
this,
another
let
from.
ning
year,
McCrea, Philadelphia, Penn ; Lucy T.
Come and sigh, come am) weep!
The future of tide particular section of the
us keep steadily on in face of all tempPhelps, Ellsworth; Martha E. Young,
Merry Hours, smile instead.
tations until, like Paul, we shall have
Gouldsboro; Edna H. Greenlaw, Deer Isle. Pine Tree State can l>e readily foreseen. More
For the year is but asleep;
than ever before will Biuehill become the onfinished our course and have in view
Administration granted ou estates of
See, it smiles as it is sleeping,
jecilve point of those of musical accomplish
the crown of righteousness which is to
Clara B. Ordway, Sullivan;
Elizabeth
Mocking your untimely weeping.
inent.
As
By dal Mount, in Westmorland
be our reward.
Leitb, Tremont.
As the’wlJd air stirs and sways
county, England, became, with Its ass«*clnth>D*
THE X*RAVER MEETINO.
Petitions died
for administration on of
Wordsworth, Scott, Southey, Lamb, ColeThe tree-swung cradle of a child.
estates of Emily W. Lymeburner, Irving
Arrange a special New Year’s servSo the breath of these rude days
ridge and Me Qulncey, the shrine of the English
A personal
ice that will be fitting.
W. llaslam, Eilswortb.
Rocks the y»ar. Be calm and mild.
literary world, so doubtless in years to come
consecration meeting would be most
Inventories returned in estates of will Biuehill be considered by mu-lc-lovers in
Trembling^Hours; she will arise
Charles 11. Macoinber, Franklin; Sylvan us America.
appropriate.
Wlth^new love within her eyes.
Fianz Knelsel and his three associates In the
C. Lowell, Bucksporl; George W. Gra>,
—Shelley.
BIBLE READINGS.
Charles
Castiue;
Eaton, Stonington; quartette are among the most popular men now
Ps. Ixvil. 1-7: cxxi, 1-8: Prov. iv. 25A PETIflOKlTO TIME.
Charles H. Drummey, Eilswortb; Laviuia in the
public eye, and their appearance In the
Touch u- gently, time!
27; Math. v. 48: vil. 21-29; Luke ix. (52:
Sau''tiers. Deer Isle.
various cities throughout the country I* greeted
Affidavits of notice of appointment
Ia.1 U* glide udown thy stream
I Cor. ix. 24-27; II Cor. iv. 18: Titus II.
by great outburst* of tin* devotee* of mu-tc.
returned in eststen of Sylvanu* C. LoavIi,
Gently—as we sometimes glide
11-15; I Tim. iv. 7. 8: Rev. ii. 10.
Pnebe it. nnmiiiogt-,
Mi.
HucKt-pon;
a
dream.
Through (juiel
D« seit
MPTON's* hKCONII \ACIIT.
•
*
«
*
*
*
Confenalon Before Conversion.
Licences for sale of real estate grantt-o
Touch us gently, lime!
in ealsles of Winnie F
Charles 11 slid
I never knew any man to be convertWe’ve not pruud nor soaring wings.
Henderson ami l>eiiny Kurh Hutlding
rmvBi
isavin,
uri'i^e
v/^UUU,
ed until be confessed. Cain felt bad
Our ambition, our content.
a Kam f ir Sir I ImiiiaH.
FrcPlove B. and Cora E
Eisworth;
Ides in simple things.
enough over his sins, but he did not
t urner, Burry ; Rena A. Johnson, BlueSo many contradictory rumors regard
Humble voyagers are we
hill.
Saul was greatly tormented
confess.
ing the building of the “America” cup
Petition filed for licence to sell real
O’er lile’e dim, unsounded sea,
in his mind, but he went to the witch
estate of Aloi z > BlaisdeK, Orland.
challenger on the other side have bead
some
calm
Seeking only
clime;
of Endor rather than to the Lord. JuAccounts at it led in tstal'B of Althea published here, that American yachtsmen
Touch us gently, gentle time
das felt so bad over the betrayal of his
Wilson, Lucena H. Parker, vJasiine.
have been at sea as lo whether the true
—Barry Cornwall.
Accuuiits filed, for settlement in (Slates
Master that he went out and hanged
of Rebecca H. Wescott, Sarah E. Clusson, challenger was being built at Henderson’s
himself, but he did not confess—that
Dear Mutual Friends:
Lizzie A. Conley, Castiue; Allen C. Ho t, or Denny’s, In Glasgow, aud what the
is. he did hot confess to God. He came
James H. Orcutt, Swan's purpose and who the owner of the mys
I wish you most sincerely a Happy New Lamoine;
Alfred
back and confessed to the priests, sayC Butler, Walt bam;
island;
fear. There may be bright skies above
terious second yacht, the construction of
Saunders, Deer isle; James U
ing, “I have sinned in that I have be- ?ou or there may be shadow's over our Lavima
which had without doubt been
B >wden, Ellsworth; Almira Ursy, Biuebegun,
If n’Oo n#
*■

Vle’ely

j
j
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arent/y much su pri-ed to lea n this
ilia surprise may
interesting bit of news
have 5eeu

but

genuine,

probably

SK m Mltlt 1

was

based on something not iu the mind of hia
questioner. His taciturnity on the subject

We

are

was not displeased at the
mystification caused by his change of
plans. Iu fact, Watson, with true Scotch

reticence, insisted from the first that ti

public

be barred

should

r

ilan

use to confess to them.
They could
not forgive him. What be should have
done was to confess to God. but Instead of that he went right away aud

no

fently”.
Some of you may say: “If Aunt Madge
tnew’ ail my circumstances she wouldn’t

hanged himself.—Moody.
Coming to Love People.
We come to love people through what
rather than through
we do for them
what they do for us. God has gone far
beyond our thanking In what He has
done for us. but we take His gifts as a
matter of course until He can induce
us to do something for Him.
This Is why He throws on us the burden of working where He might have
wrought aud giving where He might
have given. It is for our sakes that we
thereby may learn to love the Doer aud
Giver of all good.
And so a wise mother instead of dolng everything for her child herself
teaches it love by setting it to do for
her.—Sunday School Times.
Faithful Into Death.
Eliot on the day of his

death.
John
In his eightieth year, was found teachlng the alphabet to an Indian child at
his bedside.
“Why not rest from your labors?”
“Because." said the venerable man.
“I have prayed to God to make me useful In my sphere, and He has heard my
prayer, for now that I can no longer
preach He leaves me strength enough
to teach this poor child his alphabet.”
After such an example of obedience
to the command. “Be ye faithful until
death,” who can plead inability to
serve tho Master?—Lutheran Observer,
ObeytSsr

God.

Man loses nothirtg by obeying God.
Providence and grace work in conjunctlon for the good .of those who keep
God's comwandmdfats.—Presbyterian.

I

but

sorrows,

>e

hill.
Allowance out
of
personsl estate
granted to widow of Allen C. Hot.
collateral
inberiiance
Lucy Bill-*, Boston,
lax aaseased and ordered paid.
Emma J. Ross, Sionington; order of
distribution filed. Cburles W. Wa-gatt,
Ellsworth; order of distribution issued.
Arthur Rotcb,
Boston, Mass., letter
testamentary issued.
Arthur B ddle.
Philadelphia, Penn.,
appointment of agent filed.
Petition filed to have executors give
bond in estate of Silas K. Tribou, Bucks

wish me a Happy New
if ear, because there doesn’t seem to be any
>rospect of happiness ahead for roe.” 1
she couldn’t

>r

lope the outlook at the dawning of the
•Jew Year and new cent ury is not so dreary
is

that for any one of you. It must be a
thing to try to make others happy

port.

litfieult
vben
"here

!

one

unhappy himself. But there
hearts who do this very thing,

is

brave

.re

Appointment of guardian of William
Smail, a person of unsound mind, of Deer
Isle, continued.
Personal
notice ordered on Horace
Oatchell, a person of unsound mind, of

are

those

who

nxieties, personal griefs, who
ng constant

ign. The

are

they

burdens and

names

personal

have

earrymake no

Blueh ill.

of heroes and heroines

Mags/.fiie,

Hook and Newspaper Notes
general interest in the Booker T.
Washington series of autobiographical
articles called “Up From Slavery,” now
being published in The Outlook, Is con-

not all recorded in

newspaper columns
lor on the pages of poetry and song.
If you and I are in sympathy with
lurnan life, with its sacrifices and sorrows,
ire cannot fail to know of some, who anonsciously possess the elements of heroic
re

Tbe

stantly

their faith in their fellowmcn.
Sometimes we think the world is all bad;
1 0 one can be trusted, that each new year

1 tian
* omes

race

on

a

lower

instalment

The

subjects.

plane

Common

the preceding year. Then there
under our observation some “touch

sense

Is, of all kinds, the most

implies good judgment,
sound discretion, and true and practical
wisdom applied to common life.
She—I will give yez me answer in a
nontb, Pat. He—That's right, me darint; tek plinty av time to think it over.
3ut tell me one thing now—will it be yes
uncommon.

Brought Good Fortune.
small item in his own paper lately
^ rought amazing good fortune to Editor
t hris. Heitter, of the Saginaw (Mich)
A

| ost and Zeitung.
He and bis family had
t t»*» grp in its worst form. Their <ioct<»r
t d th-m no good. Th*n be rend th*»t JL)r
ling’s New Discovery for consumption,
Dugtis and colds wan agasrsn.eed cu e for
j 1 grippe and a l throai a d lung Toutilrs;
, •edit and ssys:
“Three bonhs cured
ae who e family.
No ct» er m« dc:neou
* »rth equals ft.”
Oo y 50c and f 1 00 at
Biggin & Moore’s drug store. Trial bot( es free.

The

in January magazine number
Outlook tells some extremely
significant as well as amusing stories of
the difficulties encountered at Tuskegee in
inducing tbe ambitious colored students
to turn tneir attention to
industrial
of

nd

* nds the human

tbe increase.

contained

iving. Brave, hopeful, courageous, they
leet the trials of disappointment, poverty,
1 388, with a firm purpose to do the right
* bing, to never let go their trust in God
1

on

>r

It

no?

If you are easily
How are your nerves?
’flustrated”, can't sleep, and feel unrefreshed In
morning, your nerves are weak. Hood's
iarBapariha makes the nerves strong4by rnak.
| ug tbe blood rich and pure.
1

he

Sick headache is cured
-Advt.

by Hood’s Pills. ®5e

can

be.

It has been variously stated that Sir
Thomas Lipton is building his “Shamrock

u',m

not maita

from ail

know-

ithouL th«< nlHiixmir

u

curious on

the

Fire and

curlty against

Good Mariners at Horne.

c«as* s to he a matter of pure fun on all
sides
Inquisitiveness ia always bad form.
“W uom is your letter front?” “What
""Vo* y«t»- p»*pu «« **ed?” «r« Irorftrp" (*
with one’s rightful privacy. A closed
door should be respected and give assurance of seclusion.
One who Is so disloyal as to repeat to
any outsider, however intimate, anything
to the discredit of the family, deserves lo
forfeit ail faintly rights and privileges.
There are no terms strong enough to
condemn the vanity of parents who win
allow a daughter’s charms, p ospc s mm
ad vantages to he advertised mi lie public

prints.
Hocely r»quires that whatever their
private rebr. ions, husband ai»d wife face
the world as a unit, harmonious sud with
.interests idem cal.
One thing good form imperatively demaods—t hat by
o uih-ctmm e, no loss of
self-contro
shall family discords he revealed to si rangers, etii d>«n or servant*.
uncontrolled

An

voice

ia

alwaya

un-

mannerly and undigmti d.
A readmes* to give up in little things is
the most tact ful appeal po-sih • for a re-

turn of courtesy at oilier limes when the
matter may be of importance to u«.
Personaiii its that are made to do duty
as
t
nev*
fn oiv lo
family
si

German

Prince of

emperor, aud

Wales

vice

or

jnkes

Fire and

Burton
Horne Journal.

versa

banking rootn^ are,, so arranged

Our

Absolute

now

learned

according

has been

pleted
The

but

that the work

boats,
begun, both boats will be
now

com-

and launched.
facts in the

case

are

as

follows:

When Desiguer Watson had completed his
first designs for a new “Shamrock,” the
order was at once placed w ith the Hen-

derson’s,

and

told to go ahead

they
all dispatch and complete the conof
the yacht. The work of
struction
moulding the keel and laying the frame
Watson was not,
was accordingly begun.
however, satisfied that he had exhausted
the possibilities of speed in his first de
were

with

A Deep Mystery.
It is a mystery why women endure backache. headache, nervousness, sleeplessness,

melancholy, fainting

and

dizzy spells

DOM.

ddiiiiics I'liBDly

SdViigs Bant

tUSUORIH, ME.
Ouumsurs*!

HubIiism

tsepoalts In this bank

ting

m?3.

1,

by law exempt from

are

nation.

u»

.V. B. COOL I DU R, Pmident.
JOBS F.

WHITCOMB. Vitt-PrttidrtU.

CHARLRS C. BUR RILL, TVeaswr*.

Oepoelt* draw Interest Iron, the first day of
June, ■September and 0*ccnil>er.

March.

OF

HO A HO

V

UIKktTtllMi
John F w hitoomb*
F.
OhjUDuR,
CAKNOLL BUKiilLL.
I'HAKLK* C. Bt’KKII.L.

B.

Bank hours

dally, from 9 a.

m. to

IS

nr.

~

jPr.

Fenner's KIDNEY

I

^Backache Gore.

is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

FWr *!l Kktrwv, Bladder ami Urinary
Trouble*. Lam* hack.Heart l>i*ea*e,Kkin
Dtoeam, Ilhenmati&m. lied Wetting, etc.

™

FemaleWeakaess.
Unfailingin
dealers. tAcMxv
mail

Bjr

r

or

rule

by
oy M.

60cFrudonia,NY.
M. Moore

are

cured

quickly

A
now

and certainly by

when you can borrow on
yonr
shares, give « first mortgage and
reduce It everv month
Monthly
and
tots rest together
payment*
wtll amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
In
rent, and
about 10 years you
will

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars t“
Inquire of
Hknky

and Tar.
effective

NEW 8ERIE8
Share,, tl each; monthly

open,

WHY PAY RENT?

Horehound
an

If

payments, tl per share.

Coughs

Kale’s
Honey of

It is
and

earn

Ellsworih Loan and Building Ass’d.
i*

All Colds and

—j

~

A. W.

Kino, president.

professional Cart®.

remedy—harmless

palatable. 25c, 50$, $1.00 per
bottle; the largest size cheapest. At
al! druggists. Take no substitutes.

KIDNEYS MADE WELL

JOHN

K. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
OmCEi

AT

BAH HARBOR AND BMTEHILL. MR.
Bar Harbor offices
7 and H Mi. DetertBloch.
BluchlU office open Katurdavs

CLOSED
WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOONS.

BT

De. II. W. Haynkh Legato notify his patrons
ind others that until further notice ..Is dental
rooms will be closed or Wednesday afternoons

BAILEY'S IMPERIAL DROPS.

"Extracts
Hopkins,

from testimonial of A.

of West

Tremont,

S.

Me.:

“For a

Then I was induced to try your Imperial Drops. The very first bottle
helped me, and I have kept up the
treatment so that now I have regained
a great deal of my former health and
strength and am steadily improving.’’

Ellsworth. Oct. 25.

£)R.

DENTIST.
Graduate of the
Jlaar of '75

DR

!

H. L. D. WOODRUFF.
8T.,

KLLSWOKTil.

(Over Hanlon'* Shoo Store.)

50c. per bottle.

BLIjBWOHTH

STEAM

Twenty-Byo year*' experience In New York.
Special attention gtren to chronlccases.

LAUNDRY P

CARROLL

"NO

PAY, NO

WASH KB,”

Ail kinds of laundry worn done at abort no
doe. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. E8TKY A CO.,
w«at End B'-ldae,
Ellsworth. Me.

BURRILL^

ATTORNEY

AND BATH KOOMH.

THE

Philadelphia Dental College,

•TOFFICK IH GILES' BLOCK. ELLSWORTH.
Closed Wednesday afternoons until further
notice.

All druggists sell Dailey's Imperial

Drops;

1*W.

H. GREELY,

MAIN

thousands have proved that Electric
Bitters will quickly cure such troubles “1 -p-4juffered for years with kidney trouble,” I
Pa iper Notice.
writes Mrs. Phebe Cberley, of Peterson, !
[a “and a lame back pained me so I could
undersigned hereby gives notics that he
has comra*v»t with the
not drees myrelf, but Electric Bitters
city of Ellsworth,
the '•uppon of the poor, durlnsr the ensuing
wholly cured me, and, although 73 years for
and has mads
provision for tlndr
ample
>ld, i now am able to do all mv house- year,
e th» rifore forbids ail persons from
work
It overcomes constipation, im- support.
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his acproves appetite, gives perfect health. Only count, as without his written order, he will pay
iOc at Wioam & Moore's drug store.
for no goods so furnished. Habrt S. Joker.
when

NO.psr

else and location.

to

I>o not risk the lose of yonr valuable
paper*
when s* curlty can be obtained at such a trifling

fHcSiral.

"

to

aa

for those Bentinjr Boxe».

B«xm from 14 to

Kingultind, in

long time my kidneys were
peror, as well as that at Denny’s, are being in fearful shape, and the doctors coujd
built by Sir Thomas Lipton; that it was not help me. 1 had to give up work;
not the challenger’s original intention to everybody considered my ease hopeless.
build two

Privacy

The

that the boat at Henderson’s, hitherto accredited both to the
Prince of Wales and to the German emIt is

Burglary.

secure

••

rangers.—Sirs.

Ladies'

the

Yachting World, the English authority
ou the subject, was quoted as stating positively that the challenger was being built
at Denny’s, while side by side with this
report was a quotation from “a letter
written by Sir Thomas Lipton”, saying
that he was building at Henderson’s.

Vaults.

Said to be One of the Beet Vaults
la the Country.

Practical j .ke* are rarely Indulged in by
persons of nice perceptions, and teasing
passes the bounds of good taste when it

!

Burglar Proof

subject

Pike's Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.
either to the

1

ou»

lection that it would entirely mislead

those

»»

and there may
may “Time touch us ail

rent twxes in

e

ledge concerning the boats, and the change

nf

■

joys

to

showed that he

_

lomes; there may be

prepared

now

new

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
s'OTiar Public

abd

Justice

of tub

I'rjlcb.

Office oyer Bnrrtll National Bank,
Statb Street,
Ellbwobth, Me.

F.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY
ABD

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all elaaae* of
pensions against the United States.
Business solicited.
Ells

worth,.M.lnaJH

.V..--a

SfefeXntlltS.

=£-

*tirr«ct«»
Owe

i’

Winnowing*

Week**

him I

Novelty
Min

teacher In

good wind, big
t \ lungs, a lonlstride, great strength
and fine enduranJ but expose him to
a draught of airfcnd he stiffens with
rheumatism; he I worthless. So the
buy ml be the best

you

tea

tofee

but expose it

I

j

That I

is gone.

age”

flavor is

NiFsT

COUNTY

Wni Hf«iK«vlH»’.
John 8. Tapley la home

Christmas

the

receaa.

Dr. J. P, Smith

pusud

C hrist

*e#Mr

County New*.

For *dditi ‘nnl

man

came

VnQf*-

|

front* by
J;

from

tor

Ion* on

;

Uii

venty-eix
Mr#. Koh»m»e Austin,
I
pairs of
yaara, baa, since Oct. 10,
stocking*, beanies doing t«*veork.
There was a Christrmflree at the
!. ehapel and several fain»ree». There
a

fauihy

number of

[were
atoo.

Congregational Irch Monday

At the

|
|

parties

■'»•«*’

I
busl-

evening t he church held ■annual
a«s# meeting and roll cw*l 7 o’clock.
Al 8 30 a baked l*ean auJ wa* served.
After supper there was alia! and enter-

the Bun
1

In

tainment
io* ad

by

a

the

vestryfrhiH

watch

meet

■ to

was

bid

fol-

adieu

albumiuoua food# Tbeffi
preparation that dig** U all duff* of food, and
that t* Kodol l»y#pepsialre It cures th*
one

■wor*.t
stant

Lettie Smith will leave to-morrow
where she will be
R I
employed during the winter.

cases

of ndigesff and gives inwhat you eat.
for it

relief,
WiooiJf A %$<

d.g«J

irr .-v

it

sur-

society,

valued at about
with

$7,000

$14,000,

L/uuauuB

was

stock, worth about $0 000,

ous

offices

on

I

he

upper fl

by fire,smoke and

M>r*

Sandy River and the Maine
Central Railroad Co., and extend through
tbe towns of Farmington, New Sharon,
Mercer, Rome, Smitbfield, Belgrade, Oakland, Waterville, Vassalhoro, and China,
to a point on the line of the Wtacasset A
PerQuebec railroad in Weeks Mills.

Elixir. It
yd children are listless, tired and tliin. useandTrue’s
bowels, purifies
expels/f nn.s, find all impurities in the stomach
for
remedy
a
household
as
the bli-a ife vegetable tonic. Used
half a Autry, and everywhere commended. Give it to the children
at re 1' intervals to guard against worms.

incorporate will be asked from
The corporation
tiie coming legislature.
also wishes the right to acquire by Rase,
purchase or otherwise all tbe property
and rights of the Franklin, Somerset A
Kennebec railroad company, the Waterville A WiscMsset railway company and
mission to

| TRUES
PIN WORM

ELIXIR.
gtvcvilitit*

tbe WisCHseet A

!

|

dull children, vigor to tlivd children, healthy aleep mid healthful
of the moat valuable help, for growing children Expel, worm*,
n cents a botto
in childhood
Restore* the natural activity of youth
Special
tle alKgiata. Write for free book on Children and their Diaeuaen
circular.
free
for
for
worms
Write
trrstifir
tape
to

fr.tdit

in

;

one

HR. J. P.

Prominent

organized

%|i
In

upon yourown
or good coffee.
Tho
vou wish to pay tor poor coffee
same. If you will allow us to
i*
Offer you advice -as an aid to your choosing-we
and we
would suggest that you buy only Root# coffee;
and popular
know of none so good as our Incomparable It will
cost
”
Mocha and Java.
“White Mouse
and you can depend
no more than poorer brands,
it

depends entirely

I lrtoo

,»
"
*

A

ffl

r!jf
f!

Jus7tho

you

Homo’
wpon Its perfect uniformity. “White
TRY 11.
.packed In i and a-Ib. air-tight tin cans, only.

ia

tbe

various

parts of

Augusta, Wednesday,
Maine State Sanita-

association. The object of the association Is to provide an institution in tbe
Maine woods, to be used as a retreat for
consumptives, as recommended in tbe recent annual report of Dr. A. G. Young, of
the State board of health. A request will
be made to the next legislature to assist in

TRUE * CO., Auburn, He.

Choice.
Ladies! Take Yotirdiscretion
whether

from

road.

rium

carrying

Wj

men

met at

tbe State
and

Quebec

Iljl
MM
MM

M
ft

«

Of
W

■

n

U

| Qwimmll.yirightOo.,PrlnollMtlOoH—hoa“ai‘M,Bo“on.

out

tbe work.

The

following

were elected: President, Gov-elect
F. Hill, Augusta; vice-president,
Selden Connor, Augusta; secretary, Dr. A.
G. Young, Augusta; treasurer, Treby
Johnson, Augusta; trustees, Dr. F. C.
Thayer, Waterville: F. C. Whitehouse,
Topsham; P. O. Vikery, Augusta; F. O.
Beal, Bangor; Hiram W. Ricker, Polaud
Springs; Waldo Pettingiil, Rumford Falls;
A. W. Hall, Caribou; Dr. 8. H. Weeks,
Portland; George Bliss, Waldoboro.

officers

John

Markleigh—Year office

seems

badly

Have you no janitor? Barkhave one, but since he became
been giving the
a faith-curlst he has
office absent treatment.
mussed

up.

leigb—We

Edison’s Phonograph

Mosic Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
Better o in ft Piano, Organ,
don’t cost; AM much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—baud ororcheatra—tMlg
is always rea* ly.
Ajfijngs—theold familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—itmachine.
t&taBee that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every
I
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth Ave.. New York.
or

dealers, or

r

i

When threatened by pneumonia or any
other lung trouble, prompt relief is neceswould
sary, as it is dangerous to delay. We
suggest that One Minute Cough Cure be
taken as soon as indications of having
taken cold are noticed. It cures quickly
and its early use prevents consumption.
WiaoiN A Moore.

college 1825,

1827

He had

and

of

a

an

“ten
gore.

in

Parcber

born

was

in

1837;

in

also

and

lie

firm

r toe

1843. together

published

it

R.nhftr«nn

with

Tlw-

B

huilH-

Aiken
b

was

in

bricic

two-story

a

was

rued

building owned and occupied as a store
by James Whiting. 'J hey were rebuilt
and burned again in the winter of 1849.
The block built by Seth Tisdale on the
north end

was

saved

12, at 12 o’clock noon. Ellsvisited by a disastrous lire
which ftai led in a furmi are .-hop occupied
by Burton & Cbreho«e on ih north side
In

oi Par* her &

g'anile block
where Charles II Pa-tridge’s shoe store is,
in 1851; also several Urge dwelling houses.

iff

Dec

1845,

worth

the

l»u-lt

who

of

occupied by F
by John Jarvis. It

built

Hol-

drug

a

Jordan,

hv ThnmttH

one

the north

on

street, where he Kept

store in 1843 und<

Googins

store

a

H

name

1868.

ding

side of Maiu

|

Joseph

were

The brick blocks on Main and Water
streets were built in 1836; the brick blocks
on
Main and State
in
streets
1837—
the corner building, by Andrew Peters;
the one occupied by E. E
Brady &
Do., by John Hubbard; the next

mem-

practice

h« court

Laborers J urnul. In
1838
r
Lowell published the Northern
Statesman In 1842 Mr. Jordan started
the Ree; in 1844 the Hancock County Democrat, in 1853 the Eastern Freeman
The Ellsworth Herald was published in
1851 by Couiliard & Hilton; in 1866 by
William II Chaney, who changed the
name to The
Ellsworth American.
The Eastern Farmer was printed by Wasson & Moo in 1860; the Hancock Journal

to Ellsworth in

came

and

Independent Couier, by

the

was

under the

born at Mount

extensive

an

George

house,

was

Mam

hou-e

opposite

street

It

the

Ellsworth

that side »•! the street

b «rnt on

i He died in 1884

—

Major

24g26

piazza

being caught In greater

pound.

cents a

05

Cod,

.10 y.16

Halibut,

.10

Pickerel.
Smelts, n.

Lootters,

Haddock,

.05

Clams, qt

.20
40

Oysters, qt

18 Scallops, qt
15
Fuel.

lb

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
3 00 y5 00
Broken,
Dry hard,
2 00 §3 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Hounding* per load
Egg,
Nut,
100*1 25

j

35

Lingdon kept

Allied

4 50*5(0
Straight*,
St. latula roller,
l'atenl*.

ton—

6 50
6 50
6 50
6 50
6 00

4 5045(0

5fc*s5fiu

Snort*— oag—

are

HtitHS—tittr
Ox,

no

first

the

Bull,
Calf skin*,

els
.04

green
Urletl
■

Oates,
Halslna,
Prunes,

Herbert
a

in

visit

Fruit.
10

.14*.40 Tamarind*,
-10 Currants,
.08*15 Apple*, string
.108.14 Apple*, alteeil

East Sullivan.

,0S*.12
.08
.10

(

Johnson has arrived home (rom

Hampden,

Poland

Springs

and

Boston.
Miss

(Jertrude Ordway will spend the

winter with her aunts nt the home ol Olin
Hill In Providence, R. 1.

Mr.

and Mrs. Eben Smitli and Mrs.

Ida

dined on Christmas day with
Mattie Smith in Franklin where the
daughters ol the late Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin French were gathered.
Wilson

Mrs.
nine

Miss

Nellie Bragdon, daughter ol Henry

Bragdon

granddaughter

and

Capt.

of

Bragdon, with whom Bhe
has made her home, was married to Herbert Martin, Dec. 22, by Rev. B. W. Russell, at the home ol his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Algeria* Martin. A wedding supand Mrs. Oliver

relatives gathered.
per was served to the
Mr. and Mrs. Martin will be at home alter

Jan. 1.
In spite ol the unfavorable weather, Mr.
and Mrs. Santa Claus were on band at the
hall Christinas eve and 'distributed the
presents from two well-filled trees and
loaded tablet-. A very entertaining prool the
gramme preceded the distribution
as
folpresents. The programme was
lows: Selection, choir; recitation, Miss
Bertha Lindsey; dialogue, Clara Johnaon,
Fred Robbins; declamations, Seth JohnMiss Pronie
son, Henry Farrin; reading.
Martin; selection, choir; duet, Eva and
The choir waa composed
Leona Orcult.
ol Misses Eva Orcutt, Rena Hooper, Mr.
and Mrs, Herhert Martin, Messrs. Clark
and Noyes. Mias Bernice Smith, organist.
Tbe committee on arrangements Is to be

congratulated

on

fTOUBtci

tbesucceea ol the

ine’s entertainment.
Dec. 31.

even-

tracbers

iu

display of
during

a

She

fireworks
that

ran

sea-

Belfast and Ellsworth.
The first Celebration of the Fourth of
July at Union River, was in 1796, on the
western side of the river, near Turner’s

this

People

hill

Caleb

aud

nai

was

me

built

in

1846

the

from the settlements

came

bay and islands During
night following, a whale came ashore
from

the

found

uioi

large business in
ill shipping

the

At
it

voaviuct.

lumbering, and also
Mr.

en-

j

principal

trial

justice

for

a

num*

]

meeting held in March, 1868,
voted to build a building for a

Wiswell, Henry Whiting, Eugene

This

building

was re-

moved in 1845 to make place for the present one, which occupies the same lot.
The first Baptist minister settled in Ellsworth was David Sands. Through his asmost soothing, healing and antisep
tic application ever devised is DeWitt’s
Witcu Hazel Salve. It relieves at once and
cures piles, sores, eczema and skin diseases.
Beware of imitations. Wiqqin & Moore.
The

1763

Hud that there

we

hite

w

was

men

but

in the

part of Maine, but at that time, it
being supposed the Indian wars were o\er

years.

of the church.

to

settlements of

few

eastern

Hale, Monroe Young, John Hopkins,
Robert Gerry, Levi Webber. This build
iug was completed in June, 1869, and was
called Hancock hall.
The first county road was laid out from
Biuehill to Ellsw orth and Sullivan in 1792.
The lower bridge in Ellsworth was built
at that time. The first road of any account or for traveling purposes was from
Water street to the Bay side, in about 1775
The road leading from State street to
Reed’s brook, on the east side of the river,
and the Brimmer’s bridge, w^ere built in
The road to Bangor was built in
1822
1830; the road to Orland in 1825.
Reed’s brook settlement was settled in
1792 by Josiah Garland and Samuel M.iddocks. Maddocks shortly after sold out
to Gerry Townsend.
A military company was organized in
Ellsworth in 1805. Col. Black was captain. This company was in the 2d regiment, 2d brigade, 10th division Massachusetts militia. An independent company was organized in 1820, called the
“Cobb light infantry”. Col. Black was
captain. This whs called one of the finest
companies in the State at the time. An
independent company called the “Hancock cadets” was organized about 1835 or
1836, with Jesse Dutton as captain.
The first Congregational meeting house
was built in 1818, principally by Melatiah
Jordan, who gave the land upon which it
was built, also the burying ground in the
rear

Prior
a

town hall and for town purposes. A building committee was chosen for that purpose con slating of the following citizens:
Arno

oil obtained.

Pond died in 1847.

a icwn

was

the

near

David

Bcb.

Such little pills as DeWitt’s Little Early
Risers are ver; easily taken, and they are
wouderlullv effective in eleaosing the livWiooin & Mooke.
er and bowels.

evening

between

son

John Chamberlain was one of the principal men at that time. He was owner of
He
a large farm on the road to the Falls.

.4.54.50

.45*1.00
Fig*,

Main street

gaged

ft—

first

The
were:

afternoon, and

in the

mouth of the river. He was
by the passing boats at the Horden
rocks. News of this was sent up the river,
Sabin Pond came to Ellsworth about
j and a great many went to the place. The
1800
He was an owner of the lower mills, i
whale was cut up, and a large amount of
in company w th John Peters. Th^y did j

on

ber of

(Jtmh skin*.
05Tallow— per
Hough.
.04 s
Tried.

the

is now occu-

Burbank, Judge
Tuck, Elder Barrows, Charles D. Herbert.
It was removed in 1845 The schoolbou*e

was

05>4

Cow,

The first steamboat which came in
Union river was the “T. F. Secor” in 1848.
The event was celebrated by firing a salute by the old cannon on her arrival in

street,
pied as a dwelling house by L B. Wyman.
A schoolhouse was built in 1833 or 1834
on the lot now’
occupied by Orrin 11.

a

Tallow.

burned.

into the

which

and

Main

moved to

1 40
a 40
I 10

cheaper.
ts—

j

passed

stood on
what is called the town house hill, was
built about 1810, and was used for a num
her of years as a schoolhouse. It was

llo

51 Ixeil (ceil, hag
1.15
5IMi!tlnga, liag
1.1.5*1.45

In 1850 it

front

Burnham.

Corn, hag
ntt*. (4 est'n.ha .30

HI.In* Mlxl

Utiles

on

hands of John Hussey.
The old town house,

schoolhouse

Blacksmith’s
Flour, drain and Feed.
Flour and grain prices are llrmer, but
change here.

were ruined

track of the

If

are

water.

A move is under way to incorporate a railroad company whose lines would run from
a point in Farmington, near the terminal

Extra spruce,
Spruce, No. I,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths—per M—

numbers and nearer Ellsworth than any other
flsh, is about the scarcest fish In Ellsworth markets. This is due to Boston demand. About all
the llsh caught are shipped to Boston at prices
better than Ellsworth people will pay—18 to 25

destroyed.
All tbe furniture ami lining-* in the
nations!
Poll- {
Limerock
ibe
bank,
harmonic society ’* ball and in the numer-

Children

ical

court-house,

publinhed among
Advertiser oy Grant &
vioore, also the Radical by Darnel P ke.
In 1837 the Radical became the property

to 1838
was

the

1833 several papers
them the Hancock

coun-

a

1850

Charles Lowell, In 1820 it pas-ed into the
hands of Benjamin Bond
From 1829 to

lowell in 1803 He practiced medicine in
Hancock and Sullivan in 1831, and came
He had a large practo Ellsworth in 1833
tice as a
hysician, and also engaged in
□ her business, building the house which
was afterwards know n a* Ibe Ellsworth

Fresh vish.

loan, j

was

12 316
16 g20
12 y 15

Smells, which

rv,

Wiggiu’s

Congress 1834
Greely

ected

re e

in

built

1

was

nIUV

total

a

and

insurance,

n

worth

died 1877.

—

I 25
I 25

elected and

was

•*

Friday. The building was valued
$30 000; it was badly gulled. There is
IIIBUi (IMVO.

and

.04
Graham,
4
Kye meal,
Granulated meal,lb 02>4
Oil—per gal
Linseed,
.ft-Vg.6*)
»5
12
Kerosene,
.60
Vstral oil,
14
ttuildiiig Material*.

was

house

burned

Barton & ChrehoreV shop, a stable, blacksmith-bop, a large three sto/y budding oca-a boarding hous
and owned by
I7yl8 tavern or public hou-*e in hllsw’orth*from i cupied
35 §60
Abner Lee, also a -tore below this to the
Pine,
1800 to 1829, and was well and favorably
Matched pine,
15§20
8Ag6<)
west.
On the other side of the street it
Shingle*—per II
known to the traveling public at that
2 78
2.00 !
ourned a store called the Lowell’s DeCellar, extra
Spruce,
'•
time
2 35 Nails, per lb
clear,
1
.04g.o6
occupied by Ed ward P. Blood as a
I «5 Cement, per cask
2d clear,
I bo J
The American house was built by Joshua fiance,
**
extr**.
1 65 Lime, per cask
.85
e,
with offices above; also a
and carried on by Benjamin grocery store,
Hathway
1 25
No.
M
7
all
Brick,
per
shed.
••
.t'5 White lead, pr lb .05g.Ofl Tinker in 1836
scoots,
For a great number of large
In Deem be r 1854 a fire started on th)
Provisions.
^ears he was very *ucce.-*sfui as a tavern
south -ide of Main street in a building ocBeef, *•:
Pork, B».
and was well know n ail over this
keeper,
20 5.30
15
Steak.
Steak,
cupied b,v Asa Edward* on the lower floor
12 part of the State, keeping one of the beet
.1:3.22
Chop,
Ibtaxts,
as a grocery store, and by B. F. Thomas in
'5
Pigs’feet.
Cornel,
.'83.IU
of public houses.
.Ui>
10 4 li }
llam, per lb
Tripe,
the second story.
This building was
The old tavern known as the Ellsworth
oV©al:
Shoulder,
also the harness -hop of Henry
.18
,14 m 15 bouse w s built
Steak,
Huron,
Dr Gemge Parcher aw burned,
by
Salt
.10 I
Roasts,
.109.12
Rollins, a book store with dwelling house
in 183T
It
a dwelling house and otlice
lo
Mutton:
Lard, loo*e
above, and the store (ihe upper part a
.15
laird In mills,
>teak,
was shortly afterwards purchased by Wil.*8 g. 12
Roasts,
.II3I2
dwelling house) of H <fc S K. Whiting.
Lamb:
12. liam Bennet, who made it a public hou-e.
Lard, home rend
A boarding house on the western side oc.2'»
lu
Steak,
Sausage, t!>
He put on a third Htory, and bull a large
16
Chop,
cupied by William Somerby was partially
hall
iu
second
also
with
story;
large
llou-ta,
ell,
.lOg.16

burned
at

He

Dr

.07
.07
.07
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Porto lUco,
-V*

spruce,
8i*ruee floor,

four-

a

Philharmonic

Wight

and

th** Cough and Works off the Cold.
laxative Hromo Quinine Tablet* rure a cold
In one dajr. No Cure, no Pay. Price 23 cents.

Sugar—per lb—
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B,
Yellow, C

became

Vernon 1793, graduated atBo.«doin med-

.85 m 45
2698)

Lumtier—per M—
Spruce,
II gl3
Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, I a 13 Clapboards— per M

The Suow block
Rjckland,
story brick buildiug occupied by Thomas
and
H.
Donahue
Wiggin,
Joseph
druggists; the Litnerock national bank,
at

UUIJf |U,VW

activist

1

iusured.

and her
fairy visited the Brooklin Sunday school
Proceeds from
and distributed gift© to all
the refreshments, about $20
Vsk Femme.
Dec 31

ty.

first sheriff of Hancock

the

Dr. Bamuel

—

Otiiong,

store”, $20,<03,

ten-cent

was

ber of

Wee, per lb
.08®.Os
.16 9.25 Pickles, (tergal .40<j.80
.40 Olives, bottle
.25g.76
.3 7 Vinegar-per gal
.20
Pureelder,
.45 4.65 Cracked wheat,
.05
.30 <j 65 Oatmeal, per lb
.04
.2?
Buckwheat, pkg

Codec—per *»
Wo,
Mocha,
•lava,
Tea—per lb—
Japan,

pa-a*** that of any year aave 1832, whtn
42000'on* were bui>t. Tula year t lie total
is 41,532 gross, or 33,561 net, distributed
The individual
among tmriy live craft.
O.ie ship, grows
craft were as follows:
tonnage 3,292, net tonnage 2 887; four
s’earners, gross tonnage 850. net 474; ti*teen schooners, gross tonnage 23 731, net
20,864; thirteen barges, gross 13,614, net
12,206; two sloop., gross 45, net 31; oarge
“Heel*”, 3.000 tuna.

and

He

Groceries.

rt*|K)<*t of vessels built in j 8yrup,
rice during the pr* sent calI.umber
that in tonnage

.hi*
.01*
.01*
—

Bananas, doz
.20>j30 Oranges, doz
Apples, bid #2 00u$2 50 l.emon*, doz

became

proprietor of four of the
townships” so called, also the Jarvis

.04

per 1m

He

meeting

was

records were removed here fr«>m
as tine.
The flr-t newspaper published in Ells-;

Maine in

to

came

Burry.

Baptist

present

in 1856
Ti e present
meeting house was built in 1860
The old court bouse, now cccup ed as a
high schooihouse, wan built in 1834, as a
town house, J*: waa to be given to the
county if Ell worth became the shire
tow n
Ellsworth became the sh.re town
in 1838, and this building was accepted and

of

tine residence and

a

and

owner

Fruit.

witndrawn

Fuzgerald, women's furnishings, $1,000,
been ©pending her vacation with her
insured; .Standard Clothing Co., $3.u00,
grandfather, G. R. Alien.
insured; other tenants on* upper floors,
A unique programme wa© carried out at
Dow estate, Hotel Waldo, $5,000,
Fellows hall Christmas eve. Mrs. $1,000;
Claus, with JacS Frost

Beans

of 500-mile

J. Henry Hines, owner of Hines
block, $10 000, insured; Mias Anna M.
Roberts, milliner, $15,000, insured; Simon
Rosenberg, clothier, $4,000, Insured for
$3,000; K. M. Lewsen & Co., cloaks and
ladies' furnishing goods, $10,000; J. H.

Odd

Cabbage,
.04
Beets, .b
.04 Turnips, R>
05 Carrot*, lb

built

He

1816 and settled In

Imp Yellow Eye, 3 00
3 0;
Pea.

insure i;

She ha©

.18

These tickets will be sold

si o vh

the “five

Rev 1) C York, of the Baptist church,
tendered his re-ignation last Sunday, Dec.
23. to take effect the middle of February.
Edith Allen returned to Kent's Hill'

Santa

Pepsin preparation* oil fail to relieve
indigestion because thevfn digest only

dtai

at

Squash, lb
Celery, stalk

accom-

persons

The Kinea block on Congrt-BS street,
Portland, waa burned Friday, involving a
about
The principal
le a of
$75,000
losers are C. S. Wool worth, proprietor of

Providence

Thursday,

or

are

Unions,

profession.

endar year

Mr©

her studies

8 a 10
14
Vegetables.
cheaper. Some of line quality
60 cents a bushel.
Beans are

Potatoes, pk

The annual

Sunday where he went to attend the State
grange
The grangers will hold a watch meeting
Monday evening. There will also be a
pa ty at Hotel Dor It y.

resume

any person

Judge Bailey has for a number of years
been a prominent attorney in Bangor
He
h »ving moved there from Old Town.
as
served several terms
attorney for
His son, Tabor D.
Penobscot county.
Bailey,is associated with him inthepractire of hl«

to

Potatoes
are off red
big her.

large manufacturer

a

atholic

<

and

located in Ellsworth,

was

large mill property.
Hon Leonard Jarvis

Loose.
Baled.

Gov. Powers on Wednesday nominated
Charles A. Bailey to succeed Thomas W.
Vote, as judge of Bangor municipal court.

to the old century and welcome the new.
R*-v J 8 Richards gave a lecture upon
the progre*-* of science In the world during the pant ceututy.
8.
Jen 1
Dee. 31.
TOMBOM.

for

of

lumber.

straw.

The
Maine
Central
railroad
has
removed the restrictions confining the
use
its
of
1,000-mile tickets to the
persons named thereon, and will permit
them to be used for the travel of the

Black

Col

where he became

loose, per too..
Baled.
..19

had held various town offices.

or

tate.

Best

The

built in 1856

the

place, and shortly afterwards be was
appointed general agent for the whole es-

Hay.

1856.

in

was

The
c*i Icfrdist church was bu'it in 1860;
1’he first
IJnitanitn church in 1868

ihem-*»i««*!ijamtn .!<•>•,ttielrgiamlf ther—they

his

Fowl.I2tt»4

express company twenty*
five years. He tepresented his town in
the legislature during the Civil war, and

Dr. Eugene T*pt*y, of Trew, I* vlaitMr Merritt, of Cambrldgenort, Mass,
|ng hi* jartoti, Opt. and ■ Thomas
spent Christmas at Rev. I) C York’©.
Tapley.
V
Charles Johnston >’a© moved hi© family
Schooner MMnpang", Op®rklne, has
w
harf
house
at the
Into Mr© J. B
Babson’a
landed general cargo m Wffb’s
corner.
lor 0. L Tapley.
Fred Phillip© returned from Lewiston
N«-t!■»*’« C*pt.
Schooner 4,VV. O.
corn

year.

the American

Holden, who has been e'erking
for J J. Bridge©, ha© returned home.

Couiio-, landed 500 bueheff
1
week for O. L Tapley.

previous

Wednesday,aged seventy-four years,
lie had been in the stationery business
there for thirty-five years, and agent for

Florence

son.

Eggs remain at 30 cents.
Fresh laid, per do*
.......80
Poultry.
8ome One turkeys have been seen In the market lids week. After Christinas prices are lew
Turkeys..
Chickens.15 9 >8

iroiii hhiu.

Nellie Alien I© working for Mrs John
Eaton at Sedgwick.

Iff'

Neufchatel.05
Eggs.

Edward W. Dunbar, of Damariscotta,

B O. Dollard and w'lfe spent l©8t week
in filNworth.

fnl

wttli bia

j

the

over

church

No. Ill
In 1795, Gen. David Cobb was appointed
agent (or tbe Great Bingham estate
He
came to Gouldsboro the same
This
year
estate comprised more than one million
acres, in Hancock and Washington counties, which included a large portion of the
timber lands on and at the head of Union
river. Donald Ross, was local agent at
Ellsworth
In 1810 Col John Black took

Best factory (new) per Ik..
16918
Best dairy (new)..
Hutch (Imported) ...

'•(stance tlfe first Baptist m—t; ig h ni<e
was builc fn 1816, on the lot where the
I**»«<■• Th»»inils house n w sianift was

I removed

received m-reonally thGa«cou> t of thr rtrs* s»-t
tiers on CJi loo river; al o <luiin/ the le«i j,ear«
of iheir life, from a
hum b
of the early
pioneers, who related to ih m the * vent* and
some In for illation of the transaction* of that
time—the hardships ami privations, and the
t-fforis to su*talo thcinselve* him! tlielr families
during the fl»st y< ar* of the settleinmt amt
luring the ({evolutionary war
Therefore the
We mis an I r* cords are a** near retlahle as poislide ioobtain
Krom them I h.ve Mdecied and
arranged this hlstorv. having out some mutter*
of not sntli lent Importance to pul Into tills
manuscript, having .tdded some of u iMter date
Henky L. Moon.

Creamery per Ik..
l>alry
...26 <yW

died

Hrtmhlin.

■

Franklin Faff

Dr and Mr*.
ceiring congratutat

gross earnings

I

The following hl-tor* of lb
first settler* and
setth-mailIs «f KO-w.oih wn4 inker. from in
(mth oc oohn I, *inor ami iteinwH N. «vii«uh,
who In U»elr \ouog«r day* were eimver* nt
with iM-veral of the dm settler*, and from om-

of

Cheese.

operating exWashington Countv

panying
j at |20each. The present form
; tickets, sold at |13 75, will be

Orlopp (Formosa Oolong)
Koh-i-noor (Eng. Breakfast).
Orange Pskob (India & Ceylon).

{■

a

the

that

him.

package”
TEAS.

A.

of
the
railroad for the year were f 197,70198
There was a saiisfActory increase in (be

beardf

original

f

shows

penses

into your

I

!

1900,

r

I

kitchen.

M,
worker;

to

The annual report of the railroad com
for the year ending June 30,

an

brought

I he standard

r.iissioner*

of

It is (Jna

form.

granted

by

{

iii

sixty years.

kicked

was

WRKtnTS ANN MRASCCR*

weight of a oushei of potatoes,
good order and flt for shipping, Is Pn oou is;
of apples, *4 pound*
Pile standard weight of a oushei of oeans |i*
good order and rtt for shipping, is 62 pound*.
Of wheat, lieetH, rutabaga turnip* and peas, flu
pounds; of corn, Vi pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Rngnsn turnips, rye and
indiun meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats,
4*2 pounds, or even measure as by Agreement.
The prices quoted beiow hth the retail prices
nt Ellsworth
Farmers cun easily reckon from
tin-e what
they are Ilkeiy to receive in trade
or cash for their products.
Country Produce.
Hotter.

died

thiriy years,

horse, the sharp
toe-calk of the horse's shoe catting the
I rge artery below the right knee.
He
bled to death in a few minutes.

why tea-experts place

Chic & Sanborn. Native
imprisled in air-tight lead

teas

He

RKOARPINO

LAW

lasl

for

»

Burnham, Gardiner, for shutter
F. F. Coggins, Portland, for device for
heating cars; to E. G. P Smith, Portland,
for bell buoy; to F. A S are, Bangor, for
garment hangar.
Joseph H Groudin, a prominent furniture dealer aud undertaker In Waterville,
met bis death Sunday in a peculiar man-

air and its virtue

high valuein the “original pack-

MAINS

Nonsense.

to

grown,

such

Wkunksuai. January 2, 1901.

Slew*,

pounds, an«l a bushel of Turks Island sal? sha»’
weigh 70 pounds.

Patent* have been

ner.

ELLSWORTH HISTORY.

O'u iw»*•«,
iiuih,
sctiobl* in vsriou* part*

Wednesday, aged

maylave

of

on

pumic

of nictitate

AN athlete

o«

ueitii

*IAKKKf>.

KliMWOK I'M

»

and

that

peace would

prevail

for

a

long

time, the settling of this territory began.
The water pow’er of Union river is
among the best in the State, there being

eighty

feet head from

Head of the

flowing

and

the

water

back

twelve miles.

employed

tide

Palls,
The

almost

water to the

the
for

upper dam
more than

water pow'er has been
for about 100

exclusively

years in the manufacture of lumber. The
annual product in past years has been
over 25,000,000 of long lumber, 3 000,000 of

shingles,

clapboards;

besides

also

over

shook9 and large quantities of

100 000 box
staves.

an inexhaustible supply of hard
of all kinds on the banks and near

There is
wood
the

river, showing

a

profitable

business in

There has been a large
business carried on In Ellsworth in spruce

the

near

future.

juniper knees for shipbuilding puraveraging four to five thousand per
year; also in railroad ties of the best quality in large quantities.

and

poses,

COUNTY NEWS.
for Additional

County News,

see

other pages

Atlantic.

Heed,

Veranus

w

ife

and

son

are

visiting

relatives at Tremont.
Mrs. Alfred Staples, who has been ill of
rheumatic fever, is much improved.

Merton Staples, who has been employed
the last year in Kennebunk, is home for
the winter.
The old wharf has

pair by the large
there

been put in good reof men at work

crew

this week.

Linwood Joyce has finished his contract
on Calf Island.
Mr. Robbins moved into
his new building Christmas.
books has been presented to
Atlartio library, by Mr. Coolidge, of
Boston, who spent last summer here.
A fine lot of

the

Seth Stockbridge had a family gathering
Christmas. It proved to be a
very large family. All enjoyed the reunion.
Dec. 28.
8.

at his home

•

«worth -\i leviccin

£hf'

am

was

COUNTY GOSSIP.

not a cause of divorce in that

state.

I

a

* v

»

i>

»»n|

iTM

-IOTTRNAT,

A I

PI' HI T*HKl>
«

RVF

KPNK.HPAY
AT
THT

•elMfirh'iKin Price—#8.00 a year; 81.00 for
six mi-mis; SO cents f«n three months; H
i«aHl sirirtly In advance, >1.50,78 anti 38 cent*All arrearaire
re reckoned at
rer|H'cMvcly
wbe raw* of
per year
Advert iHK.g Kale*—Arc reasonable, and will
be made known on application
Business com mu ideation a should be addressed
to, and all money order* made payable to, THJ
t ocntt
Publishing CO., Ells
Hancock
worth. Maine.

attempts

prohibit
by requiring

chamber” divorces
bearings in snch cases

|T
_6_|_7 j 0

in open session.
n«. defendant has appeared and notice
is given by publication only, a decree

Sa.

3

9

10 11 12

4

18

J7

and will serve

guard

[29

30

31_

4

Third

gr

p.

1A

ni.

3:38

A

Quarter

lg

a*\New
^Moon

7K3

the
__

a.ni.

A«

4:S'J

J?Quarter At

p. tu.

WEDNESDAY,

First

>

Z\J

a.

legislature

G.

this winter.

ai.

JANUARY 2, 1901.

“Whether I shall again be a
candidate,” he calmly remarked,
“must be determined by events.”

Just About Ourselvea.
inr<

« iui

A«e.nu An

gins its

forty-seventh

bins

imud

In

year.

In nothing is the great prosperity
of the country more strikingly shown
than in the growth of our exportaFrom
tion of manufactured metals.
statistics already compiled at the

manner

“best”

It is not only the

county

paper, the
^

“leading” county
“only county paper,”

but the

and

such it is greeted every week

as

paper

in

published

degree

small

due to

for the past three years city
eiitor of the Bangor Commercial,
leaves to assume the managing editorship of the Brockton, Mass., Timea.

is in r.o

work of its large and faithful corps of

county correspondents, and

in-

our

debtedness.

set

standard

for

the

paper

high
by its

founder and his successors have been
rewarded

during

the past year

addition to its list of many

by

new

I

the

old

and

subscribers

sub-

new

heartily extend the compliments
and

we

of
1

the season, and wish ail

a

prosperous

The

legislature.

To-day the machinery of the Maine
legislature will be set in motion at
Yesterday was a day of
Augusta.
handshakings, button-holings and
caucuses.

secretary of State, Oramandal
Smith, of Litchfield, was nominated
for State treasurer, and George M.
Seiders, of Portland, for attorneyfor

general.
Maine Divorce Law.

Hon. Charles F. Libby, of Portland,
Hon. Frank M. Higgins, of Limerick,
and Hon. H. E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth,
who are commissioners for the State
of Maine for the promotion of uni-

formity of legislation in the United
States, have made their third biennial
report.
Conferences have been mainly engaged in perfecting a bill relating to
procedure in divoree cases. An examination of this bill shows that it atfurnish a remedy for some
of the alleged evils that have attended divorce procednre in the different
states and especially the evil of what

tempts

to

is known

asd-migratory”

“carpet-

or

This bill will tend to
divorces.
c-Bange of residence which

bag”
prevent
is

a

made in

lider to procure

for a caUiie that arose

I

o

summer

I
little late for

was a

Merry Christ*

a

|

the

j

telegram which told the families of Capt.
Eugene Stanley and William Hanna,
of Southwest Harbor, of the missing
schooner “Fannie Earl,” that they had
been landed in England by a steamer
which had taken them from their wrecked

|

but

maa

welcome

the less

none

was

vessel.

!

_

boys

interested

are

in

the I

that Capt.
|
yacht which |
Thomas W. Lawson, of Boston, is build- ,
ing to race for the “America’s” cup.
announcement

semi-official
Hank

They

will

sail

the

wondering

how

Huff

are

It is

them.

a

safe

if

will affect

guess that Deer Isle will
both the syndicate and

and

a

fair

delegation

the Lawson

on

Capt. Haff likes the Deer Isle boys
and the Deer Isle boys like him.
has

Weed, of Stouiii'ton,

hla

her

men—

The difficulty is out of

crew.

so

many good men to say which shall stay at
home. Capt. Weed knows tte name and

family record of every available
I he

island, knows just
and the beat

capable of,
board

a

w

hat

man

each

on

one

place for him

is

ou

racing yacht.

Try to find some cheerful cranny.
Keep out everything uncanny—
Help -ome feller to ids feet.

Some pencil-pusher has been “writing
up” Capt Newell Kane, of Surry, for the

Spring and summer Ml soon becoming,
Keep yer head with bus’ness humming,

ing

Lewiston

Kiss yer wife an’ tell her roundly,
Th »t yer o!’ heart loves as soundly
As when you were cooing doves.
<*et yer skates an* go a skating—
Ain’t no use to be a hating.
All the things that childhood loves.

effort and patriotic assistance,
extended sometimes by those who could
with
beyond
promise
»d at varying periods, dependent on
but til afford it.
I believe that we
now?
are enjoying
cu mat aneca
These factories did do and are still do
have.
Vben on«* falls asleep, the surrender of
ing great good in our midst. Probably I
And now, first, as to the raw materials*
ht, taste, smell, hearing and touch ia
few of us fully appreciate bow many lit- Our resources are
same
the
practically
te:iae of touch ia
Th
essary
tle family incomes are swelled to comtha
hat they have been from the beginning
itest aleejf* r and most easily
their
fortable
wild
natural
proportions through
in
Its
awakened;
land
of
the
products
than
sight, white sluggard
agencies, that would otherwise, of neces- condition and products of the sea—fori n hearing,
and a nell awaken last.
sity, now be drawing close to the danger ! any considerable relurn from cultivation
w human b »dy ia an epitome in nahue. The amount of business done by I of either is not to be
expected within a
1 of ail mechanics, all hydraulics, all
them is large; fl,500 distributed among us
period of time that would make it of
• •lecture, II machinery of every kind.
every week in the form of wage* and sal* concern to any of us now living,
j
nine
titan
Te ar
310
mechanical
aries In return tor honest labor, is a mat- i
Tills means first, timber, then anything nements know n to mechanics
to*day,
ter of great importance to us, and they that can be made from
woods
• id thesefound Inlhe human
any of the
body!
deserve well st our hands.
a
field
of
i that grow here. Thia Is
large
I believe, however, that I but* state a itself in
variety and constantly widening.
niliarify with the prevailing standtolerably well recognized truth when I Our pine, spruce and other soft woods, it «i>f et IqucUe give* a
young man a dUthat
under
Ellsconditions
say
present
I is true, are pretty well exhausted com* tt«advantage, and lie who la sure that
worth cau not reasonably hope to become 1
pared with what they were, but there Is s htowalsat ease and conforms autoa shoe manufacturing city of importance.
I good deal absolutely of good timber left m«rtlly to •ocial requirement. None
not?
instead
of
Because
Why
having i yet, and a young crop coming on all the OSki |-rrfi*H in depor! n» t»t who Inn to
*»v wriiih
**,*.•! coiit» 1-t■
ongm io Da
natural advantages to that end, we are
! lime, i>e«ides new uses lor wooa are con*
m (j-Mifinm ni heart
do If n mm*
distinctly handicapped. The cost of pro- ; slant ly springing up—such as paper pulp thtitwan4
la easily acquired-bet u manners and morals lhe he In
ductfon of shoes, like every other known
within a comparatively short time, wood
ititle. A true gentleman Is simple,
residues and various
alcohol,
compressed
lie la courteous
•iB|ending, natural
determine* in the long run the practice- j!
products the results of new chemical and hi«< maul •■rale, and has the personal
hility and possibility of successful pro- ! mechanical discoveries which will always dig; that come* of self respect, not
II*
:re*t*
duct ion in any case
every
where, like the be forthcoming, so that rs long as we *6§i inciouancss.
w 0i
ms a lady, *|* «ks welt of others
present one, there is no monopoly but i have any wild growth there will always
*
HiispoieHtv ss a mutual
aiidt'ogniz
able
to be
only an open contest with others
otillion —Ladies* Home Journal
more or less of a field to be exploited
I
furnish t he same thing without assigtiin this direction and the success will de-
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wrestling with hiB
is apt to get it
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until
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Season with salt and pepper, then
toast in a deep dish.
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practically all that are needed anywhere t» make shoes; the only one of
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would he labor.
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for less
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and experience.
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near
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because
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supply
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more
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made possible by being carried on
Urge scale that* more numbers
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final result that
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tonal Bank Statement.

1
1

REPORT OF THE

at

|
*

Huk.ort, in the State of Maine,
§ he close of business,

I

|
8^,805 87
481 87
50,000 00
550 00
7.300 00
11,82000
2C08H27
*40 10
d.JtfJ 00
17 43
9.012 57
2.500

00

Total.!.<212.156

11

Capital

IA BILL ES.
stock Bid In

1

..

iv.uww

a.
*»ur|»in* *uu«i...
Lmiivided pBits, I*■** k(tenses
1.
and tax*** pi
National haokl.»ter«
lXidiug-1.
Dividend* unp'1
1 individual ilql *
,• |>rh«ck
Demand eeriiifc ve» ol uLu.

I.
8Ate

Tf>t*l

|.

..

f

850.000 00
93
00
1^*8 Oo
81,0*»7 4*
11,742 70

30,348
48,840

j

}

?

Till,II

of wne.
-* L John N.Swarev,
••>*■** usmI
hank. df> solthe
'Ovltaiement is troe
and belief.
know e
J<Xn N sft/.KY. Ca-bicr.
gohscrihed HnlxYVorri toBfore me tills 28th
da* of Dectn.beM U

Cookty or H4
c**hier of tinemnly *wear ti-f
to the best ol

c *ck

.»

0.1 FELLOW’S.

(Seal.)
ovary Public.
s
Correct
\tfrl'
BOW. Hk AZFY. 1
)
Directors.
O. P i. ‘(K M N HBI.
HAKKr.lt SHOl •■>, 1

[

)

Zo 3Utl

S^TOHE™Rooms—Br*t
in Maaonle block

tlr-lnd basement—
«e street, until

ou

recently occup**d by tbe lncocb County
Publishing Co lml'iireuf Sin B. BkdmaK.
f
aft ot, in same huildit .g.

f

_____

fee Salt.

J

ful than those who have not this advanEntertaining visitors unifies a
tage.

»K'YCLK—A Cr^t-cl,.,. tl 1 new wheel.
I > luuu model. I. -t m * Will he »old »l
a great bargain.
Inquire .4'““ AmsWCak

all being pledged to the same end
gratification of the guest.—Ladies’
Home Journal

5jjcu.il Xotii

1

office.

_

I

a/-/>a.*aAvWWW7.

—

State

of

Ohio, City

of

Toledo,

Lucas County.
i
Frank J. Cheney makes oaths that he la
senior partner of the tirm of F. J Chenky &
Co., doing i»u*ine*e In the City of Toledo, County aud State afore-ald, and that said Arm will
pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each am» every case of Catarrh thai can
not be cured by the u-e of Hall’s Catarrh
FRANK 4. CHENEY.
Cuke.
sworn to before me and subscribed In tnv
presence, this 6th day of December, a- d. 1888.

a

j

^

locality
leather,

all—is

equally I

A. W. GLEASON.
Notary Public.

Hall’s Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, and
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system. 8e**d for testimonials, free.
K .1. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
8old by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Fills are the beat.
acts

!

ANNUAL MKEli«i.
Shoe
r|,UE annual meeting of a L'nioaheld
at
I Manufacturing ( oiu^acaill be
the office of the compui} li Ellsworth,
Maine, on the second Wednc-fc of January,
1901, at 7 o’clock p. m. for tbfrlllowing purI
poses;
To choose a board of clctors for said
1st.
corporation for the ensuing .»•
2d. To transact any <>tbt 1-u-iness that
may legally come before said if ettugA. v\1*ij*o. Clerk.
Ellsworth, Maine, Jan. 2, ml

|
I
«

fm

BB

/SB

JI

a

f

J

•

I

]

J

NOTICE.
riAUE annual meeting of tbe3|3sworth Loau
and
Building
X
Aasociatin nor the election of offi er*. will oe held oi Boud^y e„ve?“
the
mg, Jan. 2», 1901, at 7.30, at tl ftooma of
First National Bank.
I
Henuy Wr. CiAiaw, 8ec y.

ILrgiglatibt

\

>

a

]

Xotls.

LM.lwl.AHVK NoML.
underXT0110® u hereby given i»* the
XA signed will petition the
of the State of Maine to be gri
and authority to erect, raise
dams or othr-r structures, or a(i
outlets of Tunk Like, gyrin'
Downings’ Pond, Long Pond a
or Lakes tributary to Tunk lliv
to maintain dams on Tui.k Bivt
ties of Hancock and Washing!
pose of conserving or storiiMthe
jx.,
thereof, with a view to
dering more constant the energ'/*>r power ct,,
said Tunk River and tributaries^
11

Per-

haps all the rest would follow, and perhaps it wouldn’t.
It is right at this point that begins
properly the consideration of the real

|

j

Bwtat National BanK

much

Enthusiasm is the genius of sincerity,
and truth accomoHshes no victories withBulwer Lytton.
out it

any
from

material.

peaces

to

we

any manufactured comsubstitute for leather the

of the proper

gen-

family,

country factories in many
lines, in this country as in the older
European countries, closing up and
moving to the neighborhoods of great
centres, leaving the small towns to grow
by other means more suited to their advantage till they become in turn suffi
dently considerable to win these acquiforegoing

is

—the

find the small

So much of the

a-*

guests. Those accustomed to the presof visitors usually have more pleading manners, are more at their ea*-e and
ar- consequently more graceful and tact-

It adds also the many
delays and annoyances growing out of
inability to supply speedily, missing
things and parts of things in thinlysettled regions remote from the great
ceulres, and difficulties and costs iu

transportation,

better, but

same

baa

If the

|

it-

ence

story.

same

which

!
f

(four

*

uy me a
\ *;u •■? Wha* for?
1st I*it sh.mt tip nex
in* *i and t hit I OUB. I

I rt

much prospecfine demand

refine the young persons of the houseof
welcome
hold is tbe entertaining

operators and operatives follows.
the

Johnnie

a

KutertHittingiiuesls Futfies the Family.
Among influences that luouid and

the

part of

so

is evident

sea,

resources

[TO

make

are

staler.

!

cotno

CONDITION
! -OF THE-*—

better.

Rre

the

new

of

The 0 place to get bargains is at the
?kntrerti*r* for your trade.

tributary to Ellsworth

are

iieve the result

with the result that habits of

promptness and
and

only

There is

been conhard wood
sumed in insisting upon lumbering in
the old way under new conditions, I be

that

on

0l S n, pmc, will you

accustomed to

us

forests that

is

civilization

as

well-directed

been

Itrger, being attracted by the larger field;
that tnis is equally true of the thousand
a d one little things that are constantly
arising in such a business, small of tbemse'ves but of g^eat importance in the
aggregate; that in large cities, economies
of lime and things are made possible by
conveniences of modern

most of

deserved attention.

creating a vacancy anywhere
along t he Hue, substitutes can be readily
cause

procured

hiy..ur

vear

|

quantities.

eller who has hla eyes wide open.
This is one—and will very likely be
found the principal oue of our raw ma-

some

areof many kinds of socialized branches,
and that in case of accident or iilnesa or
any

regions

cessible to the

subject

so

we are

pound

a

1

store

in

ocean

1

peo*

man.

John lie,

Here,

—

and

stork

sea.

it it* true, and some probubty
that t bey are not ho abundant
erally believed, at least not in

uniform

prefer

the

across

worth

ot|h,

however, in

seems

Psjh

I*
gu»»?F «
Johnti Wan, I

made

from the

us

is

1

trreat country.

almost

and

cent mirth

Dec IS, IW).
I RESOURCES.
Loans and count*
for them right now.
Overdraftt-ured and unsecured,
The northern part of Ellsworth aud the U S. tromQisecure circulation..•
U. H. bonds hand-.
j
regions about Branch and Heed’s ponds, Stocks. setRies, etc
the towns of Mariaville. Otis and Ded- | Other real t,(, muni.
Due from aft. v«d reserve scents..
ham, psrts of townships N »s. 21, 22. 27, ; Checks atil^r cash items.
Notes of
at ions, tanks.
all
of
No.
and
32
33,
fairly
nearly
28,
Fractional ft
currency. nickels
bristle with these fine old forest monand cents*
archal hat ara certain iu the near future Lawful uioA, terre io sank, via.:
*
Specie. ...w
to find their way to better uses than fireDue from u/* Ti« *su r, other
than 5 per Ct t redemj n fund,
wood and more profitable ones. All of

sufficient accessibility to the markets of
the case,

to

look upon them
tive cord wood.

to

most other localities of

Tbat such ia not

have many
the revival of

beech, birchea, maples and ashes arc
magnificent woods, not wit branding the

favor-

work

cornea

their way

Add to this the fact
conditions.)
that land and living are both to be had
here at a very moderate cost compared
with other localities, when quality Is
considered, and it would seem that opermoney

We

shipbuilding,

%

Ei#'

Our

able

atives here could do

home

at

An

patient

a

*orrdt H Baxter.

Moreover, the swarming millions of
Britain, of France and of Germany
have recently found that the great drain
put upon the Baltic and Northern European forests has bad its natural effect,
and for the first time in our hiatory
Americau bard woods have begun to find

can

way,
those who have tried it under less

fur them

other

|
fury of

tiu«

Great

(The importance of this, by the
only be fully appreciated by

health.

uses

ttiat

why I think we niRy fairly do so.
It n igbt seem perhaps as though we
had some right to claim some advantage on this score, and 1 believe it ia true.
The native New Englander is of a type
certainly the equal of any in this country
—and probably in any other, notwithstanding what we may hear about the
Japanese—in mechanical aptitude, lie is
hardy and industrious, and his climate
permits prolonged physical effort in doors
the

B«r».

the

knowledge of

.lakes

I)ryd

possible by
the success of five-masters, opens lar*e
possibilities to Hancock county in this
line--for Ibis ia one of our advantages

will exclude all but human agency
—operatives- and I will presently explain

all

forests diminish.

wooden

we

on,

as

and

and

1

the deathblow

la

.ensure

••

ut.ii is ihe

The demand is
people multiply

valuable.

changing and transforming the materials, and may be human
beings, or horse**, or machinery, or energy.
When, as in the present instance, some
manufacturing operation is under discussion it usually means all of these combined. In this particular case, however,
for reasons that will be apparent fart her
does the

variety of products greater

the

that which

means

yet;

4*

pb ll

in this line is

the field

much greater because the supply of rawmaterial is relatively much larger, and

sitions for themselves.
pan
add

in politeness to
mistaken. Let a
trifling misstatement pass unnoticed
Where no principle i9 involved, and when
a mistake is past remedy, it is
beat to let
the subject drop. The argument of tbe
“I told you so” character is always quite
Bno^rfluoiia.—Mr 8 Burton King stand tn
Ladies' Home Journal.
allow

Journal.

to

a

twenty oysters, well drained and wiped.
Fry these till a golden color, then pour
over them a quarter of a
pint of oyster

—

the

from the sea, almo-t perpendicular, thousands
of feet.
For some lime the captain was engaged lu
carrying cattle from South America to Cuba.
Many interesting Incidents of his experience
while iu chi* trade are told by him ninl some
interesting description is given of h«>w cattle
are caught and brought from tin* central part of
Kriilcli Columbia down the rivers to the coast,
because of the dense forests and thickets the
cuttle are lied together amplitude to swim down
Hero they wire loaded
the rivers to the coast.
ami shipped to Cuba
Tin first steer landed by him in Cuba,
says
the captain, broke loose and escaped to a email
town where, without even an introduction, It
entered a -aloon, kille-t the bartender, escaped,
enter* d a dwelling home, killed two children,
completely annihilate*) the entire police lorce,
tore up all the lamp posts and tbeu died of
heart disease.
Capl. Kane has vl-ited all the most important
sea|>oris along the Atlantic co~st of Sou h
America; several ports in Ouiral America;
all tlte principal West India Islands and nearly
of
every seaport along the Atlantic coast
North America from Labrador to Kuy West
For the past ten years he has owned and
sailed a small vessel, what they call here a
New York coast* r.
Capt. Kane is a born humorist. Hundreds of
original and quaiut sa\lugs—sayings that surpass iu humor tire funniest sayings of Artemas
Ward—and which have amused hundreds all
along the coatu, are tne cr*atlons of bis brain.
He is a fluent, interesting talker and laughtermaker, and bis company is enjoyed by all.

and let it cook

His increase of stature will result from
belter health, due to vast reforms in
medicine, sanitation, food and athletics.
He will live fifty years instead of
thirtyfive a** at present—for he will reside in the
suburbs. The city bouse will practically
be no more. Building in blocks will be
Illegal. Tbe trip from suburban home to
office will require a few minutes only.
A
penny will pay thjB fare
Ladies1 Home

comes

This is what he wrote:

Oysters

Bring Longer Life.

The American will be taller by from one
to two inches in the next hundred years.

When It

interest-

ical interest The Inland of St. Helena was
sighted. The captain describes this Inland as
loo' lng at a di lance, like a huge block of
wood, and in that laughable, Inimitable way
remarked that it would l>e a splendid place for
those high divers and jumper* to practice, a-*
the mountains on some parts of this Inland rl>*e

Very
easy to prepare iu a
rinflng-disti is a certain “brew” of vanilla
caramels. Put into the blszsr two cupfuls of suga*-, a cup of cream, and two
generous tableapoonfuls of butter.
SMr
constantly to prevent ►corjhing, until s
little of t ue boiling liquid will turn in a
firm paste if dropped in
iced
waier
Remove from tbe fi<-e, stir iu two leaof
vanilla
teal
sponufuls
extract, and
hard for several minutes before turning
the mixture into buttered pans to cool
Mark off in squares.
These are relished
by tbe people who like gauuiaied or
sugared caramels.
Chocolate caramels with nuts may be
prepared by cooking together in tbe
blazer a pound of brown sugar, a quarter
of a pound of grated chocolate, and half
a cup of water.
When the candy hardens
in water, stir into it one table-spoonful
of butter and a cup of chopped walnuts
or bickorvuuts.
Beat hard and remove
from the fire.
Turn into pans and cut
in squares.—Harpers'1 Bazar.
Century

an

Muring this voyage around the world the
captalu »aw and vl-ited many places of histor-

Now that cold weaiutr, with its candymaking possibilities, is once more upon

Next

subject.

He found

-i

|

our

J. Otix Strift.
A New I'se For

Jouryial

One of the most interesting characters In
Maine Is Capt. Newell Kane, a native ami resident of Surry. Although but forty-one years
of age, he has seen more of the world than
" hen only thirteen
mod people ns old again.
years of age Capt. Kane began the life of a
fisherman and for twenty-eight years has followed the sea. lie has been as ll-hermau to the
grand bants thirteen trips and was “high line”
several limes.
His most Important voyage, however, was
that around the world. Leaving New York he
sailed to New Zealand by the way of Cape Good
Hope- After a few weeks’ slay at New Z.ealand
the circnmn ivigation of the globe Was completed by eallhig around Cape Horu to England

Let the sunshine in yer heart.

divorce first mustache,
another state, down.
j
a

It

for the

ident of the Senate by acclamation. ; us, the owner of a ensuing uisn may and m
S. A. Holden, of Tremont, was renom- | convivial feature lu many an evening
inated postmaster of the Senate by spoilt in her house if ai.e will bring fori h j
her cnaiiiig-timh and in it
compound
acclamacion.
The 1
In the House caucus, of which O. F. some delicious home-made candy.
wi'l prove the center
Tisfing-d.sh
of
Fellows, of Bucksport, was made
attraction and interest, and will supply
secretary, J. H. Manley, of Augusta, the often nought-for
something to do”
was nominated for speaker by acclaon a winter’s evening.
mation. Representative Spoflord, of
delicious and
Deer Isle, is chairman of the House
committee.
At the joiut caucus last night, Byron
Boyd, of Augusta, was renominated

poor

that!

sweet.

Othef

caucus

a

pound |
for feed, at i

you can throw’ a stone up in the air down
that way, and chances are even that it
will come down on the head of a good man

Let yer ol* blood warm yer fingers.
The caucus of greatest interest to
With the klnktness that linger-*
Hancock county was that of thecounAn’ Would run yer If it couid.
ty delegation, which decided the con- Set aside some hour for going
j
test for councillor from this district. ; With yer hiklren, young ami growing.
The contest between Judge E. E
Tramping in the winter wood.
Chase, of Bluehil!, and Dr. R. L. Grin (iet a-niove-on. an' go singing,
die, of Mt. Desert, has been very With a aiep that’s strong an* springing
As it was when you wore young.
lively. It ended in the caucus yestersix
of
the
Chase
Make
some other chap that's moping,
Judge
got
day.
i*o about his work a-hopiug.
eleven votes.
Singing fougs that once ne sung.
caucuses had more or lees of

interest to Hancock county, but theie
were no contests from this section.
In the Senate caucus, H. E Hamlin,
of Ellsworth, was nominated for pres-

are

|

513%

them

far; the difficulty is not to find the

FI d some feller in a muddle.
rail him out of ml-'ry's puddle.
Stand hit: up an' help him start.

New Year'.

Happy

and

period,

part

}

one

eye cocked for men to make up
the crew of the Herresboff cup defender.
But for that matter, he won’t have to look

Winter won’t siar here forever'
Don’t yer give up! No, no never'

Keep a-lhinkiug something

scribers.
To

mold. And it’s

iive»

Keep yer heart an’ soul a ringing,
(tetter go about a slnglng.
Something that is worth the while.

the

Our efforts to maintain

made from

butter, all made in

of

pounds

Capt.

Sunshine In Your Heart.
Ain’t no good to be a moping,
well
to keep a-hoping.
•Iu**t as
Always liest to laugh and smile.

them

to

gratefully acknowledge

we

He has

months.

boat

ning,

admirable

the

I believe, wholly unexpected

tbe usual anxious

as

|

four

cows—one

boat.

Hancock

popularity

8200,000,000.

Maine will lose one of its brightest
n-wepaper men when James E. Dun-

county.
Tub American’s

as

was

thia

in

where the other two

a

cat.

I he ceremony end
eongri»U|,.
refre.hmenii were nerved.
Tbe
he
I
Ide »«.
recipient of miny
pretty

obtamatT^ eaenta.
the countr;

neglect

once

plinti.

ted

^ >ne,

| Hble limit, under conditions in some cases i pend upou the good judgment of the
treasmy department it is certain that he
represented on
perhaps more favorable and in some pcr- !
operator.
exports of manufactured metals Lawson yachts, probably furnishing prac- j! ha s less so.
Then there is our hard wood f treat
will for the year ending Dec. 31, 1900,
for
the
the
full
crew
syndicate
Luat her (chief) >) and labor and capital
tically
growth which has practically not been

exceed

county and nation than greets any
other

not,

at

I

After

of
Mr. end Mr. Newman a,,. „ home
>t
found.
0 borne of the groom’patant*, Mr. and
Oenerailzationa however are of no
prtc^
ra. George K Newman, on
tical value unless they can point the way
Do they do this
to something specific.
Remurhuble l,nm of N’afti**.
In this case? Have we anything in the
k man will d»e for want of air In
five
nature cf material or labor which affords
notes, for want of sleep In ten days, for
opportunities for utilization industrially nt of water in a
week,
and
for want df
that we
a
of success

anywhere

to tbe

of Ellsworth Into

we can

I

onr

by a
city,

number of subscribers in

larger

i

paper,

contributing

and

ital

train

a

much brave

years old and one three, one of which has
given milk ten mouths, the other eight

Deer Isle

spite

was

There

Cook, of Ellsworth, tell? THE

8.

uc

of its years, its aim is ever to cover
its special field in the best possible

rapid

years.

AMERICAN that he has two

|

1904.

tending

transformation

throttle wide opeu and go ahead,
our future prospects, for the factor of

hoped for—that

success

Uitluilin

—

available safe

an

of

this:

secure

considerable shoe-manufacturing centre—

figures are fl4.559.207 in 1898 to |14,*
701.571 in 1900. Ellsworth’s valuation has
decreased f 11,Oil.

untrustworthy testimony

It looks very much as if the democratic party was sadly afflicted with a
At a speech in
chronic candidate.
Lincoln, Neb., last week, Candidate
Bryan showed clearly that he was out
for the presidential nomination in

8:36

OA

as

measure

of events

I'he

baa been introduced.
The bill will be referred to the committee on judiciary at the session of

MOON’S PHASLS.
Full

Vk^Moon

where

factories, etc.,

■

others.

t be sense explained) to better (or even
good) advantage, we can safely pull It

reach the

is, that they did uot set in motion

The report of the State assessors, just
made, shows an increase of fl42 364 in
valuation of Hancock county since 1898.

to

uise, if any exists, why the bonds of
matrimony should not be dissolved,

20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 23

tweuty-flve

c

119

largest

county furnishes the youngest
member of the Maine legislature this
winter— F. C. Burrtll, of Ellsworth, sge

|

to last

resulting In the establishment of
did not

aotne

is

No III.
That the proceedings referred

*n

d»v
^ irrled >1
v.-i.lng „ • 30
,he
^ me of
bride', ii.ier, Mr.
|]
if we <
That
My position
U >dg«.
B v. A. II. Coer, of the
dud a considerable want to be fined rs
^ urch, officiated.
far
tng for a raw material which we can
t« «*•« • T’**' family
wedding, 0„|_
tm
to
than
here
isb to better advantage
^ letlvee being prearnt.
The bride «nd
h«
placea, or evejj to as good advantage
^ oom were unattended. The hnu.e
>vM
ms elsewhere, together with lb* labor (
etlll, dae riled wilt, evergreen,
for

A serico of article'* will ton especially for Thk
* N,
by Henry II Hall, re view In* ihe
it- flutng the present Industrial Comli
past n
tlon of the city, and tU*cu-‘*!u* methods for Ua
Improvement amt d*‘Ve*o moot

the shoe

erl.uVAir jmv,i„
MIm Ann
Mamie «ali|v»„
f>
b..th »f K iwn.
^ Newman. Ir
„

elementary, but *t
many
h
helped to clear the way for me and I

Am kkic

week

W KOIWNU HKLLS.

*

but

hsrcnxs

worn.”

Mki««

Hancock

be entered, which is not to
become final until after an interval of
This will give an opporsix months.
tunity to the absent party to show
nifi is

5~

2

14 15 16

_L3

Fr.

all

be before a
In cases where

to

court

1901

Su. Mo. Tu. | We. Th.

uui ■

and

_

anil

JANUARY

“lie’s

to Hiid,

unriuiB

rest

the

all

articles;

these

preliminary leading up to
I have no doubt has been lirwdh*

been

OF ELLSWORTH.

Sullivan,

A amoo-ook ice-yaebtsmen bsve been
pan of persons applying for divorce,
grooming up old “Nancy Hanks” and are
aim attempts to deal with the difficult
lake
Puuhaw
ta king “sassy” at
the
cU nn-nt of good faith in connection
| ysculsinen.
service
Personal
residence.
with such
“Uucle ’Tbaniel” and “Aunt Salome”,
is a so required wherever feasible, and
of !)»er Isle, have seen the tight of three
in case the residence of the absent
centuries. Here’s a
twentieth century
party is alleged to be unknown, proof greeting to them!
and
reasonable
is required of
inquiry
sr arch to ascertain the residence, conThey’re picking dandelions ^down
linued for one year, before divorce around Stonington.
Up on the Buffalo
there’s two feet of suow. Quite a county,
can be procured.
“star this old Hancock!
to
The bill

BAN< <M K OOTTNTY PTOIflSRINH 0OF. *
RoLUHI. Editor
Manager.

1901

East

qni

AFTERNOON.

«-1,1,8WORTH, MAlNR,
HI

county’s solitary mule lives in
our
bat
correspondent

Hancock

also attempts to introduce uni
fuin.ny as to length of residence re
d in the various slates on the
I

pith of

INDUSTRIAL CONDITIONS

2totwrt&enmtf».

HAVE YOU TRIED
DAVIS'S

To Cure a Cold in One Day
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
ta
refund the money if it fal«s to cure.
druggl
£. W. Grove’s siguat|ur e au oeach box. 25c.

HOME-MADE

Take

SAUSAGE?

\

I

!

increa|§8 *D*I?*f
__

.1

j

*

'i

LAKEWOOD.
Mina Faded* Ray visited

during

HANCOCK COUNTY.

friends here

REPORT

Is I moil (* riand ha* gone to Kenduake»*g to work in the woods for 0. M
Wli ham.

Several
gone

TO BE

tree entertainment

gave

evening.

in the chapel Monday
with

1900. The report
County-Treasurer
books show

a

home of Mrs.

pretty wedding
Lemuel Moore last Wed-

nesday
ufng,
Lucy H. Moore,
ev<

when her

The

one.

the

at

daughter,

married to

whoae

careful and accurate super-

figures printed

speak

below

louder than words, but it may be well to

particular

call

Miss

of

the

Herbert

casual

Salisbury. Kev. J. P. Himonton, of the
Ellsworth Methodist church, officiated.
The bride for a few years baa been one of
the successful teachers in the Ellsworth

The

was

report of

Tapley,

W.

O.

vision of the county’s strong box.
The showing this year is an excellent

MOORE-SALISBURY.
was

include* the

attention to

some

might

report which

feature*
the

escape

observer.
comparative statement shows an
Increase of f3.48o 69 in the reaourcea of the
county for the year and brings the
total resource* at ttie beginning of the

fl0.601 87.
These figures mean something. The
The bouse was artistically decorated
with cedar and
Miaa Nellie average tax-payer reads figures in annual
(lowers.
Haynes was bridesmaid and Eugene Car report of town or county, with rather
lisle was beat man. The wedding march ( a vague conception of just what they
Tbts year the county commissionwas playtd by Miss Lucy Young, of Otia. ; mean.
The bride was becomingly dressed in ers will give a demonstration of the value
white organdie, and carried a bouquet of of figures which will be appreciated by
every tax-payer.
white carnations.
in the reQuite a gathering of friends and rela- j Though it does not appear
lives was present. After I he ceremony; port. the county commissioner* last night
The bride re- voted to apply |8,000 of the surplus to the
refreshment a were served
county taxes for f be next two year*.
ceived many pretty presents.
That means that county tax the next two
year- will be reduced to something like
•CLMftWOltTH BALLS.
v
f15.000. Last year it was over fl9 000; two
Mies Helen Clark Is the guest of F. E. year* ago it was over f20.000. A year or
two before that we were still paying the
Fernald and wife.
the county buildings; since then
Mrs. James Clough is visiting relatives debt on
a big addition to the court house lias been
iu Bangor for a few weeks.
new

schools.

year up to

Cottle

Mittie

bm

went

to

built and

Bluehill

;

paid

F. H. Luwell was here Tuesday nlglit on
hisre'urn to Orono from hi» Christum*

sioners.

vacation.

a

William i*

by

a

bud

I)

«-ut on

Is

work in the woods.

Ticonlc very p’essant’y cot**
tamed about forty of iia friends wt ills
ball on Monday evening.
Court

Pe4rl snd Hhfrley Moore, of Bangor, are
visiting here, I be gins a of tbtlr »i»Ur.
Mrs. Martin E Salisbury.
ilOt III OK TUB; IlIVKft.
was the guest of bis sisler,
Christopher Brenton, recently.
Christ ma^ at
Mi-s Stel'a Ray spent
Lakewood, the guest of Miss Hollins.
Victor.
Dec 31

Albert Moon

record

295 62
340 55

1,393

20

Oriand,
Otis,

414 32

Penobscot,
Sedgwick,
Sorrento,
Stonfngton,
Sullivan,
Surry,
Swan’s Island.

393 71

schools of
f

but

70 09
309 66
2.666 80
5

*

461 71

286 02

286 02

sioners

218 09

218 09

813 00

813 00

18717

187 17

*19.649

13

*19,637

51

613 07

Fines,

in

“knocked

a

2 003 04

■

■

Bar

on

foot

♦

freezing"—just

X

weather.

..

been

a

842 77

I

But

mind,

never

just

expecting

>

we've

!!

such

•

comfort and appearance.

|
Iclean

an

RESOURCES AND

Cush in

LIABILITIES.

|9

Unpaid lhxt‘H, due from towns,
Unpaid laxen, due from unincorporated places,
Unpaid Slate and county taxes,

office at Winter Harbor about

conducted very successfully through
legislature of 1895 the case of the
petitioners, for setting off Winter Harbor
from the town of Gouldsboro.

of

served in many capacities
and trust in his native town
of Gouldsboro. and the new town of
He

has

He

1

Unpaid

road

Due for

amount

Due
Due

on
oil

county tuxes
and 33,

on

f11,015

resources
resources

107 80

f414

Net increase

/
:

It is

of

clean-up, and

come

to us for

bargains

----

:
*

t O+O+O+O+O+O+d+O+C+O+O+O*

Rooms

property through

the agency of

and 3, First National Bank Building, Ellsworth, Haine.

X

Lowest Bates

J

If you have

on

♦
♦

Country Property.

anything

*

to insure, call or write to us for terms.

J

.:

VISIT JOY’S STUDIO
and

sec

his

display of

PORCELAIN and SEPIA PICTURES, FRAMES, Etc.
Mr.

Joy

ha*

Just returned from Portland with

a

full Hue of

up-to-dato holiday good*.

09
96

414 09

flO

601 87

3,485 69

1900,

for

REPORT.

comparison.

Number of weeks board of prisoners in
1900,353 6-7, as compared with 367 3 7 in
1899. The number of prisoners committed
was

forty-nine,

men.

of

Iu 1899 there

forty-six
fifty-four comfifty-three were
which prisoners

whom
were

were

whom
of
The crimes for
men.
were committed during the year were as
follows: Assault, 5; adultery, 2; bastardy,
2; cruelty to animals, 5; drunkenness, 20;
larceny, 14, receiving stolen goods, 1.
mitments

of

I

Tracy,

They

of Winter Harbor.

them all.

...

scrofula, salt rheum or
eczema, catarrh, rheumatism, malaria
and all other blood poisons; nervous
troubles, debility and that tired feeling.
This is not merely modern theory; it
is solid up-to-date fact.
cures

....

P.

Boston.|

on my
most or

Hood’s

IP

Holden.I

the promPromises to cure and
No substitute for Hood's acts like
be sure to get Hood's.
Hood's

Chicago now contains a greater popu ation than all the cities of the United
States contained in 1840, and New York
has a greater population than ail the cities
together had in 1850.
Mr. Freeborn
Jackson—Whad
yob
gwine name Mm Laurelia? Mr. Jackson—

comes

to

palice

co’t.

no

Anyflng *cept

good.

name

Tbey’a

alias

“You talk about posters and your ads. upon the
fence,
But they ain't the kind o’ mediums that appeals
sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such,
But l calculate they don't assist an advertiser
to common

much;
And especially in winter, when the snow Is on
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
can he found?
But within the coxy homestead, when the parlor
stove’s aglow,
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone wc
know."

BUTLER—At
Mrs George

supporter

of the

He

was

republican party at all
republi-

chairman of the

committee of Gouldsboro aeveral years and of Winter Harbor since its
can

town

it Is safe to say that

county attorney
Mr. Tracy will HU Hie citice faithfully,
and without fear
been

or

He has

favor.

identified with the

rum

never

traffic iu

in court for
any way, and never appeared
will be iu a
a rumseller ami therefore
to act iu that respect without the

positiou
slightest prejudice.
The

gift of alienee is often

able than tne

gift

of

more

valua-

Seeker—Where did the first trust originale? Sageman—Iu Rhode Island. I believe. Seeker—In Rhode Island? Are you
Sageman—Quite positive;
sure of that?
as

far back

as

always been

a

I

can

remember there

trust iu

has

Providence.

York
The zoological gardens
city were planned on generous lines, and
the management has proved itself to be
broadminded and enterprising. It ia now
reported that British Columbia is to be
ransacked by competent agents, who will
send to New York a fine collection ol
bears, cougars, lynxes, mountain sheep
mountain goats and other wild animal!
Within a few
that may be trapped alive.
have within it!
may
years New York
limits collections to challenge comparisor
with thosu of London, Paris and othei
famous cities.
at

question arises

in the family everj
it to-day. Try Jell-O
day. Let
dessert. Pre
« delicious and healthful
pared in two minutes. No boiling! nc
baking! simply add boiling water and se
to cool. Flavors:—Lemon, Orange, Rasp
berry and Strawberry. Get a package a
your grocer’s to-day. 10 cts.
us answer

4 60
4*5
ft 04
fft 24
fft 3*
49 tlO 21
5 41
69 T10 31 f5 61
I
l» 46 6 05
i* 1052
e 10
3ft tlO *8 t« 20
9 11 07
6 29
49 11 17 fft 39
fl II 22 6 43
00 11 30
6 60

Aliss.

Ellsworth.

the

Passengers are requested to procure ttakafci
before entering the train, and especially Ells*
worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
F E. BOOTHBY. Gcti’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*t.

Itrooklln, Dec 28. to Mr and
Butler, a daughter. [Mary

li

X kK- *t Tremont, Dec 10. to Mr and Mrs
VV llll un C-ark, a son.
FARItOW—At West Brooksvl’le, Dec 36, to Dr
and Mrs Franklin Farrow, a son.
II \Kl>hN —At Surry, Dec 25, to Mr and .Mrs
II II Harden, a son
HAMMOND—At Winter Dnrbor, Dec 25, to Mr
amt Mrs EC • lanunond, a son.
HO VV L \ N l»— At I'enob-cot. Dec 4 to Mr and
Mrs William H Howland, a soil.
\t Tremont, Dec 14, to Mr and Mrs
NK'V m \N
Edgar Newman, a daughter.
BOBBINS—>t < ran berry Isles, Dec 17. to Mr
and Mr- Cliff-rd M Robbins, a daughter
f Kvely II Pearl J
N
m North Brook-vllle, Dec 21, to Mr
STEELE
and .Mrs Elwtn Steele, a sou
TIO-K -At 'lr mont, Dec 7, to Mr and Mrs
William Trask, a son.
W M.KKK- \r * a.-tlne. Dec 27, to Mr and Mrs
William A Walker, a daughter.
W ATI’s -At Mat Is vllle, Dec 28, to Mr and Mrs
•lohn Watts, a sou.
YOUNG At South Surrv, Dec 25 to Mr and
Mrs Everard C Young, a son.
|

FocRla if, Hill & Ellsworth Steanhfl Col

with Boston and Bangor
Steamship C«».
BLUE HILL LINK.
Steamer ‘‘Juliette'’ will leave Rockland Saturday, Nov 21, and thereafter through the winter
season, every Wednesday ami Sal unlay'upon
arrival of steamer front Boston for Bark liartiot, * Little Beer Isle. fSouth Brooksvllle, Sargentvllb, Beer Isle. Sedgwick. Brookiln, South
Ttluehtll, Bluehlll, Surry and Ellsworth
Returning, will leave Surry «t 7 o’clock (stage
from Ellsworth at ti 00 lit), every Monday and
Thursday, making above landing* and connecting at Rocktand with steamer tor Boston.
<•

Flag Lunings.
La ml Saturday going East and Monday returilng
Thl* company will not hold Itself resnonsible
for delay-arMng from accidents or other unavoidable cauH'-s.
o. a.
lux Km,
Manager. Ryn-hland. Me.
Passenger* wishing to tak» tl»* t.oai will leave
word ai Moon'- stable, Ellsworth

MAKKtKD
Dec 24, liy
At Boston,
I Kail on, MI-S Halite G Blake, lorKev D
merlv of We t BrooksvLIe, to Ira F Purcell,
of Braintree, Mass.
BOWDEN-OSBoRNK-At Ka-tbrook, Dec 2H,
b> L W Bunker, esq Miss Maul Bowden to
Daniel O-borue, bout of North Sullivan.
BRAY BILLINGS—At Sargeutvi’le, Dec 24,
by il W Sargent, esq. Miss Flavida Bray to
Pear! F Bil Digs, both of Deer Isle.
DOYLE—M’M \ NTS—At EBsworth, Dec 31. by
Rev *1 D O’Brien, Miss Elizabeth Doyle to
Dennis McManus, both of Ellsworth.
LORD—SCOTr-At Gardiner, Dec 31, by Rev
A A Lewis, Miss Lizzie .1 Lord to .lames il
Scott, both of Ellsworth
LRLAND YOUNG —At Bar Harbor. Dec 24,
by Rev C S Me Learn, Miss Ethel Julia l.e
land, of Eden, to Ernest L Young, of Bar
Harbor
MOORE— S A LISBURY— M Ellsworth, Dec 26,
bv Rev J P Siiiionlon. Mi-s Lucy H Moore to
Herbert -Salisbury, both of Ellsworth.
HOLF-FARLEY— At Prospect Harbor, Doc 25,
by Rev J L Pinkerton. Miss Loll! M Rolf, of
Uoulilsboru, to Cornell u» I'erley, ot Hur
Harbor.
SWEET—MADDOCKS—At Hull's Cove, Dec
25, by Rev W illiaui O Baker, Mi-s Lillian
A lice Sweet, of Eden, to Walter D Maddocks,
of Holden
Swan’s
Island,
STANLEY-STEW ART-At
Dec 1!!, by Rev F V Stanley, Miss Vesta E
R
both of Swan’s
to
Chester
Stewart,
Stanley

| III.A KE—PURCELL—

BOSTON

WINTER KATES.

$11.00

public

for the next

FARES.

to Boston.

fareNor through

tlefcsU

Iietween

sons
to $ I

each will
5 » and # I

<

From

reduced
Bar Harbor A Boston
seal Harbor A Boston
Northeast Harbor & Boston
Southwest Harbor A Boston
"
Stoiiiuglon A Boston
l>e reduced
00 each.

To

$*00 $3 00
85
3 80
3 7'
3 00

3

90
2 80
2 75
2 25
2

from $2 OC and $1 60

Commencing Monday. Nov. J6, 1900, steamer
at 7 a m, on
“CaihetiW’ will leave Bax Huna
Monda>sand Timrdavs for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, South** st Hatbor and
conneding at Rockland with steamer for Bo

8loningtol||yj|
v

ton.

RETURNING.
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays, at 5 p in.
From Rockland via way landings Wednesat (about; 6 00 a tn.

days ami Saturdays

E. S. J. Mokse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

2toticrtisrmcras.

|

^♦C'40<»0»0*0*0*04^*'*'#0»040y
*
EDWIN M. MOORE,

4

dealer in all kinds of

2

^

Fresh, salt, Smoked and Dry

^

§

FISH.

IS

%
5

Haddock, Halibut, JBlueflsh, rt
^+ Cod,
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, 2
O

I will offer to the

Bar Harbor

The rates of

O

aobccUstmenta.

IN

CHEAT REDUCTION

I>IKI>.

—

AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.

SULLIVAN-NEWMAN-At Ellsworth. IHc
i»v Kev
A ♦» t.onr. Mi-s Annie Maude Sul:{
livan to George F Newman, jr, both of Ellsworth
TOWNSEND— Ml LLS-At Surry, l*ec 21, by
Rev 'I S I’reb e, Mr- Abide 'I Townsend, of
Surry, to Edward E Mil's, of Brewei.

ALLEN —At Surrv, Dec 2D. George VV Allen,
a ed 68 yearn, 8 months, 8 days.
BltW-At St<tiilngton, Dec 25, Miss Doris E
Bray, aged .H months, 7 nays
BUNK Kit-At
Franklin, Dec 26, Theodore
Bunker, aged 88 years.
COOMBS —At Bangor. Dec 16, Eliza* eth, wife
of E E Coombs, of. Franklin, aged 63 years.
FIFIKLD At Isle hu I la ut, Dec 22, Leone F
Flfleld, aged 2 months, 24 days.
GRANT—At Ellsworth, Dec 30, Mrs Julia A
(•mm, aged 74 years.
>t
HENNESSEY
Ellsworth, Dec *28, Mary
Agnes, daughter of Mr and Mrs Joseph
> ears, 7 months, 24 days
14
aged
Hennessey,
HIGGINS—At Eden Dec 28, Eben L Higgins,
hi
8
aged
years, months, 20 (lay s.
HATCH—At Stonington, Dec 1'. Mrs Sarali E
Hatch, aged 69 years, I mon ti, 8 days.
JOY—At East brook. Dec ‘20, Charles H Joy,
eged 7 months, h (Jays
TREVETT—At Bar Hartior, Dec 24, Levi il
Trevett, aged 56 year-, 1 month, 25 days

Connection

lu

f

Lobsters uud

Campbell

& True

Finnan Had dies.

O

Bldg., East End Bridge, O

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

thirty days

SWEEPING

The

Only

,■

New

WhaT Shall We Have for Dessert'
This

M
A. M A
6 00
9 3nl
6 0ft
93ft
6 121 9 42
t6 34 ttO 04!
fft 41 *10 n

Christina.]

speech.

An old bachelor says the surest way to
destroy weeds ia to marry a widow.

M.

tStop on signal or notlceto Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, wltn through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boa.
ton and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and WiM
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,

nevab
in

{A.

Lake ltouue.
6
Greet. Lake.
fft
Nlcolln
Ellsworth Falls.I 7
7
ells worth
7
Wash’gton .Ic.
Franklin Road.
f7
Hancock
ri
7
Waukaag, 8. Fy
8
Mt.Desert Ferry.
8 2o.
Sullivan..
8*0....
Sorrento.
9 30 12 30 7 3ft
BAR HARBOR.

ise.

o* that

M.

3 50
7 2ft

9 90
IP M.
II 0».
12 40

Portland.!
BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer .Junction.i

M.l

7 On.

Boston.|

Sarsapariija
keeps

Anyflng you laiks.
I’se noticed boys

30
«

A

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR

hands so seven* I had to
the time, and could not
shut my thumb and finger together, was
cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” Mrs. A. O.
Spaulding. North Searsport, Me.
"Mr three months old boy was cored of a
very bad case of scrofula by Hood's Sarsapa•
rills." Wm. H. Garner, West Earl. Pa.

gloves

a. A.

M. A

6 8ft
9 Oft

Portland.

Salt rheum

wear

have

hree

7,116 18

The report of Sheriff L. F. Hooper is
appended to the county commissioners’
report. The substance of the report follows, with figures of the previous ytar

given

PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE.
f*~
|
X
C. W. & F. L. MASON. f
|
X

in

JAIL

a case

Insure your

Dec. 31, 1900,
Dec. 30. 1899,

W.

*

As

Total liabilities and estimates,

silly.
Bemember

8. 21

make some reductions on all heavy-weight

Net
Net

chairman

organization.

Comparative Statement.
Total resources,
f 11,015

prices

96

State

and winter suit in our stock, and shall

that will knock all former

j

times.

Nos.

years and

several

daughters and one son.
91 45
j Mr. Tracy has been very active in tlie
development of Winter Harbor as a sum5130
He ia an earnest worker and
mer resort.

petition,

and

schools

700 05

on

Total,

::

j

in plantations.
paid stenogra-

for

superfollowing his

I selectmen in Winter Harbor one year.
He married, November, 1888, Mias Ruble
195 71
J Tracy, only daughter of Capt. George

taxes

treasurer

year
retained

elected

until resignamajority, and was
He was elected chairtion In fall of 1887.
selectmen in 1889, and
board
man of
805 19
! munpriiitfMirient of schools again in 189-i.
88 38
of
as
Hj has served
superintendent

supreme court bills of cost, fl36 60
169 t9
trial justices’ bills of cost,

State

was

the

visor of schools

74 88

8, 21,33,

No*

Due

goods

re-

legal imState; he

the

59 98

Liabilities.

Overcoat

lar e

877 36

1,680 00
4,500 00

treanury,

abatement

>

a

which

He

temporary loan,

tVe want to

up every

in

33100

3 800 00

library association,

Due from

and have made ample provisions for your

■

prosper-

He built up a very good
practice and has conducted quite a number of important cases before the court.
His prsctice is largely in law titles and
corporations.

142 50

Nos 21

pher in insolvency case,
J. T. Giles, costs

conditions

a

the

which

June 1, 1888.

45.842 77

11

J[

of

of titles and conveyances connected with
t tie Winter Harbor Land Co, and atrip
to New York completing negotiations for

opened

|38 037 58

::

melee of all sorts of

in

resulted

Importance

::

Says “rain and snow, much colder and

that

Mr. Tracy was admitted to the Hanc »ck
county bar at t he April term, 1888. Afier a
brief absence in Bo-ton closing up abstract

1 998 38

Temporary lom,
on

wnh

identified

ous summer resort.

378 51

jurors,
jurors,

Interest

cures

It

4

Road.|

Hood’s Sarsapa-

—

2 (X)

Resources.

1

year, taking

building up of that place,
Grindstone Neck is a part, as

4 5<X) 00

and 33

;;

\

f4

<’

movement

10 00

fishery law,

|

|

of each

became

ue

Winter Harbor.

i

<

portion

a
as

begun the building of the Hotel Beacon
and setting the Hist

20 00

Co.,

Traverse

t

<

law in the office of L

at Wilder Harbor

120 CO

bar,

on

rilla

—

a.'P. M.
X 2*.

4 26;..
II 15 4 66
9 10
6 02
II *2
9 17
j 11 2H 56 0» 9 i0
14
11 .T»
9 30
Wasb’gton.lc .j 11 46 fft 4 9 60
5 11
..1153
9 68
ELLSWORTH
6 7 10 08
Ellsworth Falla. Ml 68
5 51 10 17
.. tl2 2
Green Lake.
tl2 22 « «*l fiO 27
I.akc House.
fft H
ft 20 f 10 42
Holden
•. f12S8
12 58
6 41 11 02
Brewer June.
Bangor, Ex.St.. i 1 05 6 5' II (M
110 6 ftft 11 lft
BANGOR, M.C.

understood terms of "humors” and
“blood diseases"

t

*

••

...

CL

seasons.

tbe orgamzat ion and search of titles of
the Winter Harbor Land Co, which had

103 (X)

game laws,

Constables’fees,
Salaries of officers,
State treasurer, violation of

|

at

in the winter

662 85

courts

State treasurer, taxes

A

,10 2ft

BAR HARBOR
Sorrento.
Sullivan
Mi Desert Ferry.
Waukeag, 8. Fy.
................
Hancock
franklin

referable to germs, microbes or bacilli,
or whether you use the older and better

BOO

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

BAR

—

|

Grand

the

(iimiiut'iirtiig Oct. 8,

you believe in tjie modern theory
and speak of the causes of diseases as

on

f 1 994 63 | the recovery of a dower right
Supreme court bills of cost,
tract of land in Bar Harbor,
1.207 54
Co. commissioners’ bills of cost,
968 92 sulted in suits of considerable
Supreme court orders,
18,095 63 portance in the courts of this
County commissioners’ orders,

£&brrtlBtmnUB.

|

performance

this

bookkeeper during the summer seasons t here, until the full of 1887
Then be entered tue law department of
the B iston university, taxing up a two
years’ course 111 one.
W bile pursuing S'udies in Boston, late

179 00

f45

report shows only |88 38 uncollected.
Not only there, but in collecting plan-

W. IPAEKER CLOTHING CO.

Of

began reading
Deasy, Bar Hrfrbor, in April, 1885, and

B

19.54913

Expenditures.

The

for

:

continued

fll 354 56

Peddlers* licenses,
Temporary loan,
Stationery,

hat”.

cocked

as means

of

weeks.

situations

Southwest Harbor Water

He

Rockland commercial

He

1,747 75
taxes,
107 80
State and Co. tax. Nos. 8, 21, 33,
Fines and costs from clerk S Court:
5 460 00
For violation of liquor law,
.23 64
For violation of ot tier Ihwh,
Finea, municipal and trial

Admission to

occupation

the

tained for two

County

of

unincorporated places,

violation

1880 2

after graduating from the college,
he secured a position in the American
express office at Bar Harbor which he re-

Fixn tut ion road

juatlce

normal

State

term of

Jt doesn't make any difference whether

Soon

16 06

**

on

Eastern

education,

Blood Humors

HO KIN.

on

hand. Jan. 19J0,
tux 1S99,
19,X),

the

i.el ter

a

the end of nine weeks hu received his
44 52 j diploma at a cost of less than $00 for tuition,
hoard and stationery expenses. Ills record has
*88 38 1 never before been equalled in the history of the
college, and Is one that he may well feel proud
of through life. Ills exu nple we commend to
young men seeking to better their present posiami

Municipal
Tax

bookkeeper.

entering the college that he
regarded thoroughness of first importance, It
was his Intention to complete the course as soon
This fact was soon om<ieapparent
as possible.
to all for by devoting his tune entirely to study,
wltn the exception of sufficient time tor exercise
and sleep, he made most wonderful progiess,

:

on

bis store at

as

“He remarked

Receipts.
Cish

to enter
clerk and

Tracy

Tapley’s report, as examined
approved by the county commis-

and

by his
Prospect

that

Rockland Commercial College Journal, of
date, said after a brief skeich of Mr.

Treasurer

for.

from

that

TREASURER'S REPORT.

are

was

43 86

71

451 71

summary

called

soon

Harbor

three

358

a

was

1884, and graducollege
spring
ated in nitie weeks, beating the record

393 71

44 52

is

began work in the lobster factory of

in the

-f20,280 84
Following

two years

employer

414 32

unincorporated places,

Gouidsboro up to the age of

He entered

358 71

Timber and grass
reserved lands.

common

self-education, fails and winters, until
1887. He was a successful teacher.

93 90

21414

on

the

and the winter ter.ns

and followed this

1.092 43

318 64

on

attended

began teaching school in the fall of 1880,

249 40

21414

assessed

Goulriaboro, July

in

school, famine, spring

26

339 22

He

AMERICAN

William and Hannah

of

son

be attended

'134 05
391 99

339 22

born

was

With ambition for

459 47

ftl 90

The

noro, at the age of fourteen yeara, doing a
man's work and receiving man’s wages,

23

110 08

in

the late H. D. Coombs at South Goulds-

318 64

as above,
Amount assessed

>urteeu

He

171 82

110 08

county attorney

later.

116 09

9190

hm

announced

week,

sat

563 28

92

tirst

was

1 333 20

566

appointment

27, 1864, the
K. Tracy.

43 86

Amount
towns

l,a*t year he made a record in thia regard, the report allowing only |179 of
county tax uncollected. This year that

Mrs.

295 62

*19 637 51

The county treasurer. »*so come* In for
of
fair share
Perhaps no
praise.
greater
praise can t.e given than to
repeal the word* of one of the county
“The county
commissioners, who said:
never had a better tr*a*U“cr; hi* accounts
and b«K»ks are kept s » well tlint they
show in an in*tanl just, where the county
stands, and we can settle with him in a
few hours.”
There are some figures in the report also
which reflect to the credit of the county
treasurer. Upon him devolve* the duty
of collecting county and p'aiitatioti taxes.

coufi »ed to I he bousthe foot.rreeiveil whitest
rr

809 20

340 56

Verona,
Waltham,
Winter Harbor,
Long Island,

figures that speak eloquently
Tn sday for a few weeks’ visit.
to tax payer* In praiao of the good manHarry Lsffln has returned from a two. agement of county aff :irs and finance* by
weeks’ visit to bis mother i.i Auburn.
the present board of county commisThese

839 20

Kaflroak* auk Sttamkaau

iTftbrrtfsrmcntB.

/

sketch
of
IIhik ock
fllogra. lilcal
« utility's New Attorney.
Bedford E. Tracy, of Winter Harbor,
whose

43

67 96

Brooksville,

Tremont,
Trenton,

—

M

*130

43

67 96

663 28
Cast) tie,
171 82
Cranberry Isles.
115 09
Dedham,
665 23
Deer Isle,
70 09
East brook,
6.369 66
Eden,
2,666 80
Ellsworth,
469 47
Franklin,
434 06
Gouldsboro,
391 99
Hancock,
92 25
Isle au Haul,
249 40
Lsmolne,
93 90
Msriav lie,
1 092 43
Moo nr Desert,

report of the financial condition of
Hancock county, and statement of tax for

presents and the chapel waa tastefully
trtmrm
J-anta Claus made hia call on
time, with a well-filled pack.
Dec. 31.
F.

|

Unpaid

Brook I in,

Bucksport,

completed

have

*130

Paid

TRACY.

K

due

ImsI year.

as

BRDFOItn

been

county tax for 1899

Tar

Biuehtll,

their

well

was

programme
The tree was laden

carried out.

There

EXCELLENT—COUNTY

County
dridge and Richardson

Christmas

The

new

of

Town
Amb* rat,
Aurora,

Com on Nt ton era Hinckley, El-

n

h

follows:

JAIL REPORT.

Luther Penney.

The Sunday school

The statement

FINANCIAL CONDITION

REPORT BHOWH

young men from this
place
to Springy pond to work in

the woods for

AND

TREASURER

OF

has

Toe report shows only |706 05
rOT'VTV r\x

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

Mrs. Eim line Oartaud fell and sprained
her right arm quite badly Monday of
last week.
have

road

road

made.

this year instead of *1639.77

holidays.

the

taxes

tstion

REDUCTIONS
on

all kinds of

FURNITURE.
Everything is new.
My assortment is the
most
An

complete

Immense

in the

largest

COUNTY

Paper.

am

city.

THE AHERICAN.

Variety.

A Big Stock.
Small Prices

C. R. FOSTER,
23 Main Street.

Subscribe
For It.

a

Pb

County New*

MUnuttnat

nee

ether

Per.y

Peruna.

They do
lcine.

were

Christmas day.

oro on

spending

Mrs Obed Crane has been

sev-

days here with friends and relatives.
On Christmas eve a senmau from an
English v«s»ei landed at Blance’s wharf,

eral

and in the dark walked off
beneath.

He

whs

quite

him and tbe

man wan soon

It

Nathan
It

was

thirty-eignt
ber to

be

well

so

and carried
them

in

entertained

house, hut.
whs

out

that

nothing

bountiful dinner

ordinary

an

plans arranged
the fulfilment of

were

was

but a
pleasure. A
served and during

interesting
impromptu programme followed. There
were pleading remarks
C.
C. Baker,
by
An

EMI

I

never-falling

G. H. Kutter is expected borne
The

people
chapel,

Meth »dist

vices in

their

are

holding

hough it is

alt

new

ser-

not quite finished. A very pleasa it and
profitable entertainment was held by tbeui
Christmas

eve

Work i* progressing on the Free Baptist
church
The society expects to hold services in it in a few weeks. A Christmas
tree and a pleasant entertainment is reported by this society.
A very successful term of primary school,
taught by Mrs Mabel Blaisdell Gould, has
just closed. Mrs. Gould has the happy
faculty of entering into child life, seeing
its capacity end stimulating its ambition

department,
special fitness, has

Her work in this

for which

she ha* a
satisf ctory.
Dec 25

been

idil 11ionn >

■»-

yther

County Nett>*

pa<je*

PfIlOllM'tK.

most

Goldie

|

EW&

COUNTY

sisted

has gone to Belfast

on

h

visit.
Spec.

The young people

Wells F. Wardwell is home from coast-

very pleasantly
of A. W. Yarn urn

were

entertained

at the
hoqie
Friday
evening
George H. Rutter,

j

and wife

ing for the winter.
Roacoe Patten and wife, of Lynn, Mass., !
are

has

been

!

visit-

ing his brothers in Lawrence, Mass., for
the past eight weeks, returned last Thorsday.
A MisInez and Grace Donnell, from

visiting

Mias

friends here.

Elsie

of

recitations

bv

a

^

t'irrj,
I) J. Curtis

has moved

into

the

L.

for-

ft'iti it tonsil

Bangor

lbe event

Count],

week.

has been

V

connected with the Bar Harbor

Miss Mabel

A

vprv

nrettv

Mr. and

home of

the

weridin? took

nlace

Mrs. H. C.

at

Hodg-

Monday evening of last week, when
Mias Ethel Julia Behind and Ernest
Lester Young were married by Rev. C. 8.
McLearn. Only the immediate friends
and relatives of the young couple were
kins

Both

present.

are

well

known

The annual

here,;

Daughters

session

taught

by

Miss

Grace Carter, of Mt. Desert.
Dodge and Harvey
have returned from Boston.
Sadie

W. ff.

Capt.
and

ear

P.

Freeman

Freeman is in Portland eye

infirmary

for treatment

for his

LUtlefi Id Friday evening, Dec 28

Phe

fohowmg

offi

ers

were

H.

is

Mrs.

L'«cb,

as

follows:

Moses

Littlefield, i

ttockm><>ri.
George W.

Gray

died

last

Wednesday,

with typhoid pneumonia. He w as forty-eight years of age.
He leaves a wife and one child.
after

a

short illness

engagement of Charles L. Knight
and Miss Florence Emily Buck is anBounced. Mr. Knight in a resident of
Deer I*le and a member of th© graduating
Miss Buck is
class of Harvard college.
the second daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William O. Back, of thi* town, a lineal
descendant of the founder of Buckeport
and a young lady of refinement and
ability with a full coarse of study at
The

Syracuse nearly completed.
Terrible plague, those Meting, pestering diaeases of the skin. Put an aod to misery. Doan’s
At any drag store.—Adzi.
Ointment cun.*

a

George

Allen, after a distressing illBix mouths, died Friday
isss of about
norning, at the age of sixty-eight years,
igbi mouth* and eight days.
Mr. Alton whs born in tbe town of
Srookliu in 1832, and in early life was a
In 1855 be married Mr*.
ibi|i carpenter.
W.

I 1 leers, was held at Grange hall Saturday
^
ivenlng, Dec. 22 The following officers
vere elected:
F. A Miller, M. W ; M P. !
Jevereux, F.; E. A Snow, O ; J. B WilLydia
B.

on.

H.

(

Salisbury, of Hull’s Cove, came
j iomo to spend Christmas.
Joe Salisbury and Harley Grover are at
Sherman

8.

follows:

OBITUARY.

The annual meeting of Spoff »rd lodge,
•Jo. 48, A. O U. W.t for the election of of-

,

j

31.

as

Smith, Alice Coulter, Emily BillEsther Smith, Willie Emery,

Mr*

recorder;
Cushman, receiver;
E. Varnum, financier; Edwin Heath,
Arthur
Griudle, I W ; Edward LitThere was a concert and Christmas tree
5.;
at the a-l oolhoure Christmas night. The | I lefleld, O. W.; B. 11. Cushman, represen
singing and recitations were appropriate < ative to grand lodge.
Dec. 29.
SUBA.
and very fine.
Old Banta came with a |
flourish and ringing of bells, and every
, Km.
Dec.

was

ra Billingion; so'o, Martens h Curti-;
Nellie
recitation, Georgia Know lea; due
»nd Fiorence Curtis; binging, Ashworth
oroihers; reading, Itev. P. S. Collins;

elected:

i.

remembered.

I tig loti,

•'ranees Wilson.

eyes.

one was

Eat her

»

King’s |
My
held at the home of Mrs. !
the

-'elia

5.

for the winter.

X

was

high school.

of

meeting

rhe sick committee

J. T. Freeman is stopping at K Smith’s
in

programme

Sellers, leader; Luc Ha Snowman, }
tinging, choir ami congregation. After
rice-leader; Ethel Gray, secretary; Addie
he exetclues, the piesenls were distribL^each, vice-eecretary; Mary Vartium, j
ut'd.
._
rea*urer; Helen Sellers, vice treasurer. J

Marnh.

19

The

off.ring!*

church

.%>*<»

pari.

in connection

ending school in Afufcerst.
Eben Kingman and wife have gone to
1 larlboro to stay several weeks with their
c aughter, Mrs. 8. H. Remick.
1

Tibbetts has returned to Bar
1 larbor, after a short visit with her par€ nts and sister Carrie, who has been at
Miss Sadie

1 ome from

There

Tops ham

for

a

week.

Christmas tree and box supj er at the Jordan school house in Mariav ille Tuesday night.
Sauta Claus was
was a

--

Girdles the Globe.
The fame of Buekleu’s Arnica Salve, as
t ie best in the world, extends round the
e irth.
It’s the one perfect healer of cuts,
c >rns, burns,
braises, sores, scalds, boils,
u leers, felons, ache*,
pains and all skin
e ■options.
Only infallible pile cure. 25c a
b ox at Wigodt & Moobe’s drug store.
it

Christmas

on

a

Kugar l

n

other

* urry, and
( 'arnbridge.

Wasson, of
Margaret Stickney, of

night.

H«ni»tert

The

Soto and Atom*.Omar Moon and four l»j »
Geneva smith
KalyV Want a....
UirUniK* Eve. .Grace Morgan
Dialogue—Geneva dtloson, A ante Trvworgy.
Geneva Siu'th
While Shepherd* Watched. Evelyn IWlmty
Uut t *«»•! choroa—Winifred Lord, Harvey
Treworgy aod three children
Birth «if Chrl»t. .Kva Mender
larwl* Smith
CtirUtmsft
Ann** Smith
Make Believe
H a cel h ml Santa Claua..... Winlfrvd Lord
School
Hong—C dining Bell#...

Mrs.

Mass. Tbe funeral was at tbe
deceased Monday afternoon,
J lev. P. S. Collins officiating.
Interment
t village cemetery.
Dec. 31.
Cl.
•

ome

Portland, Dee. 16,
favorably known here and

“Little colds” neglected—thousands of lives
fi icrlflced every year.
l>r. Wood’s Norway Pine
5 > rup cures little colds—cures big colds, too,
d own to to the very verge of consumption.—
a dvt.

borne

was

well and

at Beal

in

Cove,

___

of the

_

bis

....

Bell* Acrosa ilw snow.I’ercy Young
What I want for thrUtma*..Harvoy Treworgy
t hri-tmo* Caro *
.Katherine Meaitcr
•I im»)’« ChrUtiiia*.Sarah stlu*on
What I'd Like.Milton Winchester

Exerclae—Merry Christmas

to

you.
Four children

Pills, which are perfectly harmless,
gently stimulate liver and bowel* to expel
Life

poisonous matter, cleanse the system and

ibsolutety

cure

constipation

and

sick

headache. Only 25c at Wiooin & Moore’s

Irug

store.

L--

M,

|>ilf

»

•tain,*•'«! with

ill

our

H|l*! 'it.

..J

irrttMlwo

I*. .V

uatn*,
BMAMDS

U

I*.

OP TM*

"p. a p." t&ti moves

|

^$'§sspiiiS§5'

gifts, remembering
some very pretty
Alley
school.
There was a large
lifts from her
lumber present. Ail felt that they bad,
ndeed, spent a Merry Christmaa.
Mae
til.

MU*

—■-NEWEST
-^.SHADES

BEST
VALUE

appeared

After the concert Santa Claus
the

received

lake *oNw.it «t«t— TV n**» nooe mo
ro«i sacr :'-*v

Don*

good.

SIYKH 4i.4l.I KR,
Kil'ttO'lh, Mr.

iwan'* UhtiMi.

At the MInturn school*, Monday* ai d
'uesday were holidays.
The jenplr of the Methodist church are
, nlking of buying from the Mason* their1

uturrtisrmrnia.

Wood

t

Rouse C:3 Liver

s

Cure
Dyspepsia
Digests

It artificially digest* the food and aid*
struagthuumg and reconAre prepared from Na- Nature in the
exhausted digestive orstructing
ture’s mild laxatives, and gan*. It is the latest dtscovrreudigestwhile gentle are reliable aut and tonic. No other preparation
cau approach It in efficiency.
It inand efficient. They
stantly relieves and permanently cure*
Heartburn,
Dyspepsia, ladig.-iion,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache. Uastraigia Ctampsand
Cure Sick Headache, Bil- all other results of imperfect digestion.
time*

iousness, Sour Stomach,
and Constipation.
Sold

j

KOdOl
what you eat.

PiUs

f

everywhere,

Price50c. *»u *1. Lsrj;, eeeontalo* IS
«.w.Adfree
ut dyupep*
•mall sit*. Book ah u
Prepared by E. C DetffITT A CO CbtCQB*

25c. per box.

For Women.

Ft*pared by C. I. Hood & Co.,Lowell,Maa*.

Dr. Tulman

HISTORY

1

SWAN'S ISLAND. j
y

MAINE,
BY

H.

j

W.

SMALL,

M. D.

A

history of Swan's Inland has just been pubj Uhed, ami is uow ready for
delivery. Iir.
| iinall, of Atlantic, lias given much lime to
he preparation of this volume, which covers
44 page*. From the following tabic of eonMrt* may be seen the ground which the boo*

\ overs

4

TABLE’OF
I.
II.
III.
I V.
V.

VI.
V"fill.

mirrMfully mated through o»rre*|M>ndeTx c.*ml the moateompleteuuifkefioo

guaranteed in every instance. I relieve bnndred® of la*ite« w bum 1 never nee. Write for
further particular*.
Ail kdUts truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matter* of apmateor ilehc&t* nature. Bear
In mind tbl* remedy is abyjim. lv safe under
every pnaalble condition and wiB |*»*»tif*ly
leave no after illeifect* uihmi tbobeaith. By
mail seet.rely ^b-d, #3.i*b Dr. E.M. TODMAN CO., 170 Tremont St., ibnton, Mas*.

j^_

CHI CM ESTER'9 ENGLISH

Pennyroyal pills
edB"v

Purchase—Settlement and Land Title*.

A Sketch of the Life of 0*1. James Swan
Biographical Sketches of Early Settlers.
Gott'* Island.
The Fishing Industry.

8y«op*Dor Municipal Records,

ua**

Miscellaneous.

Publishing

Ellsworth,,Me.

LADIES leQMMM* i u.s.«b
1>R.

KING’S

SUr Crowe

Brawl

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

ImmsdiMte relief, no danger, no pots.
TO h,T ^“'4 ■FsriaHWa

zZrJC
hook-

f*«e»

*

CONTENT*.

The book may l>c obtained of the
author, Da.
4. W. Small. Atlantic, Me.; of II. W.
Bar
‘.J23
NT,
Middle street, Portland, or of the
pub1 ishers. Tub
ILamcocb^OoUVTT
Jo.,

MmtihlvlUyulalnr hasbrought

Introduction—Aborigines—Discovery.

PRICE, $1.50.

(

*

happm®** to hundred* of iuan-u> wnmeo.
There »• |-vntivHy no other remedy known
tomedical science, tint will *o
and
aafcly do fbe work. Hive never bad a mugle
failure. Thel<»ii"e#tandinMiolatiuterjiMi
are relieved in a day® without failN«» other
remedy will do ihi*. No tain, no danger, no
Interference w ith work. The most difficult

quitirkly

\

or
<

Blowu to Atoms.

The old idea that the body sometime*
needs a powerful, drastic, purgative
pill
ha* been exlpoded; for Dr. King’s New

DORCHESTER, MASS.

...

Hid dtalrfbuted

*

death occurred at

»7^o

COIO MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

Christina* Time.Arthur Young
Duct and cboru«,
Grace and Arthur Morgan, school
Exercise—Night Ik-fore ChrUtma*.
Ten children
School
!k>iig....

one of the chief promoter*
cemetery, aays the improvement of the ground* will go
steadily
forward until the inoss*carpete.l bill become* a
fitting resting place for those
“gone before”. The lot* are now uum- i
bercd and ready for sale.

E.

F.«TA»unntD

....

two

varied

■?

Walter Baker & Co, Limited

..

new

South

pro-

UttlSM<<« A iilklIansim « ftWHW
Naming I billy.Genet* 81 in run
Sot g of thri-tma#
.Howard Young
Martha Siln*t*n
ik*a*te's Ubrlttnuu Drca.n

Farnsworth,

Jepbtbah chapter, O.

U this

r>

......

L»rd, of Bir Harbor, was in
him! lading
out the
new
cemetery. Mount

Mlaliation service*

Following

t’mlv ihf ikfuiow p< ih* U. J* Coott*
.1
-mtied to
Mb!* ( JMMoIMO
1*UbsUtdor t^Ui »i "Makar** Chotoau”
ltakar'* Cocoa.”
or

|

Uh>thndcal reading.Ul«« Alley sod reboot

chorus

a

“La Belle
Chocolate"

v'

wrkloe WludMNHW
ChrttliuM* Grading..
Solo and cliuru*.. Kv* Header and »cImm»I
To.morrow’*ChrUtma* I»*y.. .Annie Trvworgy
Annie and Willie'* I’rajcr..Cora Turner
X’tvnd
Sons......

Height, which I* tuautifuliy located and
given promise of proving admirably
adapted to it* wacie I purpose. Mrs E. F.

whose

TRADE-MARK

Sung.....School

A auppcr will be
with the concert.

1

Hannah

SURE

gramme:

j

Mrs.

MAKE

THAT IT HEARS OUR

m*hay.

member.

looked their beet.

pope*

B., held Inby a musical
programme ou Wednesday night, Dec.
J Coggins, of South Surry,
tie j 26. The
following officer* were instnl.cd
noved
to
South
Surry about
1858, by Henry Tracy:
W. M., Mr*. Grace
there he lived nine years, when
ht
Pease; W. P., henry Tracy; A. M., Mr*,
uoved to the viliageand engaged in trade, ; P. C.
Clark; secretary, Mr*. Linda Tracy;
'•rrjing on a general merchandise store treasurer, Mr*. Julia Lemout;
conductor,
rout that time until tbe fire in 1895 which
Mr*. W. B. Keene; assistant
coudactor,
lestroyed his store and stable, also the Mine Bertha Lemon t; chap aiu, Mr*. Haniaptist cburdf and residence of Capt. nah Gilley; Adah, Mis* Katharine Free'Marie* Sinclair.
man; Kulh, Miss Blanche Brown; Esther,
j Mr. Alieu has in the
past owned quite Mrs. Aimenia Ktcnardson; Martha, Miss
ixtensively in vessel property, but in ; Alice J. Dolliver; Efectra, Mr*.
Josephine
a ter years that was disposed of, and he
j Stanley; marshal, Mrs. Bertha Bobbins;
>wued and operated the mill near the
Mrs.
Ada
warden,
Freeman; sentiuel,
oot of Patten’s pond, which he sold tc
Amos Brown; organist, Mrs. A. M. Law, he Gasper brothers about two years
ton.
ago.
Mr. Allen attended and contributed to ;
OBITUARY.
i be support of tbe Baptist church, of ;
Capt. Everett W. Norwood, son of Capt.
rbicb his wife was a member.
His wife j
and
Mrs.
Bobie Norwood, of tbis place,
> urvives
him, also three sisters, Mrs. H. J.
! iiliiken and

V <1 E YOU RECEIVE
AND

teresting concert at Kural hall. Toe bail
decorated ami the pupils
was prettily

surveying
ground of
the

of the

many

EXAMINE THE PACK-

vveumg, i>.e. &>, toe Fast Surry reboot under the olrecf Ion of their
teacher, MIm Nellie Alley, g*ve a very in-

<inl.

town

them a

very
handsome

CHRISTMAS ENTERTAINMENT.

by
targe
choir, presented a very flue programme,
Santa Claus appeared, and in fits usual
jolly way helped to distribute the gifts to
the expectant little folks and equally
curious big folk-, too, who are always
g ad to be remembered by the good old

|

The

numerous aud

were

deeigti.among

in

beautiful

Were

quartette.

a

Tuesday

The concert promise** to be
A chorus of
season here.

Sunday schools,

school;
recitations,
Mary Billiugtou,
Elsie Sperry; dialogue, Emily and Myra

Vbble

begin housekeeping.

School

of the teachers in the

is one

they have resided for a number of
years. The young coup's left for the
groom’s former home at Trenton, where
they will pass the winter. They will return to Bar Harbor «n the spring and

^

eve

j

Snowman, who has been in

Miss Addie Littlefield, who has been
spending a vacation st home, returned to
Ellsworth to-day to attend to her dune*

where

Preliy

by

music

•in*! s«ir y.

The committee in charge consist** of Mra.
L zzie Holme*, chairman;
Mrs. Ebert
Richardson, Mra O In Mil's, Mra. Arthur
Richardson, and NViiiiam Whitmore.

Anthem, choir; prayer by pastor; reciBoothbav Harbor during the oast sum- I tations, Lena Sperry, Maud
Preble,
mer studying
millinery, has returned E-ther Emery, Florence Curtis, Donald
borne.
Collins, Nellie Curtis; singing, Sunday

banking and trust company.
—

selections of

whs a

of the

children *ist take
served

good catches the

grammar school at

Her

cure.

^
“Concert of Nations” will be given
here soon by
chorus of nearly flfiy
voices.
Tlte chorus is rehearsing weekly,
under the direction of N. W. Ldtirfleld,
of

Ail

token of love from Ocean View
coiniuandery, Uotden Cross, uf which be

A

Goodwin house.

J*

I oral

J. B. Littlefield, who has been coasting j S’orling Anderson and his sister Edith,
with their brother-in-law, Asa Grant, of
Hllswortb, spent Christmas at their home j in the scboouer "Omaha”, is at home.
%
here. They were accompanied by a friend j
j Bangor, visited their parents, Mr. and
Mra. J O. Whitcomb la making her pa*
Miss Mabel Sellers has gone to Bangor
Mrs. Charles Anderson, Christmas Day.
from Old Town.
to attend the commercial college this
rente, H W. Hodgkins and wife, a visit.
Dec.
P.
Mms
Lillian
Treworgy, of Lowell, Mr. Whitcomb ba» gone to Springfl'-d in
31._M.
winter.
Ma-s
came
to Surry
Friday before tbe interests of the publishing company
Bar Bfti nor
A Christmas tree with entertainment
v
Christ mas to isit her mother, Mrs. E. in whose
employ he baa been the past year.
Levi H. Trevett, for many years in the was given at the Perkins hill scboolbuuse
N. Osgood, returning the next WednesGreat relief was felt here on Friday,
express business here, died Monday of Christmas night.
day.
wnen
the news came to Mra. William
last week, aged fifty-eight years. He was
Capt. C. M. and Reuben Perkins have | Ernest
Gasper had bis shoulder dislo- Hanna mat her husband and Capt. Ku*
a native of Trenton.
hauled their schooner up for the winter
cated while caring for a sick horse at the
gene Stanley, of I Ik- missing "Fannie
^
The engagement of G. Prescott Cleaves at Bncksport.
Hu ff >rd stable Sunday of !«*-» week.
Mr.
Earl”, had been carried to England by
G.
two
of Bar Harand Miss Lora
There will be a public installation of Gasper works at the Stafford farm and
Hadley,
some ocean steamer.
No particular-bad
bor’s be*t known young people, has been officers of the Rising Star lodge. F. and has the care of
forty-eight horses and been cabled, but the speedy return of the
announced.. Miss Hadley is the daughter A. M., this evening.
t •.«■»** p miea belonging to A. L. Stafford,
shipwrecked mariners will soon solve the
of Benjamin L. Hadley, Mr.
Leaves,
The schooners "Mabel”, Mildred” a»>rt ut L*r Harbor.
^ mystery of tbeir trip across the Atlantic.
although a native of Prospect Harbor, "Mopang” have been discharging
freight
There was a union concert and Christmas
The two churches here united in load*
bas made his home in Bar Harbor for for N. Mitchell and A. E. Yarnum this
tree in the Baptist church on Christmas ing two
grand tries at the Methodist
For the past few years he
tome time.

^

Tuere

lovely

'■uutliVHMil Hnrhor.

^
B.

111

very

Baker’s Chocolate
or Baker's Cocoa

broth* r was

tomb of Mount

Peasant cemetery.
Aural

COUNTY NEWS.

very
con-

the

The smelt fishermen have got some very
past week.
Mlaa E>eanor Osgood, of Portland, is
visiting her father, K N Osgood.

Snowman is attending the

Bucksport.
Robert Bissett, of Black Inland,
merly of this town, was here Friday.

The entertainment

children,
a fi i»- dialogue by
Mrs. Susie Froat and
| Miss Watts and
It was a very
singing.
p'«>w*ant time.
Kav.
Dae. S.

|

Bridges

impersonated by <\ E. Brimmer, in
c ever manner.

toynl

that

receiving

iu tbe

placed

Mrs. Sarah Jones, Pleasant Plain, la.,
“I wish to acknowledge my apfrom
preciation of the benefits received
Peruna and Manalin in the treatmentof
what was pronounced systemic catarrh.
1 took Tcruna for a while and discontinued the use of it as I felt so much
better. The latter part of the winter
MRS. J. E. MILLS, OF NORWICH, CONN.
and early spring there was so much
sickness here, an epidemic of colds and
Mrs. J. E.Mills,4<W Main street, Norwich, Conn„in a reeentlettcr says:
I had an attack
“/ write to let you know what Peruna has done for me. I pave been troubled pneumonia prevailed.
in catarrhal form, suffering with
with catar—h since I was ten years old. At times my head troubled me so that of cold
facial neuralgia and headache, but conI would b< bilged to stay In a dark room. Nothing helped me and my physitinued taking Peruna and Manalin and
cian said 1 could never be cured.
was soon restored without being prosIt.
benefited
find
by
and
myself greatly
•■/ began taking Peruna this spring
trated with weakness.”
It will
I have not had an attack since I took my first bottle. I think In time
A hook written by Dr. Hartman on
Peruna has Improved my appetite and health In general. I have the different phases of catarrh and their
cure me.
it to several of treatment, also “Health and Beauty,”
gained twenty pounds In three months. I have recommended
/ advise any one troubled with written especially for women, sent fre*
my friends, who also find It very beneficial,
to any address by The Peruna Medlein*
catarrh to use Peruna.”
Columbus, Ohio.
Thousands of men and women all over the United States use Peruna. Company,

soon.

ment

»*

finishing it up

paster.

'V‘r--*j- -fr"—- u*r
away receiving medical treat« HI lx*
glad to m« him home

a

won

|•all-bearers Wei® chohvn, read tbeir
service, sud be casket containing

e

writes:

Hokllti.

husband

ol char*d

Alfred
*

•-•end*

>•*.«• of man*

»

and marked

the mortal form of

head, throat, lungs,stomach,kidneys or
aud
pelvic organs, Peruna is a prompt

Chanes Grover, N. H. Cole and others.
J. B. Coie told a pretty story that lie had
gleaned somewhere, illustrative of the
old refrain “On earth peace, good will
toward men”. A poem followed, telling
tbe story of Christ’s birth. There were
songs by the children and the music was
interspersed by many social games, that
of “donkey” giving tbe most merriment.
The entire day naa heartily enjoyed.
Dec. 29
C.

Mrs

n**rt

burial

Pernna as a last resort, and been
cured by the uae of a single bottle.
It Is a sure cure for coughs, colds, la
grippe and catarrh in its many phase*.
Whether the catarrh Is located in the

discussion, the daughter of tbe house,
Miss
Frances, rendered many pretty
select loir.'051 the organ.

t

to

its

10

hall and

|

eases are

family party and numbered
a
guests,
large num-

a

but

experience,
not only the most numerous
of allother diseases put together, but
they are the hardest tooure.
I’eruna is a specific for this class of
diseases. No other remedy can take it*
place. Thousands of eases of chronio
catarrh are cured by the use of simply
a bottle.
People who have spent large
sums to be cured of catarrh,have turned

able to return to his vessel.

merry gathering that met with
Cole and wife on Christmas day.

whs a

b. §>•

one u«

»«1

«*»• «•**

Epwortb

fora h:nne for the

__

valuable medicine

a

climate, hard work, and nnventiUtcd
causes.
sleeping rooms are the principal
Charitable institutions have found, by
that catarrhal dlsbitter

rocks

injured.

badly

Dr. C. C. Lsrrabee attended

A

the

on

share <»f

; arafn
ii;nni«der of
n»ati position a* trusted
There were several f mily rh-dstma*
H.
of J
lbs largeat nm*
utne of
trees on the Uland and one at Kpworth
sailed
malt
tun
In*
bf
i\
slow A Co.
where ahou
halt
seventy live people
MvUnstui’V
niiu was I be «*srt
gathered Rev V V Stanley and wife
wii
h*
grad- were most
Cipt. Norwood's beaut)
generoudy remembered by the
uta strong
ou*
ually faulii# for a year,
people
of
duty, pre- ! Dae.
It loll to keep at n » pom
h iii
27
M F.
'«*»*, and
vented bis taking
was me re»u*t, front
«»
T'
,,Tve exhaust Ion
«t I'tMi profl h by touching.
1
viitch be failed to raity. A few weeks —R Brmrning
*'Wh*»! K siting on tho Sabbath?”
before t be eud came hta father left bla
vessel In New York and taut* to visit exclaim. <1 Hie clergyman, reprovingly.
the sad “Don’t
tntn, returning to bm work with
you aii>.or that little hoy*, who fish
conviction that he bad Mil bit son for on t h»* Hh Miai h g«« to the had plac* ?** “I
j
Tint mother and guess d*t*a
tie I at time on earth.
right,” replied the bed boy,
wife's vigils by disgust .mi?, *•! coo'd.. *t a* struck uo
on* brother shared in*
dan rt»* ’*
iu« bedside during the mat nays until the
; erurse p'aee
*\eil*beloved drifted quietly and jieacefu-iy into the new life
^SUaiiMmcntc.
i’he funeral services at the bom® were
friends,
.argeiy allended by s> mpwmixing
iiev. E. tt. Newcomb, pastor ol Bethany
WHEN YOU ORDER
Congregational church, offi -lated, Elixafrom which
n*tb City lodge, 1 O O

it U applicable to the climatic ailment*
of
of wtnter and summer. Extremes
heat and cold in the United States make
it a land of catarrh.
This
Nearly every body has catarrh.
Is more especially true among the middle and lower classes. Exposure to the

guests in

»*.

by bone**!
ability

when

by experience ttha it

page*

h tbeir loved

ter

beoftHP© they have i*»ru«u
la a valuable metl-

ro

h

a

In All Its Phases and Stages Cured by
Not only la it

and wife

Mtid brothers Who wvr

WINTER CATARRH

Harbor.

Pro*i»e«-i
John I
Gouldst

»-t hy Is
d* toted

NTY NEWS.

C()l

i> ep *yn»of bis b«yn*« d
fell for I In* hrrwVirt family, the
»«<.'*" parent*
wife and Ittn*

home

u«

■

Hbbrttiscnunls.

•h.kigam ha* *ub*cri6erii at t<*o
,091-0*Ices in Hancock county;
of t'is
•U the
paper* in the county com
t reach no many.
The Amkh
bined do
*l"
*■"
JC.‘
only ponee printed
Banco'
"i/n^ and ha* never claimed to
can
he
that
provbe, bu
only paper
Orly o< at tec a COUNTV paper; alt the
The circulatest are metroIv 'oral paper*
tion ot ihc \WKBICAN.barring the Ba*
Barb o' inoord'9 summer liet% it large*
|har toot ‘f all the other paper* printed
in Ha nenek eountv.

Thk

f

All

Hundred, Of uttu
Uua W J
T»* o ftheir iatrioOc reh»
»uppre**ton. 8*ihJ U n nets tor tamale ^
nod
l" ujtjpj’,4 or by tnsil
li^Obux.

OOOYitoe

AIM MEDICINE CO., Cm 1930,
BOSTON, MASS,

**k Druggist for
rmrilT.Y1 rgllaMaTlimt—.
EXLLINII In itrd u»1
(iHlCTimER*a
"°*® metal lie txuw, «*«a»d with blue ribbon.
other. Kefu»e d»nKrr..u. •ufcetl2ft*
ration* And ImttAtion*.
of our Drugs**,

buy

rerKi 4e. in
H«npt for PaHiralarv, TeelimnniAl« and “Keller Tor
in Utter,
ny return JIaII. Io.cmhi ieWlmuulAl*. Hold
ail

or

by

?™**i*t*:

CHICHK8T1B CHEMICAL CO.
are.
1*1111,4.. »*A,

Dr. Williams* Indian Pil«
battiu^ .t will cure Blind.
wmebllwf ami Itching
Plies. It absorbs the tumors,
allays the itching at o u-. acts
i.«s a pounc e, t-ivii i:.slant relief. I)r. Williams'Indian Pile Ointment U prepared for PI e*. and Itching of the private parts. Every box is
warranted. By dr; »; ts, by mail on r>-

EA

JV

j

s&f&rcT
by

For sale

Q. a.

Vc&jgmt

Parcber, druggist, Ellsworth.

55

B

unia.

mot thrm cn the cotnaton w*y}
They |>a'a*-, d am] gave n«j sign—
The Imtuos thst had lost the day.
The failures, half divin**.

Vinci -Our Great

Strength Creator.

ITaks

The worst part of sickness, frequently, is et it over it.
The patient's strength is depleted,
his s. stem b generally demoralized,
relsj s are continually feared, and

naturally.

;

j
|

j
thing to aid recovery is to |
patient that which will enable

him to get st rong, and at the same time
give strength direct to the different I
organs of the body.
No ing will do this like Vinol.
j
!
s directly on the stomach, creIt
at
healthy appetite, and enables
th
geatlre organs to obtain the nec.- [
4
elements to Increase the weight

j

ami muscle tissue aud pure, rich,
te 1 Mood.
ini following is a letter showing
w’
re Vinol was taken and did good
it a case of sickness.
It reads as
follows:
I wikh to certify to the verr crest
II nefit which has been derived from
tiio use of Vinol in my family. My
w >fa was very sick with the grippe and
fterward was wholly run down. One
liottle of Vinol places her on her feet
in better condition than she had l>een
before in six months. I heartily recommend and endorse it."—Hskbv F.
Stubtkvast, 81 Huntington St., Brockton, Mass.
I

]

••

Everything

that is in Vinol Is
the label of

on

!

We know Vinol is

splendid

a

preparation, and In many
we

have been able to

see

cases

for

our-

selves the wonderful results It

I

j
I

j
I

j

brings about.
Remember that we guarantee
Vinol and refund the purchase
money if you are not satisfied.

GEO. f, PARCHEP,

Wholesale aoJ Retail Druggist, It Mala St.
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other page*

we
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111m.*l.'i»

who

Emerlon,

Arthur
with

f'ountp .Netn

typhoid fever, i*

been

baa

ill

convalescent.

Ivan Thom, who has been confined to
the house with tonsilitta, In out again.
Cleorgu E. Hardy and family returned
Wednesday from a visit to Ea«t Hurry.

last

Archie E.
arr, for

a

Long and wife, of Frankfort,
days, the gm**t* of Miles H.

few

Lou*.
W

F

Ctiantnan

Jay h f.-w dl)«
Wednesday.
8.

home f

mu**

Cousins

Walton

»** a
few
Beds?
turn Tuesday.

to

during

He

ago.

Capt. By rot) K. Y*»u»
gone

s«d

t£

Nortii

home

c*me

days

in

returned last

and

Mg«*

■

from

will

re-

wife have

they will remain

Brt-wef wheie
Kit' winter.

Kthelyn M. L»’»»g, vu.o ia (etching in
Everett, Maaa ., has beeu spending her
vacation

troine

at

will

Obv

return

to-

|
|
j

|

J
j

j

day.

Ashworth, who ia employed as a !
granite cutter at Mount Waldo, has been
Ho left ;
spending lit* holiday * at home.
for Mount Waldo ttiia morning.
j
Robert

Schooner

Holme*”, Eaton,

“Waldron

!

|

lam
arrived
Wednesday with
A passage,
frei/bl for L. B. Grindle.
about 100 yarda, had 10 bn cut through ;
the ice to the wharf. She a*i.e<l Satur- I
day.
At the Candageville school house last
master,

Tuesday
inaairee

even

lug there

well

loaded

wa-

w

ith

a

fine Christ

presents.

All

j
|
:

pe»ple, old and young, were there
Capt. H. J. Allen gave a short address be
he distribution of
fore
present*, alter
the

which

a

lunch

was

served.

!
Christmas tree, like “Jonah’s gourd”, •
sprang up and reached its full si/e in the
j
Baptist church last Monday. In the I
evening the gayly decorated tree and
tables appeared loaded with presents, to
A

the great delight of the children. Previous to the distribution of the present**
the children, under the direction of A.
Judean Urindle and Susie K. Long, gave
an
entertainment consbling of recitaWebtions, Christmas songs, etc. A. 11.
few well-timed remarks.
ber made a
Santa Claus appeared and the fun began.
The church was well filled, and everybody
to enter heartily into the spirit

appeared

er,

was as

jealous

of the

family

the master could possibly be.
uIt reached the judge’s cars at last that
31._
Lester had falleD in love with the beau*
South l>e«r lal*.
! tiful newcomer, and it gave his aristoRev. Mr. Hill le out ol town lor a lew
cratic stomach *uch a turn that he did
not taste a mouthful of dinner or touch
days.
the bottle of old port beside his plate.
A. F. Peirce, who has been ill for a few
He awaited his son’s coming in all the
days, has resumed work again.
dignity and state of his wrath and read
Mrs. C. B. Peirce has gone to Deer Isle him a long lecture on the desperate wickvillage to care for Mrs. George D. How- edness of bis conduct.
“But, father,” said Lester when the
ard, who i* ill with rheumatic fever.
breathe, for he was
Mr. and Mr«. John F. Bobbins and old man stuppinl to
a little asthmatic, and this long spec h
on
*Tbauiei”
“Uncle
visited
daughter
acted unfavorably on his wind, “you h ive
Christmas. He ia Btlll able to enjoy the
not seen Miss Blanchard and. of course,
holiday season.
are not capable of judging of her merits.
The friends of Mrs. Phenie (Downs)
She is lovely as an angel, and I know
Bray were pained to hear of the death of you would admire her it you should set
Christmas
on
her infant daughter Doris,
her.”
eve.
It was very sudden, and must be a
“I have seen some fine women in my
sad blow to the parents.
Eao.
day,” returned the judge with dignity.
Dec. 29.
of the festival.
Dec.
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A UNIVERSITY TRUSTEE.

CRUMBS UNDER THE RUG—WHEN
BA3Y

IS

3ICH—WAS

WOMAN

Judge E.

E.

Chase

went

Augusta

to

Monday.
THE

TIII8

BIGHT?

The list of Chicago women holding iin
poitaut official positions is long, be vented: of them are so occupied in Chicagc
alone, with many others scattered about
the state of Illinois at various points and
in various capacities. The positions filled by these women range all the way
from trusteeships of the State university
to appointments as deputy factory in
specters.
Every one of these women is a good
and reliable worker, sincere, capable, unselfish and putting the best that is in bet
into her chosen work.
In the case of
few, if any, was the political side of th«
matter considered at all in the selection
|
or apportionment of this work.
By some of these Women the salary
question has been entirely eliminated,;
and the work—uniformly and remarkably
j
good—is performed as a pure labor of
love or “for the good of the cause.”
Hero is a list of the Chicago women

i LUCJIXe*!

one

plainly printed
each package.

vHlfHnif

j

We WSH Pefrind the Price of
Viuol if It Fails.

ror\TV xevv>

A PROGRESSIVE CHICAGO WOM-

■

AND QUICKLY REBUILDS
THE SYSTEM.

the

woman and home.

c
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IT GIVES O’ E A SPLENDID
APPETITE.

give

•“end I hare had the reputation of be:ng
popular with the ladies, but I never so
far forgot myself as a mroil^r of the
Hathaway family as to y eld ‘o the fascinations of a nameless adventuress.”
“Father!”
n.in,- 1 ill a quiet place wo se«
“Do not be wrathful, my son: I am
Their mighty ranks contain
only calling her by the name ahe deFi. .r s loo gr at for victory,
She »s Home poor girl who wants
serves.
ilearts too unspoiled for gain.
to enteb a rich husband, and she am I a
on
-c
H
are earth's splendid failure*, com#
yon because she fancies you aveon
From glorious foughten fields;
enough—excuse the slang, if you please—
Some 1 »r the wounds of combat; sons
to be deluded by her arts.”
Art* prone upon their shields.
Lester flung himself out of the room in
a
pet, and the judge ordered his horse
To us thst still do battle here.
and
went to take an afternoon ride.
If we In aught prevail.
Cal! it fate or whatever you plea e,
Cm:. <
.a triumph not too dear
Ur strrn ih. like theirs, to fail.
Just ns the judge was passing Egerton
h.ualN th C. Cardoso in Century,
cottage out rushed a big dog and f; i htened his horse so that the judge was
thrown, hut sustained no injury heyo- d
O-O-O—O"
o*co-*o~o*o-o»0*0 a few bruises and the demolition
of his
gold rimmed eyeglasses.
put the fair mistress of the cottage
came Hying to his side and carried hi a
into the house, leaning on her arm, and
t Hove n Son Was Opposed by 12is T stood over him with cologne and roseFather It. tbs Choice of
|
y water and was ho sorry that the dreadful
»
Wife,
A thing had happened.
l)
“I shall never love Flight again. f »r it
was my dog that caused the accident.”
she said plaintively, with her beaut ful
She took the town by storm.
There bud never been such no excite*- eyes cast down and her scarlet lips made
“Dear me? I am * »
incut in the slant old village of Wil-, up ready to cry.
Ham burg within the memory of the old- unfortunate f*
The judge was charmed out of himself.
est inhabitant.
Tie had been ready to worship the g'rl
Mias Blanchard and her brother Hart-' for her beauty at the first glance, and her
]
ley came to Williamsburg for the benefit distress finished the victory.
of Hartley’s health, which was feeble. (
lie took her little, trembling hands in i
They took rooms at the Jefferson House his and said softly:
“How can I ever be sufficiently grateand remained there a couple of weeks, at j
For it seems that his
ful to Flight?
the end of which time, liking the vlcinity so well, they leased Egerton cottage agency has procured ine the acquaintThe ance of Miss Blanchard.”
for a year and removed thither.
lie remained at the cottage to tea and
Egertons had gone to Europe and left |
In the evening Lucille drove him home in
tlieir bouse, all furnished as it was. beher pony carriage, and when she left
hind them, but Mr. Sterling, the agent,
had refused to let it until the Blanchards j him Judge Hathaway was conscious of
only one thing in the world, and that was
came and captivated him uloug with the
that Lucille Blanchard was the most
rest of the townsmen,
The William, burgers were delighted magnificent woman he had ever seen.
He was very close mouthed and taciwith this charming acquisition to their
turn to lister all the next day. and ns
■tnclotr
nml
rcnllv
nft*»r
T.neillr* had
brightened n half dozen of their parties evening drew on he astonished everynt?
hhs
iHJUjr uy ommiiK uir run
and social gatherings with her presence,
it became a problem how the place ever going to call on n Indy. And Lester, by
on
his
the
coachman
return,
bribing
became tolerable without her.
I suppose some description of the fair learned, to his infinite amazement, that
had
called
at
hi9
father
Egerton
actually
is
no
more
siren
pen
necessary, though
cottage and remained an hour, and furand inV portrait ran ever do h»r justice.
She was tall and fair, and her bearing thermore that Miss Blanchard had come
was regal.
If she had been born to the out on the piazza with him, and the
purple and ermine, she could not have watchful John was certain that he had
seen the judge kiss her hand!
borne herself more royally.
Lester was very joyful over the intelliNature turns out about one such wogence. for he felt sure that his father had
man in the course of a century by way of
relented
and fhat Lucille had charmed
showing what she can do and after that
him so that he would consent to have her
rests from her efforts and gives us wons a daughter, and the young man fully
men with pug noses and wide mouths and
expected a settlement of ten thousand
watery eyes, and. having seen so littl
and the parental blessing without delay.
perfection, we get used to the sham and
A few evenings later he met his father)
learn to think it quite tolerable.
Every thread of Lucille Blanchard's and Lucille at a ball where he had hoped j
to monopolize the lady’s attentions, and i
head was a prismed sunbeam, and when
so engaged was she with the old gentle-j
one saw it on her head, undulating, glitman
that she did not give a single- dance j
tering. curling over her fair brow and
dowu her peerless shoulders, he said to to the son. Lester thought this was carrying the matter a little too far. and :
himself that tio painter's brush could
when he met his father in the hall of i
Her eyes
ever pefure aught so glorious.
Hathaway House as they returned home
were brown, deep ns well, and luminous
he
said:
with feeling ami shadowed by lashes as
“Father, you are pleased with Miss
dark as those whieh veil the Hashing
Blanchard. I should judge, by. the way
eyes of brunette beauties in southern
have kept her to yourself this evenSpain. Her complexion w as perfect. N.» you
ing.”
rouge or pearl powder combination could
I am pleased with her.” returned
“Yes,
ever hope to rival it. and her sweet lips
the judge.
“Ahem, ahem! She is t! e
were scarlet n*d ripe as the wild meadow
most splendidly graceful woman I ever
strawberry. She sung with rare sweetsaw. and. Lester. I have been thinking
ness and power, but she never played—a
that the hall needs a mistress.”
piano was too common a thing for a wo- lately
It
Lester’s heart gave a great jump.
man of her rare perfection to toneb.
was coming, surely, and he was all ready
Her brother was a pale, grave faced
to throw himself upon his father’s neck
man, some years her senior. I suppose,
and pour out his gratitude.
though one could not guess her age. She j
“Yes. father.” said he eagerly.
might have been 18 or 40, and such a
“f have not thought upon the matter
I v !y ;
woman never grow-, old and is
until recently.” pursued the old gentlein middle age as in first youth and decid- !
man with refreshing coolness; “but, makedly more dangerous.
ing the acquaintance **f Miss Blanchard
AH the young men in town were delirihas—ah—has. in fact—yea— turned my
ous about her.
Some neglected the maid
thoughts into a new channel. .She is a
ens they had hitherto thought faultless
Husbands very fine woman, my son. "and this evento worship nt the new shrine.
ing she has consented to become my wife
made their wives jealous and had to enand your mother!”
dure long curtain lectures for expressing
locator started back with an oath too
their admiration of the brilliant stranger.
strong to chronicle and burst out of the
But Missr Blanchard's conduct was adhouse. The next morning he left town
No
mirable, so all the old ladies said.
and did not return for five years. When
one could possibly find any fault with it.
he did so, he found Mrs. Lucille the
She was gentle and courteous to all. but
mother of twins and the judge pompous
familiar with none. Among her adorer*
nnu nappy. iumu-.’m ;i nine momneu ny me
there was not one who would have dated
fact that his wife had been the daiigY
to press her hand or touch a stray cti:l
ter of a washerwoman.
But she was
of her bright hair with caressing lingers.
very beautiful, and the judge made the
There was a fine frost of reserve about
her
birth.
best
of
her, pure and clear as sunlight, hot im
Mr. Hartley Blanchard was mnrrhd
pervious ns an armor of steel, which to Annette, Lester’s old sweetheart, and
warded off familiarity and set Miss
Lester, feeling that there was little j
Blanchard within a magic circle which poor
chance of his getting much out of his fa
no one bad the boldness to cross.
ther’s property, now that the old gentleOf all those who were ready to cast
man was raising a new family, married
themselves under her chariot wheel. L s
the Widow Hodge, who bad half a milter Hathaway was most in earnest. This
lion and was as happy as people in geu
young man’s infatuation was something
eral. for how many of us. thiuk you. ever !
fearful to witness, for it took the form
reach the pinnacle of bliss we have *
almost of madness.
dreamed of reaching?—Cleveland Plain
to
Annette
lie had been engaged
Pea ler.
Morse, a pretty village beauty, previous
to the advent of Miss Blanchard, but
The Teacher** Aim.
after he bad felt the charm of Lucille’s
“Is Mr. Butler dead?’’ asked Queen
presence he forgot Annette’s existence.
Caroline of An hhish* p Blackburn. “No, !
He belonged to a proud family, the old- madam, but he is buried!”
So every j
est and most respectably connected of
kind word we utter, every loving smile. ;
the
Hall,
in
the
Hathaway
country.
any
No
is enwrapped with the divine life.
family residence, was one of the finest one ever saw the grave of a good deed!
places In the state, and the wealth and
Fellow teachers, we are not working
ta*te which had been lavished upon it
We are building for an- !
for ourselves.
and its furnishings would have built up other. The master builder will not ac*
j
a little village of tenement houses.
e« pt any work that is not done for him
No member of the Hathaway family, ami the blessed eternities. We must be !
ever
connected, had
ever so remotely
in sympathy with him and develop his
committed a crying sin or made a misalplans. 1 have often been struck with
I lance, and Judge Hathaway, Lester’* an anecdote of President Lincoln which
father, was very pompous in declaring illustrates this idea. A company of minthat when his son married it must be to isters waited upon him and were, as
whose birth and breeding were usual,
a lady
After much
very kindly received.
equal to his own.
earnest conversation they asked him if
The Judge was a middle aged, courtly he felt sure that in the course he was
gentleman, somewhat lofty in his man- pursuing God was working with him.
ners and very fond of talking of his fam“Oh,” said Mr. Lincoln, "that has
ily lineage over a bottle of wine which never caused me a moment’s thought. I
was mellowed by time and respectability,
am not particular about it.”
like himself.
The clergymen looked up in amazeHe had been a widower five or six
"What! Not particular whether
ment.
fears, and Mrs. Charlton, the housekeep- God is working with you?” exclaimed
honor as
V
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drama in

dramatic club will

give its

will be held in the

lodge

rooms

A.

Rubbing

1

Saturdw

A

evening.
vacancy in the officers-elect of h
B. C. caused by the death of M>
Hawaii Marks, h-s been filled.
Mrs. (<
W. Clay was chosen to fill the vaemp’?
The Christmas exercises
!»«•
in
Churches were nttcnded with a
g
deal of interest.
All
rendered th
pirts well mikI every one was big* v

pleased.
Mr. Knelsel,

the celebrated music!
purchased the place known as in
old Harding place below Wulf
Frir*
emtage and will build a summer r
derma there.

ow.

won’t

Mekecfae*

liniment may relieve, hut can't cure
from the Inside, from

comes

the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills get inside

They

cure

kidneys.

sick

Here is Ellsworth proof tha

ibis is so:

John Chapman, of Hprmg St., near

Mr.

Birch Ave., says:

“I have been

-y

lame

in

has

Dec. 21

K!u«*lillt raiih.
It. D. Conary went to Portland Wedn«
day and returned Friday.

iHiih,

weiit.

io

came

11.

home for Chris’

Bangor Wednesday.

Nellie Friend, of Hnrgentville, visit*
Capt. P. M. Friend and w it*

her parents,
this week.

relatives of A. R. Conn*

met at bis houve and had
and supper on Christinas.

Charlie Friend,
is better to-day
list are reporLtd
D e 81
in*"

w

All
as

others

win
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dinm
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doing well.
Si

there is
children from

m
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ho is ill with
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targe death
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At
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•who have been houored by being elected
or nppoiuted to till important otiicial positions in Chicago or the state of IlliPtriobicals.
nois, with a few salient facts about each
of them:
and
L.
Alice Asbury Abbott
Lucy
Flower, both of Chicago, are members
of the board of trustees of the State university. Like Mrs. Palmer, their various educational and philanthropic labors
are quite too well and generally known
to ueed more than a passing allusion.
Itoth are o'd and devoted members of the
Woman’s club, and both have headed
more earnest, unselfish and much needed
movements and reforms than most woThe Argus looks back over the closing cenMrs.
men find time even to think of.
for nearly the whole period of which i'
Flower is especially well known for her tury,
has been regularly published, with gratitude
work in behalf of the juvenile delin- to the faithtui constituency of succfcd i.g
quents of Chicago and her efforts to es- generations and with pride lu the ser\i «
which it has been able to render.
It looks
tablish a parental school in this city, as forward to the
new century with undimin
well as for the establishment of the sep- ishtd faith in Jtffersonian democracy as i*he
arate dormitories, and tin* John Worthy best form of human government, aud the determination to make its own service in that
Mrs. Abbott has
school at the Bridewell.
cause increasingly
valuable as the leading
been doing good and devoted public work democratic paper of Maine.
Broad in itviews, fair in tone, universal in its scope < f
ever since, in the days of the civil war,
information aud clean in character the Argus
she as a very young woman earned an is
daily welcomtd in thousands of Maine
enviable record for assistance rendered homes and 1 he sphere of its influence is con“Old Mother Bickerdyke” of “Wend Few- stantly extending.
Asa newspaper the Argus is fully abreast of
She
er Tracts and More Onions” fame.
the times in completeness of equipment in all
is oue of the generally recognized heads its departments. Us general news service inof the woman suffrage movement in Chi- cludes the fullest telegraphic and cable dis
parches, presenting in well-arranged form all
cago.—Chicago Times-Herald.
1 he world's news of the day.
Its local aud
State news cover thoroughly the First Dis
trict and the whole Si ate: its market and ship
Crumbs Under the Rn*.
reports are unequalled in Maine.
If you had asked the Spectator recent- news
The Argus begins the new year and century
ly if it could ever be moral to deliberate- with a circulation larger than ever before mid
ly sweep crumbs under a hearth rug. be the prospect of continued increase. It is the
cons'ant endeavor of those who make it to
would have promptly and emphatically
improve its quality aud render it moie
answered “No!” Today he could make no worthy of public support. It is made attracsuch reply. His conversion was in this tive, Interesting, stimulating and helpful to
all good causes.
It will keep its readers in
wise, says The Outlook:
closer touch with national and above all with
Within this last 24 hours the Spectator State and local interests, than ever before.
friend To that end it will seek to give all the News,
was calling at the house of a
while its columns will be enlivened with the
whose morality he has always considered attractive features that have made it one of
whose
above question and
reputation for the brightest aud best family papers in New
superlative housekeeping rests like a halo England.
above her head: and yet it was in her
WEEKLY ARGUS.
urawing room that the spectator receivThe Weekly Argus will keep up its old-time
ed his lesson anent crumbs and hearth
luuniy ncni«uapcr. cuvrmig
rcpuiauuu
rugs. Afternoon tea was being served to the uews <-f the Etate and giving careful ai
the Spectator, ami a young daughter of teutiou to its markets and ship news reports.
Su
ibers
to
he
Weekly Argus are entitled
the house in passing a plate of brittle lit- t«» the Sa;urd
•> edition of the Daily Argus.
tle cakes dropped all those cakes to the This pra liealh makes the Weekly a stmiWeekly and gives the subscriber a large volfloor, where thiy broke, scattering a
« small amount of money.
fshower of crumbs. The daughter at once ume of new*
moved to the bell and bad laid her hand
TERMS.
upon it, evidently intending to ring for
The Dai’y A'gus is sent for 50 cent* per
the maid.
mouth or ** 00 per year iu advance, and #7 (X)
"No. no, my dear.’* said her mother. at the ei d of the year, fre*1 of postage
The V\ tei ly
Argus. INCLUDING THE
“Don’t ring for Susan, .lust take the SATURDAY
EDITION, is sent at these ri*te*»:
hearth brush there and sweep the crumbs One copy, one year, free of postage, *1.50 iu
advance or #2.1-0 at the end of the year. Clubs
under the hearth nig.”
of postage, #5.00 in advance.
“Mamma!” exclaimed this well brought of 5. free
up daughter.
But her mother sat placidly confident
and unabashed, merely remarking: "Su99 Exchange Street,
san really ought to be in bed this afternoon.
She’s keeping up simply because PORTLAND,
MAINE.
can
crumbs
it’s my reception day. The
‘Be
tomorrow.
until
well
wait perfectly
and
tidy. Be not too tidy.'
The Spectator sat amazed in his chair,
and. it must he confessed, he was at that
OF
moment disloyally wondering if there
were many oilier such skeletons concealNational
ed under other hearth rugs in this bouse.
A little lifter he plucked up suffl ient
courage to make to his hostess a laughing
confession of the shook he hail suffered at
tier hands.
“I am sure you are right.” he said, “but
won't you explain to me why you are
ALONE
right?” To the Spectator’s amazement
this notable housemother with some
CONTAINS BOTH.
warmth recorded her disapproval of those
who could never bring themselves to thus
sweep crurubs under rugs.
seen
“I
have
housekeepers.” she
mail
$6 a year
averred, “who not only lived and died Daily, by
to Ik* clean, but who killed for it. There
have been times.” went on this blended Daily and Sunday, by mail. $8 a year
Mary and Martha, "when I have seen
my floors very dirty indeed and known
it was my plain duty to continue to sec
they.
1 have had
"No,” said the martyred president. “It
them dirty and keep calm.
has always seemed to me of much more | to make it a matter of prayer to be able
with
j to sweep crumbs under rugs and to beimportance whether I am working
is the grea*est Sunday Newspaper in
God.”—Joel Dorman Steele, Teacher and
lieve that cleanliness isn’t the first thing
Author.
in the world at all times, in season aud
the world.
Rut you can’t be expected to un
out.
Ilan an Advantage.
derstand such things.”
First Lazy Man—After all. a clay pipe
The Spectator, though but a man. flat Price 5c. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
has an advantage over all others.
tered himself that he did understand his
Second Ditto—How’s that?
Addreiu. THK SUN, New York.
friend’s position nnd approved it. yet at
First Lazy Man—Well, if yon let it fall j the same time he had an awestruck kind
trouble
needn’t
the pavement yon
ou
of feeling, as if the ashes of his grand
ILrgnl Notices.
about picUng it up.—London Telegraph.
mother were being strewn to the winds
subscriber hereby gives notice thal
of heaven
he has been duly appointed adminisI nder tlie Clronmutancea.
trator of the
estate of
Elizabeth Leith,
‘T’ is." mused the public official a9 he
“Th’n company,” said the impresario in lat" of Tremont.in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
ieted his message—“this is a far- \
c«
despair, “reminds me of the concert of All persons having demands against the estate
document.”
s<
“In what way?” “Every Indi- of said deceased are desired to present the
ought to bo,” thought the private Europe.”
game for settlement, and all indebted thereto
vidual member of it wauts to be the prin- ! are requested to make payment immediately.
y: “it has I’s enough.”—HaitiJohn M. Luith.
| December 4, 1900.
»• American.
I cipal soloist.”
o
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an
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to

rate

among
croup and lung
troubles
action will save the In
tie ones from t hese terrible diseases
VA «
know of nothing so certain to give in
stant relief as One Minute Cough Cure Ji
relied upon
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throat and lung tumbles of adults. Flea*
ant to take.
WiooiN & Moore.
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William Friend, of North Sedgwic
visited at D P. Friend’s this week.
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misery, and at night I
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NOTICE or

FORKCMHI HE.
of EllSrMto
of Maine, by his mortgage deed deted the
twenty-ninth day of September. « d. 1897, and
recorded iu the registry of deeds 'or Hancock
county, Maine, in vol. 317, page i80. conveyed
to me* Annie Jtf. C. Dutton, of sain Ellsworth,
Hancock county, Maine, the premises described in said mortgage as follows: A certain lot or parcel of land siiuu.ed iu said
with the
Ellsworth,
buildings thereon,
bounded and described as follows, 10 wit: Be
ginning in the north line of Main street at a
point south two and three-four Ihs degrees
west from the southwest corner ofsthe store
on said lot; thence north two and threefourths degrees east following the west side
of said Rtore to the northwest corner of the
he north
same; thence easterly following
end of said store running same course one
foot beyond said store; thence soiith two and
three-fourths degrees west but keeping always one foot east of thy east side of said
store to the north line of said Main street;
thence westerly in the north line of said Main
street to the place of beginning Alsu a rightof-way ten feet wide on the west, and north
end of said store to be used only in common
with others as a right-of-way now law fully
entitled to similar rights, their heirs and assigns. Being the same premia* s described in
the deed from Kverara H. Gieely to John
Malone, dated March 20, a. d. 18 9, and recorded March 26. a. d. 1888. in the registry of
needs for Hancock county, Maine, iu vol. 235,
page 41; being also the same premises described as conveyed in the deed f ? m said John
Malone to George Henry Cttuld dat+d May 6,
a. d.
1890, and recorded in suid registry of
deeds, in book 243. page 514. and also recorded
iu said registry of deeds, iu book 316, page 342.
Aud whereas the condition of said rum tgage
has been and is now broken, now. therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition
said mortthereof. 1 claim a foreclosure
gage aud give this notice for that purpose.
Annik B.
Ddtton.
Dated this 18th day of December, a. d. 1QP2,
George Henry Gould,
WHEREAS
WOrtb, '•noTity of

-'

<

1

all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bucksport, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fourth
day of December, a. d. 1900.
following matter having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively iu the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the third day of
January, a. d. 1901, at eleven of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they sec

To

THE

cause.
tjltvjr

KD'

“**v

county deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be he last will and testament and
codicil thereto of said deceased, together with
petition for probate thereof, presented by
Edward A Phelps and Maria Black Perry, the
executors therein named.
Martha E.
Young, late of Gouldsboro, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will und testament
of said deceased, together with the petition
for probate thereof, presented by Bedford E.
Tracy, t.ie executor therein named.
Emily W. Lymeburner, lat. of Ellsworth,
in said county, deceased. Petition that Ralph
E. Mason, of Ellsworth, or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased, presented by
Alexander C. Havertby.
Alonzo Blaisdell, late of Orland, in sa-id
county, deceased. Petition filed by Kilburn
Blaisdell. «'f Kllswoilh. administrator of the
estate of said deceased, tor license to sell at
public or private sale, certain real estate of
said deceased situated in said Orlaud.
Alfred C. Butler, an insane person of Waltham, in said county. Svijoud account of A.
F. Burnham, guardian of said ward, filed for
settlement.
James G. Bowden, a person of mental infirmiiP s. of Ellsworth, in sai county. Second
account <>f A. F. Burnham, guurdiuu of sain
ward, filed f>>r settlement.
Allen t' Holt, late of Lamoine, in said
First account of Hiram
county, deceased.
Allen Holt, administrator of ibe estate of
said rieoe ised. n e t f*-r settlemen
.lames H Orcuit, late of Swan’s island, in
said county,deceased. First account of Geo.
M. Warien, administrator of the estate of
said deceased, filed for settlement.
Sarah E.
losson, lute of C'asiiue, in said
First account of George
county, deceased
H. Withtrle, administrator of the estate of
said deceased, filed for settlement
Lizzie A. Conley, late or Castioo. in said
First uccoum ot George
county, oeceased.
H. Witheile, executor of the estate of said
deceased, li'ed lor settlement.
Rebecca H. Wescott, late of Casiine, in said
county, deceased. Firstand final account of
Henrv W. Jarvis, executor of the estate of
said deceased, filed for settlement.
Almira Gray, late of Bluebill. in said counFirst account of Edward E.
ty, deceased.
Chase, administrator of the estate of said deceased, tiled for settlement.
O. P. CUNNINGHA M, J udge of said Court.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dork. Register.
NOTICE

OF

FORECLOSEKE.

B. Hooper, of Ells\ITHEREA8in James
the county of Hancock, and
\\ worth,

State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
the third day of April, a. d. 188H and recorded
in the registry of deeds for Hancock county.
State of Maine, in book 202, page 650, conveyed to me, Andrew J. Jordan, of Orland, ia
said county of Hancock, the premises described in said mortgage as follows: A certain ;ract of land lying in Orland in said
county, and bounded and described as tolBounded northeasterly by lots
lowr, viz.:
Nos. 79 and 80, southeas’erly hy town line,
and southwesterly by Patten’s pond, and
westerly by Higgins and Brown s land, and
same conveyed by Jacob Dodge to James Y.
Hooper by deed dated January 8, 18*5, and
recorded in Hancock legistry, vol. 101, folio
144. and by James F. Hooper to Janu s B.
Hooper by deed dated December 28, 1874, recorded in vol. 150. folio 1*5, and w hereas the
condition of said mortgage ha* been and is
now broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
Akdbkw J. Johdak.
December 21, a. d. l9«o.

County Yiwi,

Additional

f-'or

*e«

order he

other pagen

>t«MltllKIOII

Point cemetery.
Dec. 31
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following remarkable

values will be on sale while
30 dozen Near Seal Fur Jackets at #22.50

they

boiler

new

on

bin

j

fishermen are
Prices are low

flounder
usual.

as

after
dance in the opera
and a masquerade

social

a

was

eve

mas

L P. S, church Sun-

every way. A feature
of the Christmas night entertsfnn er»t wa*a full-rigged ship loaded with presents.
Eugene.
Dec. 25
in

cigar store In the Collins store.
The scarlet fever
patients at K.
Hnrvev’s, Oceanville, are improving.

,

in

was

inf ends to

Jasper Chapin
hia

in

engine

on

put

spring.
Schooner *'Cbas. Hunt”, Capt Dow, has
chartered for (loss & Small and is on the

]

way to Portsmouth with stone.

C. W. Russ gave

(
I

dance In the

aocial

a

Music
opera house New Year’s night.
was furnished
by St on lug ton Specialty

i/riin

Co.

<

Our entire stock of silk petticoats to be closed out at less than cost.
$10 black taffeta silk petticoats $6.50; $7.50 black and colored silk petticoats $4.05; $5 black and colored silk petticoats $3.99.

IJret icoats.

Black Merserized Petticoats.

$1.25 kind at 99c.
$1.50 kind at $1.22 1-2
$1 kind at 79c.
3
2.49
2
2.50
$1.99
$1.49
Illack satin waists $5 to $7.50 kind at $3.90.
lilack
2.99
3.50
French flannel waists reand colored taffeta silk waists to close at $3.49.
duced 25 per cent.

Flannette

James Morey,

<
<
<
|
(

('

Special bargains in black dress goods in plain and fancy at :soe.. 49c..

Every piece

and $1.25.

99c.

under

price.

Oceanville,
yacht the laat
to

promoted

a

Dority,

Mrs. R. H.
;

Sargentvllle. spent
eon Charles, of this

of

Christmas with ber

place.
George
on

A.

jury

January

at the

term

business

(I

I

!»Housekeeping*
Jl

Goods.

White damask table linen 49c., worth 75c.

69
$1
..
99
| _25
1.25
1.50
I Towels from 5c. to 39c.; crashes from 3 l-2c. to 12 l-2c.; napkins from 79c.
I to $3.99; bedspreads from 49. 79. 99o., $1.25 to $3.50; blankets from 55c. to
(> $6; sheetings 5c.: outings 5c.; prints 4 and 5c. Imitation French flannel
11 9c... reduced from 15c.

L
<

....

••

J

[

>

Muslin Lnderwear.

J<;
|

11
^)

I

Mrs.

!|J

day for Augusta, to be

#

:

!

a

j

Hamburg* Embroideries.
embroideries

11

from :lc. to 49c.

5,000 yards

of

|[Another

Hamburg

Great

in corsets at 39c.,

.)

at

only

practically half price.

Granite Ware.

and

Fishing
Hot Water and Steam

J.

P.

Fred

j

—

only

(

COUNTY NEWS.
County Newt,

tee

other payee.

Marti) Hluelilll.
Mrs. Charles Billings has been

Ethel

Wescott

is

very ill.

home

from

Buckeport.
Misses Marion and Effie Urindle spent
Christmas at home.
Arthur E. Wescott and wife celebrated
the tenth anniversary of their marriage
A large number of
Christ mas evening.
relatives and friends were present and
a
passed very pleasant evening. Among
Mrs
guests from out of town were
Wescott'a sister and bushsnd, William
MacDonald and wife, of Kingman, and

their

Bar

Curtis is home from

employed
Young haB returned
some

from

Capt.

ing for New

Coggins left Monday mornYork, where he will take

of the schooner

Hazel Dell”.

The Christmas
the
church was enjoyed by all in attendance,
entertainment

especially the children, who were
ously remembered by Santa Claus.
El win, the little sou of Harmon

Tackle.

at

gener-

J
Trew-

orgy, who has been cared for the past two
years by Mrs. A. O. Treworgy, will spend
the w’inter with his father, who is now

housekeeping

Ol,'.\TY paper.

at

Surry village.

31.

Wescott received many useful and
presents which they greatly
appreciated.
A. T. Gillis and family entertained a
number of friends at their home the
Monday evening before Christmas. The
children were excluded from the parlor
until their curiosity was greatly aroused,
when they were allowed to go in and
beheld a beautiful Christmas tree prepared for them.
Harry a. Bowden and
Miss Eleanor Weacott acted aa Santa
Claus and wife.
One of
the
many
attractive presents was a large life-like
of
Miss
portrait
Hazel, the little daughMrs.

handsome

ter of the
Dee. 31.

family.

W.

In the griMt*
breath of Hay;
hush of the silver starlight
Ail pain ia lulled away.
And into the world’* gr»-it silence.
Like a dove in airy flight.
This message true take* wing to you.
Good night, sweetheart, good night!
—Washington CapitaL

NERVOUS

In

CONSTIPATED,

*crnt
la sweet as the
the

■

■

n

were

I

at the

was a welcome Christhome of Mr. and Mrs.

William Moseley.
Rev. G. Mayo is in town called here to
attend the funeral of bis uncle, Capt. Eben
L. Higgins, of Eden.
4
Lewis Suminsby and little
Bar Harbor, spent Christmas with their parents, B. T. Knowles and
wife.
Mr. and Mrs

sou

Clarence,

<

2.

Wednesday

on

to-day.

Edgar Mcluluch and bis sister, Mrs.
Shuman, entertained the other members
of their family at dinuer on Christmas
Day.
Flossie.

Mnrisville.
A

U

sou was

rn

to

Mr.

and

on

There

was

a

Christmas tree

and

box

The

proceeds, fll,

After the

go to the
came the

cbapel fund.
stripping of

I

is

a severe

I

hens and

S

lay in

CARROLL 5. PAGE,
HYDE PARK, VERMONT.
Jo*t put your

time on a

postal

and mail

BUY

it

j

■

I
■
■

8
8
■

1

I
!§j

to-day.

DIRECT

by trying to kiBS one lady
got in his way. All went borne well
pleased with the entertainment.
Dec. 29.
C.

of

_

Well Supplied.

"John,’' she said, “1 must have

a

cyclo-

pedia."
“Thunderation!" exclaimed Mr. Parvenu. “You’ve got a bicycle and a motorcycle now. What do you want of any
more of
those cycle things?"—Chicago
Post.
WB

lifford-N^rwood, of Indian Point, died
Tuesday from typhoid fever, brought
on by exposure In the shipwreck of the
schooner “Fanny and Edith”. Mr. Nor-

spected by

—

by

C

was

*

8

supper
an old-fashioned Santa Claus,
who made sport for both old and young.
He showed that be still appreciated the

the tree

11

It is guaranteed by
cold weather.
the manufacturer and recommended by the highest authorities. No “hot drops,” but a real food that nourishes the

Arthur

supper, with ice-cream and coffee, at the
Tllden school house on Christ mas niebt.

i

They alt say that Page's Food is the best.
We pay the freight, guarantee the Food, and send
your money back if you want it.

</
Mrs. John

Friday.
/
E. Moore and Emery Morrison
were at home the past week from Llewellyn Palmer’s camp on township No. 2,
where they are employed.
Watts

See that you &ct
the “L. F." kind.

produces eggs.
We want Agents in every village and town. Send for
our booklet; it gives prices and full particulars about our
liberal offers. We send also a long list of testimonials from
New England people who know a few things about poultry.

their way to

Mr. Moor returned

I

last

wood

(

ij

Perfected
Poultry
Food-

will make hens

supper

Tuesday evening.

in town

township

I

i'

there Is one
certain cure.
The True
’’L-F." Atwood's
i
Bitters.

__

Bangor

in

I

or

who

baby girl

gift

BILIOUS.
DYSPEPTIC.

sweets of life

K«ten.

A due
and

is clear and

Dec. 30.

W. V.

When

The rlorw

H. B. Moor and A. Fortier, of Ellsworth,

Harbor
time.

last week.

charge

Mr.

mind

Christmas tree and

was a

in the ball

B.

Elias Andrews and wife, of Bluehill,
visited their relative, Mrs. Emma Haskell,

Heating.

daughter Mias Marion.

There

Colby.

friends.

mas

Miss

a

Ellsworth where she spent Christmas with

ELDRIDGE,

Aincriiaii

j

Read between the lines.

lore,

me.

ni l shine in the midnight h*»ren
With tin- same unchanging light
We
d to know in the long ago;
Good night, sweetheart, good night!

week.

Ellsworth, Me.

Ellsworth

His

E. Mace and wife

F.

will be held at the

Guy Burriil, Lottie Sweet, Annie

Miss Nelli©

West

For additional

wife

where he has been

Dec.

The

j

vou.
on

They

his memory retentive, and have been from
Mr. and Mr*. Day and dsugh*
the first.

were

Heating.

Main Street,

S»

not

its natural tone.

*«mtli Hum.

Stoves.

Ware.

are

Houston aud Minuo
Dec 26.

Blue-Flame Oil

Crockery and Tin

|

The Whole Truth,

tomorrow.

they look down

pill

them

CLARION RANGES. iURNACES. STOVES.
Plumbing

was

Tuesday evening. last
Congregational
Mi«s Grace Brace? is at home from BanA programme consisting of music, singing, recitations aud selections by a phono- gor for the holidays.
Earl Bracey and Lewis Shuman spent
graph will be given.
vJ
Several of the young people of this Christmas in Fraukliti.
vicinity have gone to attend the winter
John McDonald, of Green Lake, spt lit
term of normal school at Castine. Among a few days here last week.

]
J
J

Pearl, Agate and

Bangor

chu ch

(

GALLERT.

n

and

A Christmas tree

clearance and bargain sale once a year.
We only advertise
We (|
,1
I never advertise anything unless we have the goods to show. Everything ,|
is from our regular stock, l >ur clearance sales during J unitary |
:
advertised
|
have been very popular in times past; this year we have made special
’
effort to induce everybody to avail themselves of the op|>ortiinitv we offer
1 to buy goods cheap. For that reason we have extended a reduction of v
(1
prices throughout the entire stock.

M.

tart

You would know

—

relatives.

Hooper

j

the

injured.,
The Out
Yes, atr; he died owing noKev. H. F. Dsy is still gaining,although
body. The Other—Wbat an uufortuuate
from
I
It is not very perceptible
day to day. time to
expire.
He is able to converse some with friends,
has
not
although bis voice
fully recovered

are

Christmas holidays.
Miss Gertrude Burrill, of Brewer, is
spending Christmas week in town.

U

a

|

v.u

TV

an axe

much alarm

r

attended the j
ter Ida were very kindly remembered on
State grange recently held in Lewiston.
Christmas hy friends in Washington
M rs Georce McKay, of Winter Harbor,
as well as in Franklin.
w ith ber daughter Euuice, w 11
spend the county
Dec 31.
Jane
wiuter here with her sister, Airs*. Arie

j

|J
[
1J

Whiter

narrow

and left a gash which caused
till Dr. Damon took a few
stitches in it and gave assurance that the
with

for the

A. G.

J

Bargain

a

i

Tin* list nine •■mil are still;
wind i» asleep in the meadows.
And soft !y mum* the nil.
«e and U nging.
A *->ng id
Of a VnamUmi fair and bright.
.:•% to *igh, a* it ripple* hr.
An I it
Good ri^ht, *weet heart, good night I

re-

very successful
West Franklin.

Fred Donnell’s little boy had

skull

Miss Lena Black is at home from

|

a

at

Ut'WS*

T

Aa

Friday

he

__

escape last week. His cousin, while cutting ice on a pond, struck him on the head

*

visiting

been

read

bad

Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, discourages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigor
and cheer) i.lncts scon
disappear when the kidneys are out of order
or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
that It Is not uncommon
for a child Is be tom
i* afflicted with weak kidneys. If the child urinthe
a;es too often. II
urine scalds the flesh or if, when the child
reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it Is yet afflicted with
bed-we'.ting. depend upon It. the cause of
tt difficulty Is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
This unplea-ant
these important organs.
trouble is due to a diseased condition of the
bladder
and
not
to a habit as
and
kidneys
most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made mtserable with kidney and bladder trouble.
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the Immediate effect of
Swamp-Root is soon realized. It is sold

a|

re

being first selectman,
superintendent of schools, and represeutative to the legislature from this district.
He left for Augusta Monday evening.

Cushman, who has been s^enographer in the office of Hon. E. P. Spofford,
left Saturday for her home in Rockland.
F. J. 8.
Dec 31.

n

has

Hat, and

by

Trouble.

paper I by druggists. In fiftyFuneral ser- ! cent and one dollar
almost since Ita first Issue.
vices were held at Salisbury Cove Sunday, j sizes. You may have
Revs. W. O. Biker and C S M4*Learn, ol
sample bottle by mail
li ee. also pamphlet tellBwm of s-»w itaat
B*r Harbor, c ffh- at mg
all about It. including many of Ihe
Ing
V
thousands of testimonial le'len rrr-t'.-ed
GOOD NIGHT, SWEETHEART.
(rom sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co.. Binghamton. N. Y., be sure and
In the tl'rak of the atiadowrd garden
mention this paper.

were

his

on

wl

iv«U«l

(UtUl-iatv
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AMERICAN

He has the honor of

Miss

in tow

he

w here

8. 8cammon closed

8.

the

Pearl 8. Parker and wife, of Bluehill,

Prices 1
I

about 10 dozen of them.

_

treatment.

term of school

vacation.

a

Dnlliam.

Corset covers 12 1-2, 19. 25, 39 and 49c.; drawers 25. 37 1-2 and 49c.; <|
; I
skirts 49, 79, 99c. and *1.25; night dresses 49, 79, 99c. and *1.25.
The following are bargains and cannot be replaced:
p
at 12 l-2c., worth 19c.
Ladies’wool hose
(I
25
plain and ribbed 19
<
12 1-2
19
Children’s ribbeu hose
I
19
25
heavy bicycle hose
Hoys'
•*
79
Kid gloves
*i
99
1.25
Lot of wool mittens 12 I 2 and 19c.: ladies' Jersey vests and pants 19c.
•
Come to our great sale of

#

at

from Boston

urn

ceiving

His vessel has sailed for
Florida in charge of Capt. Dix.-

1 for

€ |
f
#

present

D*a. J. E. Rutter’s many
glad to greet him last Friday

place*

of

vialitd baa entertained many.

papers and magazines, and through them
kept we*I po«t« d on affairs of the day.
He was the oldest member on THE

Mrs

friends

opening of the legislature.
Capt. Samuel Haskell arrived Sunday

i,

J€

Saturday

brook

of his voyages and

Men

as

._

For
years be baa lived on hit farm at El« n,
enjoying the frulta of his early labor*.

orenre

with

some

had

Mscomberat her pleasant home.
Nortbeasf
Mrs. Benjamin Graves, of
Harbor, has been spending a few days
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
Donnell.

Henrietta Carmen went to Westto spend the wiuter with
her niece, Mrs Wit bam.
l
Mr. and Mrs. John Eaton are spending a
All of onr plain colored taffeta silks at U9c.; one lot of fancy taffetas < I
(1
I few weeks in Boston visiting their daughI» at 59c., reduced from 75c.; one lot fancy taffetas, 79c., reduced from $1.25.
ter, Miss Jennie B. Eaton.
Hon. E. P. Spofford and wife left Satur-

]! Silks.

of

townswomen

weeks

few

or

Friday, in the ninety-third year of bt*
age. In tariy life ('apt Higgins followed
the sfa. going many deep sea voyage*
an
and
He was naturally observant,
Intereating talk«r, and bia description

vr

dsughter F

and

a

nay

a mask ball In Knowltt*
Tuesday evening, Jan. 8.
('apt. H en L. Hlggirm# one of Eden’s
oldest and beat-known residents, ditd

Charles

Capt. J. W. Haskell, who has been on a
trip to New York and Boston, is
at home again.

Jj

spending

are

piw-.t,
Ilia

There will be

_

E. Dunn

Mrs. J

Etsaworlh ano Sutry
OtUtlas i,r„ne
evening with the to «»•

hall

B.

Dec. 31.

of court.

esteemed

Kidney

fu
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ttouae

Well

as

Arc Made Miserable

B.

Franklin.

from West

^
Black has been drawn to serve

the traverse

and

well-know'll

Women

_

Coombs, followed a few days later
by that of Mrs. Williams, removes two

!•»«*.

"'Dtrtisrmfiu*.

Eden.

was
from the
The burial
day night.
Union church Monday afternoon. Rev.
Mia. Wl&au.*
Mr. S.’.iitI*
has been tenderly cared for by her daughter, Mrs. Ellsworth Hastings and family,
who moved here In the early fall from
The recent death of
Lawrence, Mass.

haa

who

in-

to

folk*.

Mrs.
I*e«%r

J

(• 69c., 79c.,

of

Tne

prtaided.

bci.ig

►pe.td

even-

in faith

the

large schooner yacht carrying seven men.
Eugene.
Dec. 31.

The cheapest we.
We never carry any cheap quality of wrappers.
’. usually have is one at $1.
During this sale we offer the following redue$1
flannette
$1.25
flannette
vtion;
wrapper 79c.;
wrapper »9c.: $1.00 flan• nette wrapper $1.25.
<

|! Dress Goods.

rr

seem

many viailora from

Mrs. Charlotte Williams, who has been
g health for some time, died Fri-

Jete

race*.

bad command of a email
two
seasons, has been

!

Wrappers.

for the 1901

crew

!
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Y Perklnu

Howl** Pill- ••nr© U»er III*, *Mitont»nfc*j», InKauy U* wit, r,%*y u>
tigr-iloi*, lie** inciuJ.
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new cup defender will come to Deer
and Stonington, and personally pick
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even-
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t no pro
very auoct afu-ly carried
and Chrlatcti
gramme lor I lie concert
Ilev. George B.
tree at Dollardlown.

week.

last

died

tree

Annie

honored resident,
Inflrmlt lea of age
cheeked his once busy life, and for several
years he has awaited the lengthening
shadows, amid the kind nil nisi rations of
hia son Fred and wife. The funeral took
place at the family residence Friday afternoon,'K**v. W. II. Powlesland officiating.
Mrs. IV.E. Green, Mrs. Leslie Swan and

Bunker,

Theodore

the

|A,ui.r, B*o

The committee of arrat gemenle— Wl11
Smith, L A l>n lard. Waiter Smith, WMoore, »lr
ter the. a. Mia* Minnie H
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Sunday afternoon and

next
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evening meetings at the Methodist
church, d< ring the w»ek of prayer. Kev.
D„j p«t •'id & t itit i, Mii* apeak al »»•«
church

program.«e

K«f>A> »n«l r» citation*
Topic: "Hhs> peruon h«* done tin* roo*i
Kooci In «mii Ntllon'i Hhlnr) ?** leaner,
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Our entire stock of cloaks and capes is marked to be closed by the
,
end of the month.
Walking, Rainy-day and Dress Skirts. Yon can buy any skirt in the
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lot at a reduction of 25 per cent.
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These are elegant garments worth every cent of our regular price, but
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rial attraction to our fur department we offer these garments at
these extraordinarily low prices.
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For particulars of our great record-breaking .January clearing sale in 4
all departments, Ik* sure and call at tti store. Our offerings in Furs, (
Linens 11
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Ch
>g Goods, Muslin Underwear, (
Silks. Fmtiroideries. Hosiery and Glove are the most interesting news to
all to v. hem great and unusual reductions in reliable and seasonable goods ]
appeal. I uriug this ale we will place on our bargain counters new lines

I which 1
bably we omitted to mention in this advertisement.
I’ to vis.; tlii- store daily during the pregu.-s of this sale.
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Our usual annual clearing sale begins with the New
Year. .January w ill be a month of great saving uppertunities here. We enter the new* year and the new cenJury with firm determination to progress with the times.
K very new idea in merchandising will be adopted if it be
worthy, and by its careful execution we hope to maintain
and to deserve"the leadership that we have gained in the
drv goods business in Hancock county.
M. GALLERT.
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elegant 14k Gold Filled BRACELET for only 93c.
Your money returned without argument If not

EXCELSIOR NOVELTY WORKS,

entirely sallofaetory.

Richmond, Me.

